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Abstract: In this thesis the Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO) perturbative
QCD corrections to Z boson production in association with hard QCD radiation are
considered, both where the hard QCD radiation forms an observable jet and where no
jet definition is required. The Infrared (IR) divergences are regulated using the antenna
subtraction method and all possible initial state configurations and colour contributions
are considered. This research is the first complete NNLO calculation relevant for LHC
phenomenology using the antenna subtraction method. The work in this thesis forms
the backbone of the NNLOJET framework, a highly optimised and flexible Monte Carlo
integrator constructed to perform precision LHC phenomenology. The results of this
computation are presented both as total cross sections and differential distributions
for a wide range of LHC observables. Excellent agreement is observed between the
experimental data from ATLAS and CMS for the fully inclusive normalised transverse
momentum distribution and the NNLO prediction, opening the possibility of using this
calculation to constrain the gluon parton distribution function.
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Preface
The physics of particle colliders is a remarkable field of study. On the experimental side,
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a feat of modern engineering. Huge collaborations
of experimental physicists and engineers are required to run, maintain and interpret the
data. The discovery of a scalar particle at the ATLAS and CMS detectors in 2012 [5,
6] is truly a testament to a hugely successful experimental programme.
On the theoretical side, the unprecedented quality of the LHC data has led theorists
to consider ever more complicated calculations to reduce theoretical uncertainties. The
second iteration of the so called Les Houches ‘wishlist’ [7] demonstrates the colossal
endeavour the theoretical community faces. Despite this, many of these calculations in
the 2013 wishlist are either already complete or in progress.
The key question to ask is why is it important to reduce the uncertainties on the-
oretical calculations? It is clear that the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is
fundamentally flawed; it is unable to provide a suitable dark matter candidate or ex-
plain gravitational interactions. Nevertheless, it is clear that any deviations from the
Standard Model observed by collider experiments will be subtle. The work done by
theorists in providing precise Standard Model predictions is important in distinguishing
Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) from Standard Model backgrounds.
The work in this thesis will focus on one important Standard Model background
at the LHC, namely lepton pair production in association with a hadronic jet. This
process is on the Les Houches wishlist and is important for distinguishing BSM signals
such as supersymmetry. In particular, we will be including higher order perturbative
corrections in the context of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) as an attempt to reduce
theoretical uncertainties for this process. The terms calculated in this thesis are the
full Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO) corrections.
1
This calculation poses a significant challenge in terms of its analytical construction
and numerical implementation. Indeed, it has been known for a long time that higher
order terms in perturbative QCD contain high energy ultraviolet (UV) and low energy
infrared (IR) divergences. UV divergences can be regulated through a renormalisation
scheme choice, whereas IR divergences are far more subtle. The analysis presented
by Bloch and Nordsieck [8] and the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg (KLN) theorem [9, 10]
demonstrate that all IR poles must cancel at each order in the perturbative series.
However, how this cancellation arises is not immediately obvious and typically requires
some form of subtraction to render the cancellation explicit. It is only after imple-
menting a subtraction scheme that one is able to extract the physical, finite result.
The calculation presented in this work uses the antenna subtraction formalism [11–
14], a flexible subtraction scheme which can be applied to a wide range of processes,
including processes with hadronic initial states and final state jets. This particular
process poses new challenges for the formalism however, including a high dimensional
phase space and many subchannels that need to be integrated over. These will be
discussed in detail within this thesis.
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 1 will form the introductory material to
this research, focusing on basic concepts of Standard Model phenomenology. Chapter 2
will discuss the antenna subtraction formalism from the context of analytical expres-
sions. Chapter 3 will then move onto a discussion of Z boson phenomenology and will
motivate the necessity for precision for this particular LHC process. Chapters 4 and 5
will focus on the numerical aspects of the calculation. Finally, the numerical results of
the calculation will be presented in chapter 6.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction to Standard Model
physics
In this chapter we will review the basic concepts of Standard Model (SM) interactions
within the context of a high energy collider environment, forming the basis for the
research presented in this thesis. We begin with a review of SU(N) non-abelian gauge
theories from the context of Lagrangian dynamics. This will form the foundation
of both QCD and electroweak (EW) sectors of the SM. This leads us naturally to
construct the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) [15–17] Lagrangian which describes
EW interactions and explains the W and Z bosons mass terms using a Spontaneous
Symmetry Breaking (SSB) mechanism.
For the strong sector of the Lagrangian, the approach of higher order corrections
through a perturbative series of αs will be introduced. The higher order corrections
motivate us to consider renormalisation and mass factorisation techniques as a method
to regulate singularities occurring naturally during computations from divergent loop
diagrams and initial state collinear radiation respectively.
We will also introduce the concept of infrared (IR) singularity structures and ap-
proaches that can be applied to regulate these singularities. Given a suitable subtrac-
tion scheme to deal with the IR singularities, we have all the basic concepts required
to begin calculating higher order QCD corrections to processes in a hadron-hadron
collider environment.
3
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1.1 Lagrangian dynamics and gauge symmetries
The Lagrangian density, henceforth referred to simply as the Lagrangian, is defined as




where {φi} denotes the set of fields with which the Lagrangian is defined. In the
context of physical Quantum Field Theories (QFTs), the choice of Lagrangian must
satisfy many basic constraints,
• the field definitions must be local, depending only on a single point in space-time,
• the Lagrangian must be Hermitian to ensure that the action is real,
• the Lagrangian must respect Poincaré invariance,
• all terms in the Lagrangian must be renormalisable.1
The above constraints, whilst necessary, are far from sufficient to construct a theory
capable of predicting physical observations. One must apply additional symmetries a
priori that constrain the terms in the Lagrangian and the field content. In this section
we will discuss the construction of a Lagrangian which is symmetric under local gauge
transformations of an SU(N) gauge group, where N is a constant yet to be defined.
This discussion will underpin the foundation of QCD and EW interactions.
Firstly we introduce the spin-12 quark and anti-quark fields, ψ(x)α,i and ψ¯α˙,i(x),
which transform according to the fundamental and anti-fundamental representation of
SU(N) respectively,
ψ′α,j(x)→ Uij(x)ψα,i(x), (1.1.2)
ψ¯′α˙,j(x)→ ψ¯α˙,i(x)U−1ij (x), (1.1.3)
where U(x) is the transformation operator belonging to the Lie algebra of SU(N). The
index i denotes the fundamental index of the gauge group and the index α denotes the
1This will be discussed in further detail in section 1.4 but for the sake of this discussion leads to
us only considering terms where the coupling has positive mass dimension.
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spinor index of the field. Both of these sets of indices will be suppressed in further
discussions.
In order to simultaneously provide a kinetic term for the quark fields and also satisfy
the assumption that the Lagrangian is gauge invariant, it is also necessary to define a
covariant derivative /D,
/D ≡ γµ(∂µ − igAaµta), (1.1.4)
where µ is the Lorentz index, g is the coupling strength of the theory and ta are the
generators of the group SU(N) and Aaµ is the gauge field. The index a denotes the
internal index of the adjoint representation of SU(N) which runs from 1 to N2 − 1.
By definition, the covariant derivative transforms under SU(N) in precisely the
same form as ψ(x), namely,
/D
′
ψ(x)→ U(x)[ /Dψ(x)]. (1.1.5)
This condition is sufficient to define the transformation properties of the gauge field,
Aaµ,
Aaµt









cannot be gauge invariant and hence gauge bosons must be massless. It is interesting
to note that whilst explicit mass terms for gauge fields in a Lagrangian cannot exist, it
is possible to generate a mass term for gauge fields using the Higgs mechanism [18–20].
This will be discussed in detail in section 1.3 in the context of EW symmetry breaking.
SU(N) for N ≥ 2 is a set of non-Abelian Lie groups. It follows that the generators
ta do not commute and satisfy the following commutation relation,
[ta, tb] = ifabctc, (1.1.8)
where fabc is known as the structure constant.
A further assumption in Lagrangian mechanics is that all terms that satisfy the
imposed constraints and gauge symmetries must be included. A trivial term one can
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add to the Lagrangian is a mass term for the quark fields,
Lmass = mψ¯(x)ψ(x), (1.1.9)
which in most contexts of this thesis will be presumed to be massless. For sufficiently
large scattering energies and for the processes we will be considering this approximation
holds very well.







Gaµν = ∂µAaν − ∂νAaµ − gfabcAbµAcν . (1.1.11)
The physical implications of a non-Abelian gauge theory reside in the final term of
Eq. (1.1.11). This term leads to the gluon triple and quartic self-interactions which are
not present in Abelian gauge theories such as quantum electrodynamics (QED).








ψ¯(x)(i /D −m)ψ(x), (1.1.12)
where we are summing over all active flavours in the theory.
An interesting point to note is that one could add an additional gauge invariant









where θ is the coupling strength (with conventional normalisation terms). G˜µνa is the






This term is the equivalent to the ‘E ·B’ term that arises in the QED Lagrangian. In
the case of QCD, this term would give rise to topological CP-violating affects. However,
these effects are not observed in Nature implying that θ is consistent with zero. Why
this term does not arise is known as the strong CP problem and is an outstanding issue
in the theory of QCD.
The classical Lagrangian, as presented above, is not sufficient to perform calcula-
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tions perturbatively. Consider the functional integral,
∫
DA exp (iS[A]), (1.1.15)
where S[A] is the action for the free gauge field. Using the classical Lagrangian alone,
this path integral is divergent given that there are an infinite number of equivalent
gauge configurations of the gauge field for each point in x. Ideally one would like to
isolate the physical configurations of the gauge field Aµ only once.
Indeed, it is possible to isolate the physical contributions to the functional in-
tegral by employing the prescription established by Faddeev and Popov [21]. Con-
sider a functional acting on the gauge field, G[Aµ(x)], which will define a gauge fixing
condition. The functional δ(G[Aµ(x)]) isolates gauge configurations corresponding to
G[Aµ(x)] = 0. Using this functional, we can insert 1 in the definition of the path









where Aα corresponds to the gauge-transformed field,




Applying this gauge fixing to a correlation function has two important implications for





where λ parametrises the gauge choice. A commonly used set of gauge fixing terms are
given by the covariant gauges,
Lcov g.f = − 12λ(∂
µt ·Aµ)2. (1.1.19)
The second implication is that for certain gauge choices in non-Abelian gauge theories,
ghost fields can naturally arise [21],
Lghost = ∂µηa†Dµabηb, (1.1.20)
where η denotes a ghost field. To cancel the unphysical degree of freedom, these fields
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must behave as anti-commuting scalars. Such ghost fields cannot be seen as physical
particles because they are forbidden by the spin-statistics theorem, however they can
contribute within loop diagrams.
It is also possible to construct a gauge choice such that no ghost fields arise,
Laxial g.f = −1
λ
(nµt ·Aµ)2, (1.1.21)
where nµ is an arbitrary space-time vector. This set of gauge fixing terms is known as
axial gauges.
There is a considerable amount of freedom in choosing a gauge when performing
calculations. However, in practice it is often easier to calculate in certain gauges than
compared to others. For example, the axial gauges have a significantly more compli-
cated gluon propagator than compared to covariant gauge choices. This additional
complexity in the gluon propagator is often worse than the necessity to calculate ad-
ditional ghost diagrams in covariant gauge choices. Nevertheless, axial gauges are
useful to demonstrate that ghost fields do not exist in all gauge choices, reaffirming the
statement that the ghost fields are indeed unphysical.
1.2 Electroweak interactions
The EW sector of the SM is described by the theory of Glashow-Weinberg-Salam [15–
17], whereby a Lagrangian which respects the gauge symmetries SU(2)L × U(1)Y is
spontaneously broken by a Higgs mechanism [18–20] into a residual U(1)EM gauge
symmetry. In this section we will briefly review the GWS model and precisely the
experimental motivations for considering such a theory.
In the 1960’s there was a significant amount of experimental data describing weak
interactions. Experimental data suggested that the weak interaction, unlike the elec-
tromagnetic and strong forces, was parity violating [23]. At low energies, β decay
was described very well by the Fermi model [24], where the amplitude for the decay




u¯(νµ)γα(1− γ5)u(µ)u¯(e)γα(1− γ5)v(ν¯e), (1.2.1)
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where the Fermi constant GF is measured experimentally to be [25],
GF = 1.1663787(6)× 10−5 GeV−2. (1.2.2)
Given the challenge of constructing a complete gauge invariant and renormalisable
theory with four-fermion interactions, it was reasonable to assume that the Fermi
model was a low energy effective model of a more encompassing theory. Such a theory
must involve the exchange of extremely heavy gauge bosons such that the scattering
energies of typical experiments at the time were significantly smaller than the mass
of the new gauge bosons. This was later confirmed at the Super Proton anti-Proton
Synchrontron (SPP¯S) collider with the discovery of the Z and W bosons in 1983 [26–
29], which were indeed found to have large masses. The complete description of EW
interactions must be able to explain the heavy W and Z gauge bosons and at the same
time recover the Fermi model in low energy interactions.
We begin by considering the ‘unbroken’ GWS Lagrangian. Firstly we will define a










where uL and dL are the left-handed up-type quark and down-type quark respectively.
Similarly to the left-handed fermion content, we also have the analogous right-handed
fermion fields (eR, uR and dR) which are singlets under SU(2)L gauge transformations.
Using the methodology established in section 1.1, this allows us to construct a gauge
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where g1 is the coupling strength of the U(1)Y gauge field Bµ and Y denotes the
hypercharge operator. g2 is the coupling strength of the SU(2)L gauge field, τ i are the
set of three generators of SU(2)L andW iµ are the three components of the SU(2)L gauge
field. These are directly analogous to the terms g, ta and Aaµ in Eq. (1.1.4). Explicitly




 , τ 2 =
 0 −i
i 0




A notable absence from the Lagrangian in Eq. (1.2.5) is the definition of a right-handed
neutrino, νR. A right-handed neutrino has never been observed in Nature and therefore
it is omitted from the GWS Lagrangian.
In addition to hypercharge, we can define another conserved quantum number called
weak isospin, TW , corresponding to SU(2)L gauge symmetry. Only the left-handed
doublets are charged under this gauge symmetry and have TW = 12 by convention. We
can also define the projection of TW in the W µ3 direction, TW3 . Here we can use the
Pauli matrix τ 3 to determine the value of TW3 for the individual components within
the SU(2)L doublet.
The currents arising from the SU(2)L gauge symmetry can either be charged cur-
rents or neutral currents. Given that after SSB the residual gauge symmetry must be
U(1)EM with only neutral currents, we can derive a simple relation between TW3 , Y
and the conventional charge Q,
Q = TW3 +
Y
2 . (1.2.9)
Using this information and knowing the charges Q following SSB, we can infer the
hypercharge of all the fermions for our unbroken GWS Lagrangian, as shown in Tab. 1.1.
As discussed in section 1.1, explicit mass terms for the gauge fields of our Lagrangian
would violate gauge invariance. In addition to this, a fermionic mass term split into
1.3. The Higgs mechanism 11




















2 −12 +13 −13
eR 0 0 -2 -1
uR 0 0 +43 +
2
3
dR 0 0 −23 −13
Table 1.1: The quantum numbers corresponding to the fermions in the GWS La-
grangian. Tw denotes the weak isospin, Tw3 denotes the component of Tw for W 3µ . Y is
the hypercharge quantum number and Q is the resulting charge following spantaneous
symmetry breaking.
its left-handed and right-handed components would be of the form,
Lmass = m[ψ¯(x)Rψ(x)L + ψ¯(x)Lψ(x)R], (1.2.10)
where L and R denote the left-handed and right-handed components of the spinor fields
respectively. This is not gauge invariant under SU(2)L or U(1)Y gauge transformations.
Clearly explicit mass terms cannot be added to the unbroken GWS Lagrangian, hence
we need to generate mass terms using a new approach: the Higgs mechanism.
1.3 The Higgs mechanism
The Higgs mechanism uses the concept of SSB to generate mass terms for our gauge
fields [18–20]. The basic principle behind SSB is that whilst the Lagrangian respects
the full symmetries of a given theory, the vacuum state does not necessarily have to.
By introducing a new scalar field with a given interaction potential, the full symmetries
of the Lagrangian can be spontaneously broken to a residual set. In this section we
will review how this is performed in the GWS Lagrangian such that the mass terms of
the W and Z bosons can be generated.
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where φ+ and φ0 are the components of the complex scalar field. In terms of real
components this has the form,
Φ = 1√
2
 φ1 + iφ2
φ3 + iφ4
 . (1.3.2)
This doublet has weak isospin TW = 12 and hypercharge Y = 1. It follows from
Eq. (1.2.9) that φ+ has an electromagnetic charge Q = +1 and φ0 has a charge of
Q = 0. We can construct a Lagrangian which is invariant under SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge
transformations for this complex scalar field,
Lscalar = (DLµΦ)†(DµLΦ)− V (Φ) + LYukawa, (1.3.3)
where DLµ is precisely the same covariant derivative as defined in Eq. (1.2.6) and V (Φ)
is the scalar field potential. The Yukawa interaction Lagrangian, LYukawa, denotes the











R + h.c.], (1.3.4)
where yfij denotes the a matrix of Yukawa couplings between the generations and ‘h.c.’
denotes the Hermitian conjugate of the proceeding terms. Φc is the charge conjugate
of the complex field, defined by,
Φc = iτ 2Φ. (1.3.5)
The structure of the scalar potential in Eq. (1.3.3) is constrained by gauge invariance
and renormalisability to simply,
V (Φ) = µ2(Φ†Φ)− λ(Φ†Φ)2, (1.3.6)
where µ2 and λ are parameters that are yet to be determined. We can however infer
that for the potential to be bounded from below, λ < 0.
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φmin
Re (φ) Im (φ)
V (φ)
Figure 1.1: The ‘Mexican hat’ Higgs potential for a single complex scalar φ, where
V (φ) = µ2φ∗φ− λ(φ∗φ)2 and µ2, λ < 0. The red line denotes the set of field configura-
tions for φ which minimises the potential.
If µ2 > 0 then the minimum of this potential is V (|Φ†Φ|min) = 0 where |Φ†Φ|min =
0. This would imply that µ2 is a conventional mass term for the scalar field. If however
µ2 < 0, there will be a new set of minima in the potential where |Φ†Φ|min 6= 0 and
creates a set of field configurations which reside in the bottom of this potential. This
is the famous ‘Mexican hat’ or ‘wine bottle’ Higgs potential, as shown in Fig. 1.1 for a
single complex scalar field φ. The new minima in V (Φ) is given by,
dV
d(Φ†Φ) = 0 =⇒ µ




We need choose a component in the complex scalar field Φ in which the vacuum ex-
pectation value (vev) is non-zero, denoted by v. Doing so will spontaneously break
SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge invariance. In principle this choice is arbitrary, however given
that we ultimately wish to describe a theory where a U(1)EM symmetry is preserved,
we cannot choose a non-zero vev for either component of the φ+ complex scalar field.
This field is charged under U(1)EM gauge transformations, so any non-zero vev will
break U(1)EM gauge invariance. Therefore we choose,
〈0|φ1 |0〉 = 〈0|φ2 |0〉 = 〈0|φ4 |0〉 = 0, (1.3.9)
〈0|φ3 |0〉 = v. (1.3.10)
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From this, consider small perturbations of our field Φ about the vev,
Φ = 1√
2
 ξ2 + iξ1
v + h+ iξ3
 , (1.3.11)
where h denotes the Higgs field and the set of fields {ξi} are known as Goldstone bosons.

















This gauge choice is known as the unitary gauge. Whilst this gauge choice is not
particularly useful for performing calculations, it is useful to demonstrate explicitly
the mass terms and the particle content of the spontaneously broken Lagrangian. If
















and consider the component Φv acting on the complex scalar field Lagrangian in

































1 + g22W 2µW
µ
2 + (g1Bµ − g2W µ3 )2
]
. (1.3.15)
To formulate the mass terms for the spontaneously broken Lagrangian in terms of its
mass eigenstates, several substitutions of the gauge fields need to be performed. Firstly,















1.3. The Higgs mechanism 15
The gauge fields W 3µ and Bµ also mix to form the mass eigenstates in a non-trivial
manner. Let us define the weak mixing angle, θW , which rotates the gauge fields into
the mass basis,  Aµ
Zµ
 =
 cos θW sin θW





where Aµ and Zµ are defined to be the mass eigenstates. Therefore using the substi-
tutions,
Aµ = sin θWW µ3 + cos θWBµ, (1.3.19)
Zµ = cos θWW µ3 − sin θWBµ, (1.3.20)
in conjunction with the definitions of W 1µ and W 2µ in terms of W+µ and W−µ , the La-










+ ZµZµ(g1 sin θW + g2 cos θW )2 + AµAµ(g1 cos θW − g2 sin θW )2
− 2ZµAµ(g1 sin θW + g2 cos θW )(g1 cos θW − g2 sin θW )
]
. (1.3.21)
By definition, there can be no term in the Lagrangian of the form ZµAµ. This implies
that,






Substituting Eq. (1.3.23) into Eq. (1.3.21) reveals that the term of the form AµAµ is
also zero. This is precisely as we desired; the photon field is massless, meaning the
Lagrangian retains a residual U(1)EM gauge symmetry. The W and Z are the only














1 + g22)ZµZµ, (1.3.24)
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hence the masses for the W and Z bosons in terms of gauge couplings are,
MW =
vg2




which implies that the weak mixing angle can be defined in terms of the masses of the
gauge bosons as,





A similar exercise can be performed on the Yukawa interaction terms. Inserting Φv























where for the sake of this discussion we have assumed that the Yukawa coupling matrix





It is interesting to note that we have not introduced a mass term for the neutrino. If







where νR would be a right-handed neutrino and a singlet under SU(2)L. This particle
has never been observed, however there is now overwhelming evidence that the neutri-
nos have a small non-zero mass hierarchy. Precisely the origin of this mass remains an
unsolved problem in particle physics.
In deriving the mass terms for the spontaneously broken Lagrangian, we neglected
the contribution coming from the dynamical higgs field, Φh. Repeating this exercise
and including Φh leads to terms in the Lagrangian from a physical interacting scalar
field known as the Higgs boson. The discovery of a scalar particle in run 1 of the
LHC [5, 6] which thus far exhibits the properties of the Standard Model Higgs boson
is a promising validation of spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Standard Model
as a whole.
One of the constraints on the construction of the GWS Lagrangian was that at low
energies (sM2W ,M2Z) the Fermi model is recovered. Indeed, the tree level amplitude
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For the work presented in this thesis, the EW coupling constant α is derived from the
















This is known as the ‘GF -scheme’ or ‘Gµ-scheme’. This scheme is a choice since higher
order electroweak radiative corrections will induce a running of the coupling α. A
detailed discussion on scheme choices for α can be found in Ref. [31] in the context of
neutral-current EW processes.
1.4 Renormalisation of QCD
It was stated in section 1.1 that all the terms that arise in a physical Lagrangian
must be renormalisable. In this section we will review precisely what is meant by a
renormalisable theory and why it is necessary to impose this constraint.
To begin, consider a typical generalised tensor integral that would arise when cal-




lµ1lµ2 . . . lµn∏n










lµ1lµ2 . . . lµn
l2n
, (1.4.2)
we see that for n ≤ d the tensor integral diverges as l2 → ∞. This is known as an
Ultraviolet (UV) singularity. The problem we observe can be understood as a failure in
the theory to predict the UV structure of the Lagrangian. The integration of momenta
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within a loop can go to arbitrarily high scales where it is presumed that additional terms
within a UV complete Lagrangian would contribute. These terms would regulate this
UV singularity and generate a finite result.
Given that we cannot reasonably probe the UV structure of Nature, it would appear
at first glance that it is not possible to make predictions of quantities on the scale of
the interactions without knowing the relevant contributing UV terms. However, a
remarkable discovery in QFT [22, 32] states that given a UV complete Lagrangian
with terms that appear at a high scale Λ, only the renormalisable contributions to the
Lagrangian will not be suppressed by powers of Λ. Therefore, as long as the physical
scales in the theory are significantly smaller than Λ, a renormalised Lagrangian is
sufficient for collider phenomenology.
The prescription of formulating a renormalised Lagrangian from a so called ‘bare’















g2s,0 = Zgg2s , (1.4.6)
m0 = Zmm, (1.4.7)
where terms on the left hand side are the bare parameters, as discussed in section 1.1.
Each of the Zi scaling factors for each measurable quantity are divergent by themselves.
From here, we can define for each Zi,
Zi = 1 + δZi , (1.4.8)
which implies that for every contribution to the bare Lagrangian containing a physical
parameter, we derive a term proportional to the physical contribution and a term pro-
portional to δZi . The Lagrangian has been decoupled into a renormalised contribution
and its counter term,
L0 = Lrenorm + Lc.t., (1.4.9)
where the entirety of the UV divergence in L0 now resides in Lc.t..
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An important point to note is that the renormalised Lagrangian has lost some
predictive power. Using the renormalised theory of QCD, it would be impossible to
predict the renormalised quantites, such as mass terms and coupling constants, directly
from the Lagrangian. However, given a fixed number of measurements, the theory is
capable of predicting event rates and differential distributions for a wide range of
observables.
To move the UV singularities into the counter term, a method is required to isolate
the divergent contributions from the finite contributions, typically using a regulator.
Many different approaches have been considered in the past [33–35]. For the research
relevant for this thesis we will be considering dimensional regularisation, where the
number of space-time dimensions in the problem is analytically continued from 4-
dimensions to d-dimensions, where d = 4 − 2. The UV divergences then arise as
explicit poles in . Following renormalisation, the physical observables must have a
well defined finite limit as d→ 4.
Dimensional regularisation is a convenient regularisation choice given that it re-
spects gauge symmetries and Lorentz invariance. Furthermore, it also simultaneously
regulates Infrared (IR) divergences that will be discussed in detail in section 1.6.
Given that the partitioning of the bare Lagrangian into two contributions is some-
what arbitrary, we are free to move finite terms between the renormalised Lagrangian
and the counter term. Clearly this has no impact on the Lagrangian as a whole.
However, this can have an impact on physical calculations derived from a truncated
perturbative series and hence it is important to define the renormalisation scheme when
performing perturbative calculations.
The most obvious scheme choice for the finite terms is to define the counter term
to have no finite contribution at all and for it to be purely divergent. This is known
as the Minimal Subtraction (MS) scheme. A popular extension to this scheme is to
instead consider additional finite terms that always accompany the pole structure to




+ ln (4pi)− γE +O(), (1.4.10)
where γE is the Euler-Mascheroni constant (0.5772 . . .). It follows that a rescaling of
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is sufficient to move the additional terms into the counter term of the Lagrangian.
A further issue that arises with renormalisation is the choice of scale at which
we renormalise the theory, µR. The renormalisation scale can be considered to be a
parametrisation of our ignorance of the scale Λ at which the non-renormalisable UV
complete Lagrangian is defined. The choice of µR is arbitrary and the physical observ-
ables should be independent of this scale choice. If we consider a general observable R
which depends on a single momentum scale s, we can write the independence of the















Note that given that we have renormalised the coupling constant gs, the definition of
αs is now a function of the scale choice µR. At first glance this might appear to be
contradictory, given that gs cannot depend on any other dimensionful parameters and
is dimensionless in 4-dimensions. By performing basic dimensional analysis on the d
dimensional Lagrangian we can conclude,
[L] = d, (1.4.14)
[mψ¯(x)ψ(x)] = d→ [ψ(x)] = d− 12 , (1.4.15)
[(∂νAµ)2] = d→ [Aµ] = d2 − 1, (1.4.16)
where the square brackets denotes the dimension of the enclosed term. It follows from
considering the quark-gluon vertex, gsψ¯(x) /Aψ(x), that,
[gs] = 2− d2 = . (1.4.17)
The coupling constant has therefore been promoted to a dimensionful parameter in the
d-dimensional Lagrangian.
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By splitting the derivative in Eq. (1.4.12) and making the substitution t = log (s/µ2R),







R(et, αs(µ2R)) = 0, (1.4.18)
where β(αs(µ2R)) is the QCD β-function. The QCD β-function characterises how αs(µ2R)






For sufficiently small values of αs(µ2R), one can compute the QCD β-function as a













The terms in the β-function can be calculated by considering the variation of Green’s
functions with respect to µR. Given that µR only appears in the counter terms of the
Lagrangian, this implies they can be calculated by considering the derivative of the
counter terms alone to the order in αs(µ2R) we wish to expand the β-function to. It
can be shown that [22],
β0 ≡ b0N + bFnf = 11CA − 4TRnf6 , (1.4.21)
β1 =
17C2A − 10CATRnf − 6CFTRnf
6 , (1.4.22)
where,







for an SU(N) gauge theory. nf denotes the number of active fermion flavours in our
theory. In the context of QCD2 N = 3 and nf = 5. β0 and β1 are renormalisation
scheme independent quantities, whereas higher order coefficients of the β-function are
2Typically the top quark is considered to have a large mass and is not a light degree of freedom at
LHC scattering energies. Finite top mass effects will be neglected and we will work in the effective
theory that the top quark has been integrated out.
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dependent on the renormalisation scheme choice. The three-loop [36, 37], four-loop [38,
39] and very recently the five-loop [40] coefficients have all been calculated in the MS
scheme.








where MZ , the mass of the Z boson, is chosen as the reference scale for αs. This is a
typical choice because of the small experimental errors for measurements at this energy
scale.
An important point to note is the sign of the β0 term in the denominator of
Eq. (1.4.26). We see that for the values of N and nf in the theory of QCD, the
value for β0 is positive. The sign of the β0 term in Eq. (1.4.26) is the origin of a
remarkable property of QCD: asymptotic freedom. As the energy scale increases, the
coupling strength of the theory decreases. For Abelian gauge theories such as QED we
observe precisely the opposite. It is this property that fuels tightly bound low energy
hadronic states and the entirety of nuclear physics.









This constraint allows us to define the scale ΛQCD, which is the scale at which our per-
turbative description of strong interactions is no longer valid and partons form bound
states. Approximately the value of ΛQCD is 200 MeV [30], meaning for LHC scattering
energies of 7-14 TeV we are well in the regime where the perturbative expansion is
convergent.
A valid solution of Eq. (1.4.12) is R(1, αs(µ2R)) [30]. This has the profound impact
that the residual scale dependent terms of the observable R, taken as a perturbative











where n is the order in which the series has been truncated in powers of αs(µ2R).
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The set of coefficients ri do not depend on the renormalisation scale. For sufficiently
complicated higher order calculations there can be scale dependent terms in the ri
coefficients that are expected to cancel amongst themselves. This cancellation is often
non-trivial and forms a powerful check on a numerical calculation. Section 4.3 will
demonstrate that the ri coefficients are indeed independent of the renormalisation
scale for the calculation presented in this thesis.
1.5 Colour decomposition of matrix elements
In principle, the QCD Lagrangian and renormalisation conditions are sufficient to begin
constructing QCD amplitudes and matrix elements. Given the complete set of Feynman
rules one can construct matrix elements of arbitrary complexity. Indeed, the limiting
constraint is the growth in number of diagrams that need to be considered as additional
legs or loops are added to the calculation. In this section, we will review a method of
organising the matrix element by performing colour decomposition, as established in
Refs. [41–47], to greatly simplify the calculation of matrix elements3.
Fundamentally a matrix element represents the transition probability density be-
tween quantum states. They are summed over all helicity and colour configurations
such that,
|M|2 ≡ 〈M|M〉 = 〈M|λ, c〉 〈λ, c|M〉 , (1.5.1)
for all possible helicity states λ and colour configurations c.
It will prove useful to decompose the QCD matrix element according to its colour
basis,
〈λ, c|M〉 = 〈c| ⊗ 〈λ|M〉 , (1.5.2)
where 〈λ|M〉 defines the partial amplitude, which is only dependent on kinematical
factors. The task of calculating the matrix element has been reduced to calculating
the full set of partial amplitudes required for all colour configurations of the specific
process being considered. Once the full set of amplitudes has been calculated, the
application of colour decomposition will precisely define the combination of partial
amplitudes required to recover the full matrix element.
3A pedagogical discussion of tree level and one-loop colour decomposition can be found in Ref. [48].




Figure 1.2: A diagrammatic representation of the colour flow in the Fierz identity. In
the first term on the right hand side there is a colour exchange between the quark lines.
In the second term the gluon does not exchange colour.
The colour structure of a QCD amplitude is dependent on the parton content and
the number of loops considered. It is, however, independent of the colourless particles in
the process. If a single quark anti-quark pair is in the process then the colour structure
can be written in terms of a quark string consisting of multiple gluon emissions between
the quark and anti-quark pair,
(ta1ta2ta3 . . . tan)ij ≡ ta1ik ta2kl ta3lm . . . tanmj. (1.5.3)












which is derived from the fact that the generators taij form a complete set of traceless
hermitianN×N matrices for an SU(N) gauge theory [22]. The Fierz identity represents
the colour flow between two quark anti-quark pairs and a mediating gluon. The term
proportional to δilδkj indicates a colour flow between the two quark pairs, whereas the
term proportional to δijδkl denotes a colour disconnected contribution. It is this final
term that is crucial to the simplification of colour ordered matrix elements. If colour
does not flow between the pairs of quarks then the gluon can be considered to not
have a charge under SU(N). Since this gluon does not carry a colour charge then it
can be considered to be ‘Abelian-like’, implying that non-abelian diagrams will not
contribute at this colour level. This will have significant implications for the infrared
singularity structure of subleading colour contributions which will be discussed in detail
in section 1.6. The commutation relation for the generators of the group in Eq. (1.1.8)
can also be applied to decompose factors of fabc,
fabc = −2i(Tr(tatbtc)− Tr(tatctb)). (1.5.5)
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Repeated application of Eqs. (1.5.4) and (1.5.5) are sufficient to colour decompose a
QCD process of arbitrary complexity.
1.6 Infrared singularities
In section 1.4 singularities originating from extrapolating the QCD Lagrangian to arbi-
trarily high scales were discussed. In this section we will review a second classification
of divergences arising from parton emissions at arbitrarily low scales, known as In-
frared (IR) divergences. IR divergences are observed both in loop corrections, where
the internal momenta go arbitrarily small, and also in real phase space integrals when
additional real emissions are unresolved. In the analyses presented by Bloch and Nord-
sieck [8]; Kinoshita [9], Lee and Nauenberg [10] (KLN) it was demonstrated that the
sum over all degenerate states from real and virtual corrections at a given order in
αs(µ2R) must be finite.
1.6.1 Virtual IR singularities at one-loop
In this section we will review the infrared singular behaviour of one-loop virtual cor-
rections in QCD, as established in Refs. [49–51]. Using the notation in Ref. [49], the
universal one-loop pole structure of a QCD amplitude for n parton scattering is of the
form,
|M(1)n (;µ2R, {pi})〉 = I(1)n (;µ2R, {pi}) |M(0)n (µ2R, {pi})〉+ |M(1)n,finite(µ2R, {pi})〉 , (1.6.1)
where |M(1)n (;µ2R, {pi})〉 and |M(0)n (µ2R, {pi})〉 are the one-loop and tree level ampli-
tudes respectively. |M(1)n,finite(µ2R, {pi})〉 is finite in the limit of  → 0 and process
dependent. The entirety of the IR divergences at one-loop resides in the Catani oper-
ator I1n(;µ2R, {pi}); an operator which is independent of the colourless partons in the
process. Explicitly this operator is [49],



















where e−iλijpi denotes a unitarity phase (λij = +1 if i and j are both incoming or outgo-
ing partons and λij = 0 otherwise). The function νsingi () encapsulates the singularity
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structure of the Catani operator,







The operators T i satisfy the following constraints,
∑
j 6=i
T j = −T i, (1.6.4)
T 2q = T 2q¯ = CF , (1.6.5)
T 2g = CA, (1.6.6)
and the coefficients γi depend on the flavour,
γq = γq¯ =
3
2CF , (1.6.7)
γg = b0N + bFnf ≡ β0. (1.6.8)
The full one-loop matrix is defined as a projection of the one-loop amplitude onto the
tree level amplitude,
M1n = 〈M(1)|M(0)〉+ 〈M(0)|M(1)〉 ≡ 2 Re (〈M(1)|M(0)〉), (1.6.9)
therefore the pole structure of the full matrix one-loop element is given by,
Poles[M1n] = 2 Re (I(1)n (; {pi}))M0n. (1.6.10)
When we calculate a one-loop matrix element in d-dimensions, there is a freedom to
choose which states are given in 4-dimensions and which are in d-dimensions. The
’t Hooft-Veltman (HV) scheme [35] states that all external states are treated in 4-
dimensions, whereas the internal states are in d-dimensions. The research in this thesis
uses the Conventional Dimensional Regularisation (CDR) scheme exclusively, where
all of the states are defined in d-dimensions. Any physical observable must be scheme
independent, nevertheless it is important that different components of a calculation
use a consistent scheme choice. Simple conversions can be made between the scheme
choices for one-loop amplitudes which are discussed in Refs. [52–54].
Using the colour decomposition techniques described in section 1.5, the generalised
Catani operator in Eq. (1.6.2) can be written as a sum of colour ordered Catani oper-
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ators,





ij (; sij), (1.6.11)
where the summation over ij runs between colour connected partons only. The fact that
singularities only occur between neighbouring partons in the colour ordered string is a
useful tool when concerned with regulating the IR singularity structures of a one-loop
matrix element. Explicitly the colour decomposed operators are [11],
I
(1)


























qq¯,F (; sqq¯) = 0, (1.6.15)
I
(1)














where Eqs. (1.6.12), (1.6.13) and (1.6.14) are the leading colour (or leading N) pole
contributions. Eqs. (1.6.15), (1.6.16) and (1.6.17) are leading nf pole contributions.
1.6.2 Virtual IR singularities at two-loops
Using a similar prescription to section 1.6.1, the generalised Catani operators for a
two-loop amplitude have also been derived [55],
|M(2)n (;µ2R, {pi})〉 = I(2)n (;µ2R, {pi}) |M(0)n (µ2R, {pi})〉
+ I(1)n (;µ2R, {pi}) |M(1)n (µ2R, {pi})〉
+ |M(2)n,finite(µ2R, {pi})〉 , (1.6.18)
where in an analogous format to the one-loop case, the function |M(2)n,finite(µ2R, {pi})〉 is
finite as → 0 and is process dependent. The two-loop Catani operator I(2)n (;µ2R, {pi})
has been introduced in a similar fashion to the one-loop Catani operator and is only
dependent on the parton content of the process,






























CA − 109 TRnf . (1.6.20)
the function H(2)(;µ2R, {pi}) is a new feature of the generalised pole structure appear-
ing at two-loops. This contains poles at most of order 1/ and is dependent on the
parton content and renormalisation scheme choice. It can only be calculated as the
remainder between a full two-loop calculation with the relevant parton content and the
rest of the Catani pole structure. In practice, these terms can be calculated directly
from simple processes such as colourless final state production and applied to more
complicated calculations.
The full two-loop matrix element is constructed from a projection of the two-loop
amplitude onto the tree level amplitude and the projection of the one-loop amplitude
onto itself,
M2n = 〈M(2)n |M(0)n 〉+ 〈M(0)n |M(2)n 〉+ 〈M(1)n |M(1)n 〉 , (1.6.21)
hence the pole structure for the complete two-loop matrix element is given by,




















From Eq. (1.6.22) it is possible to construct a library of colour decomposed Catani
operators in a similar fashion to the one-loop Catani operator. The list of operators is
lengthy however so it will not be quoted here.




Figure 1.3: A Feynman diagram of a gluon emission from a fermion line. The blob
denotes the rest of the hard scattering process.
1.6.3 Real IR singularities at tree level
To demonstrate IR singularities in real phase space integrals, consider the Feynman
diagram in Fig. 1.3. The fermion propagator before the gluon emission is given by,
i(/p+ /k +mq)
(pµ + kµ)2 −m2q + i
, (1.6.23)
where mq denotes the mass of the quark. If both of the quark and the gluon follow-






EkEp(1− cos θ) + i , (1.6.24)
where Ep and Ek are the energies of the emitted quark and gluon respectively and θ is
the angle between the emissions.
From Eq. (1.6.24) there are two divergences that can occur,
• soft singularity4, Ek → 0,
• collinear singularity, θ → 0.
IR divergences due to unresolved real emissions occur when an intermediate propagator
is forced to go on-shell due to a specific kinematical configuration. To extract physical
observables from amplitude calculations, it is often necessary to numerically integrate
over the entirety of phase space. For this specific propagator it would be possible to
regulate the divergence by retaining the mass of the quark in the full amplitude cal-
4The additional momentum terms in the numerator of the fermion propagator prevent a divergent
contribution for Ep → 0.
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culation. However, IR divergences would still occur when a massless gluon propagator
goes on-shell and hence it is not a general solution to the problem.
In general, the singularity structure of real emissions of a given process factorises
into a contribution which is divergent and a matrix element where there is no unresolved
emission. For example, the factorisation of a colour ordered tree level matrix element
in a soft limit is of the form,
M0n+1(. . . , i, j, k, . . .)
j soft−−−→ SijkM0n(. . . , I,K, . . .), (1.6.25)





The labels I and K in Eq. (1.6.25) indicate that in the reduced matrix element we
have formulated a pair of composite partons from the three partons in the full matrix
element. In the strict j soft limit pi = pI and pk = pK . To preserve momentum
conservation outside of the strict j soft limit, a smooth mapping function is required to
map the momentum configuration pi, pj and pk onto pI and pK . The mapping function
is a choice and will be discussed in more detail in section 2.1 in the context of antenna
subtraction.
In collinear limits, the factorisation is both flavour and helicity configuration de-
pendent. For a pair of final state partons i and j splitting from a final state parton K,
the resultant momentum transfer can be parametrised by [22, 49],






2p · n, (1.6.27)




2p · n, (1.6.28)
where pµ is a light-like vector defining the collinear direction, z denotes the momentum
fraction of parton K transferred to parton i, pµ⊥ is the momentum component of parton
i transverse to the collinear axis and nµ is an auxillary light-like vector defined such
that p⊥ · p = p⊥ · n = 0. pµ⊥ can be interpreted as a measure of the collinearity of the
partons i and j, where in the strict collinear limit pµ⊥ = 0. The final term proportional
to nµ ensures that the momenta of the particles i and j remain on-shell when pµ⊥ is
non-zero (up to O(p4⊥) corrections).
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Unlike in soft limits, the collinear factorisation has a non-trivial spin and flavour
dependence,





(; z, p⊥)M0n,ss′(. . . , K, . . .), (1.6.29)
where s and s′ are spin or polarisation indices depending whether partonK is a fermion
or vector particle respectively. Pˆ ss′ij→K is a matrix in spinor space and cannot be treated
as a multiplicative factor of a reduced matrix element.









ij→K(z) denotes the spin averaged splitting functions [56],
P (0)qg→q(z) =
1 + (1− z)2
z
− z, (1.6.31)
P (0)gq→q(z) ≡ P (0)qg→q(1− z) =
1 + z2
1− z − (1− z), (1.6.32)
defined using the CDR scheme.
In a configuration where K is a gluon, the polarisation is labelled by a Lorentz
index and is no longer proportional to a unity matrix in spinor space. Explicitly the
splitting functions are given by [57],























It will prove useful for later discussions to define spin averaged gluon splitting functions,
Pˆ µνij→g
sij





M0n(. . . , K, . . .) + angular terms, (1.6.35)
where the splitting functions P (0)ij→g(z) are taken to be a multiplicative factor of the




z2 + (1− z)2 − 






+ z(1− z). (1.6.37)
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The ‘angular terms’ in Eq. (1.6.35) are a subleading singularity in the collinear limit.
It can be shown that following integration over a full phase space these angular terms
cancel non-locally between phase space points. Indeed, in cancelling collinear singular-
ities from a phase space point it is sufficient to use the spin averaged splitting functions
because of the non-local cancellation of the azimuthal corrections. As a result of this,
in future discussions on collinear limits at higher orders in αs we will always assume
spin averaged factorisation. This assumption poses many numerical challenges however
which will be discussed in detail in section 4.4.1.
The above factorisation rules for soft and collinear limits can be extended to sce-
narios involving unresolved emissions from initial state partons. In the case of the soft
emissions, this is dealt with automatically through the definition of the invariant, siˆj,
where iˆ denotes that parton i is in the initial state,
siˆj = (pj − piˆ)2. (1.6.38)
In the case of collinear splitting of an initial state parton iˆ into final state partons j
and k, the momentum fraction z is taken with respect to the initial state parton,






2p · n, (1.6.39)




2p · n, (1.6.40)
where similarly to the final state splitting case, pµ⊥ is the transverse momentum with
respect to the collinear axis and nµ is an auxillary vector such that piˆ · n = p⊥ · n = 0.




























Eqs. (1.6.41) and (1.6.43) are called flavour changing splitting functions because the
initial state hard radiator has changed flavour. In so doing the number of polarisations
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in d-dimensions changes using CDR and hence additional factors of (1−) are included.
1.6.4 Real IR singularities at one-loop
The basic principles of soft and collinear factorisation can be extended to one-loop. In
section 1.6.1, it was shown that the one-loop matrix element is constructed from an
interference between the tree level amplitude and a one-loop amplitude. This implies
that when a real emission in a colour ordered one-loop matrix element goes unresolved,
the matrix element must factorise such that [59],
M1n+1(. . . , i, j, k, . . .)
j
unresolved−−−−−−→X0(i, j, k)M1n(. . . , I,K, . . .)
+X1(; i, j, k)M0n(. . . , I,K, . . .), (1.6.45)
where the divergent singularity structure of the one-loop matrix element M1n+1 resides
entirely inX0(i, j, k) andX1(; i, j, k). TheX0(i, j, k) function can either be an Eikonal
function in the soft limit or a tree level splitting function, as defined in the previous sec-
tion. This function describes the singularity structure within the tree level amplitude,
hence it is the same set of functions as for tree level unresolved emissions.
The function X1(; i, j, k) is a new term required to describe the singularities within
a one-loop amplitude, either a one-loop soft term or a one-loop splitting function. These
have all been calculated and have been presented in Refs. [59, 60].
1.6.5 Double real IR singularities at tree level
The discussion in section 1.6.3 can be extended to scenarios where two emissions in
the final state go unresolved simultaneously. The functions used to describe the singu-
larity structures depend on both the type of unresolved emissions and also the colour
configuration of the partons (i.e. where the unresolved emissions appear in the colour
ordered string). There are three possible colour configurations for double unresolved
emissions,
• Colour connected unresolved emissions - the two unresolved partons are next to
each other in the colour ordered string, as depicted in Fig. 1.4;
• Almost colour connected unresolved emissions - the two unresolved partons are
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Figure 1.4: Colour connected double unresolved emissions for qq¯ → gg. The vertical
dashed lines denote unresolved gluon emissions.
separated by one hard parton in the colour ordered string, as depicted in Fig. 1.5;
• Colour disconnected unresolved emissions - the two unresolved partons are sep-
arated by two or more hard partons in the colour ordered string, as depicted in
Fig, 1.6.
All possible double unresolved emissions will be reviewed in this section.
Double soft emissions
Double soft emissions occur when two partons go soft simultaneously. This can happen
in all colour configurations (colour connected, almost colour connected and colour
disconnected) and the functions describing the singularity structure are dependent on
the colour connectivity of the partons.
In the case of colour connected gluons j and k going soft, the factorisation of the
full matrix element is of the form [61],
M0n+2(. . . , i, j, k, l, . . .)
j,k soft−−−−→ SijklM0n(. . . , I, L, . . .), (1.6.46)
where as in the single unresolved case partons I and L are composite partons.
Unlike in single soft emissions, a divergence occurs when a pair of same flavour
quarks go soft simultaneously. In the colour connected configuration this is analogous
to Eq. (1.6.46) with a soft function as found in Ref. [11].
In the case of almost colour connected and colour disconnected configurations, the
singular behaviour of the matrix element is described by an iterative implementation
of the single soft Eikonal functions,
M0n+2(. . . , i, j, k, . . . , l,m, n . . .)
j,m soft−−−−→ SijkSlmnM0n(. . . , I,K, . . . , L,N, . . .), (1.6.47)
where Sijk and Slmn are precisely the same Eikonal functions as described in sec-
tion 1.6.3. In the case of almost colour connected configurations then k = l but
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Figure 1.5: Almost colour connected double unresolved emissions for qq¯ → ggg. The
vertical dashed lines denote unresolved gluon emissions.
otherwise the singularity structure is the same.
Soft collinear emissions
Soft collinear emissions can occur when a gluon goes soft and a separate pair of partons
goes collinear. Similarly to double soft configurations, the divergence depends on the
colour separation of the unresolved emissions. If the soft gluon and the collinear pair
are colour connected then the factorisation takes the form [62],





M0n(. . . , I,K, . . .) + angular terms,
(1.6.48)
Similarly to the double soft limits, if the soft gluon and the collinear pair of partons
are not colour connected then the singularity is described by an iteration on the single
soft Eikonal function and a tree level splitting function,





M0n(. . . , J, L, . . .) + angular terms.
(1.6.49)
Double collinear emissions
Double collinear emissions involve two independent pairs of partons going simultane-
ously collinear. The singularity structure is independent of the separation in colour
ordering between the two pairs of partons and is always of the form,









M0n(. . . , I,K, . . .) + angular terms,
(1.6.50)
where z1 and z2 denote the momentum fractions for the splitting of composite partons
I and K respectively.
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Figure 1.6: Colour disconnected double unresolved emissions for qq¯ → ng. The vertical
dashed lines denote unresolved gluon emissions.
Triple collinear emissions
Triple collinear emissions occur in the limit where three partons are all collinear with
each other. The singular limit only occurs when all three partons are adjacent in colour
ordering [62],
M0n+2(. . . , i, j, k, . . .)
i||j||k−−−→ Pijk→I(w, x, y, sij, sjk, sijk)M0n(. . . , I, . . .) + angular terms,
(1.6.51)
where w, x and y denote the momentum fraction of the partons i, j and k with respect
to the composite parton I. The splitting function is dependent on the flavour of the
partons involved in the triple collinear limit.
1.7 Hadron-hadron collisions and cross sections
Thus far the theory of QCD considered has focused on the concept of free partons at
high scattering energies. Given a series of Feynman rules and a set of ‘sensible observ-
ables’5, the theory of QCD is predictive for lepton-lepton colliders. It is not sufficient
for colliders with hadrons in the initial state however, where the strong dynamics of
the hadrons cannot be described from first principles in terms of free partons.
The naïve parton model describes hadrons as a collection of free partons carrying
a certain momentum fraction zi of the total momentum of the hadron i [63]. The
colliding hadrons are travelling at relativistic speeds in their centre of mass frame,
leading to the hadrons being Lorentz contracted in the longitudinal direction. On the
scale of the interaction time between the two hadrons, the low energy self-interactions
of the hadrons can be neglected and the momentum fractions are definite and fixed.
The probability of finding a given flavour of parton with a specific momentum frac-
5The precise definition of a ‘sensible observable’ will be discussed in section 1.8.
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Figure 1.7: An example PDF set from NNPDF2.3 [64] for a proton with µF = 10 GeV.
The gluon PDF has been reduced by a factor of 10 for clarity.
tion zi varies as a function of zi. This leads to the definition of the parton distribution
function (PDF) which models the short scale physics immediately before the collision
as a probabilistic likelihood of finding a parton with a given momentum fraction. PDFs
are numerically derived from fitting experimental data and cannot be calculated from
first principles. Common features of all PDF sets are that at small momentum frac-
tions the gluon PDFs dominate (diverging as z → 0) and at large momentum fractions
the valence quarks of the hadron dominate.
For a hadron-hadron collider the cross section, which provides a measure for the








fi(z1)fj(z2)dσˆij(z1P1, z2P2) +O(Λ2QCD/s), (1.7.1)
where P1 and P2 are the incoming hadron momenta, z1 and z2 are the momentum
fractions carried by partons i and j contributing to the hard scattering process and
fi(z1) and fj(z2) are their respective PDFs. The term dσˆij(z1P1, z2P2) denotes the
partonic cross section normalised to the hadron-hadron flux and is dependent on the
flavour of the colliding partons in the initial state. A summation over all possible
partonic combinations, convoluted with their PDFs, returns the hadronic cross section
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The factorised form of Eq. (1.7.1) provides a foundation on which calculations of
hard scattering processes can be calculated in a hadron collider environment. However
it is important to note that the validity of factorisation has only been demonstrated
for the simplest LHC process, pp→ X, where X is a colourless final state [66]. Given
a lack of alternative approaches to computing cross sections however, factorisation is
assumed to be a universal property of all hard scattering processes at the LHC.



















where dσˆLOij , dσˆNLOij and dσˆNNLOij are the leading order (LO), next-to-leading order
(NLO) and next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) contributions to the partonic cross
section respectively. n denotes the overall power of αs(µ2R) within the LO contribution
to the calculation.
The partonic cross section for n final state partons for a given perturbative order






dΦn(p3, . . . , pn+2; p1, p2)
1
sn
|Mn+2|2J (n)m ({p}n), (1.7.3)
where dΦn(p3, . . . , pn+2; p1, p2) denotes a phase space measure and |Mn+2|2 is the ma-
trix element at a given order in αs(µ2R) and for a given set of particles. sn is a symmetry
factor for identical partons in the final state. The function J (n)m ({p}n) is a jet algorithm
and provides a mapping from a set of final state partonic momentum {p}n to physical
observables. In physical computations it is necessary to impose cuts on experimen-
tal observables of final state particles to simulate experimental data. The function
J (n)m ({p}n) can be thought of as a sophisticated ‘Heaviside function’, where if the phys-
ical cuts are all satisfied then it has a value of one and is zero otherwise. Jet algorithms
will be discussed in further detail in section 1.8.




Figure 1.8: Emission of a parton on an initial state leg, changing the instantaneous
momentum fraction of the initial state parton.
1.7.1 The improved parton model
The naïve parton model of the previous section factorises the problem of calculating
cross sections in terms of a perturbative partonic cross section weighted by a non-
perturbative PDF, summed over all flavours of partons. It was assumed that immedi-
ately before a hadron-hadron collision, the momentum fraction of the partons within
the hadron were frozen and exchanges of soft or unresolved emissions were forbidden.
In describing the partonic cross section, the precision of the calculation was im-
proved by describing it in terms of an expansion of higher order matrix elements where
additional emissions can occur and partons can go arbitrarily unresolved in the final
state. Similarly the description of our hadronic cross section can be improved by con-
sidering additional unresolved initial state radiation through a perturbative expansion
in αs.
In the naïve parton model, the factorisation between initial state non-perturbative
contributions to the cross section and perturbative hard scattering was clear. Adding
initial state unresolved radiation introduces an ambiguity in the distinction between
hard scattering processes and the PDFs. Indeed, emissions from the initial state par-
tons can change their instantaneous momentum fraction, in contradiction with the
assumption of the previous section that the momentum fraction of the initial state
partons is fixed.
In the discussion of renormalisation in section 1.4, ignorance of a UV complete La-
grangian introduced divergences through loop integration. Similarly the ignorance of
the distinction between the hard scattering process and the initial state non-perturbative
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physics introduces initial state collinear divergences. In Fig. 1.8, if k||P then the re-
sulting phase space integral is divergent.
The prescription established in section 1.4 was to absorb UV divergences into mul-
tiplicative factors to define physical quantities from bare quantities. To that end, the
initial state collinear singularities can be absorbed into a redefinition of physical PDFs
from the ‘bare’ PDFs. Instead of being a multiplicative factor, the divergences are
absorbed into a splitting kernel Γba(y, µ2F ) and are convoluted with the bare PDFs
f˜b(z) [67],
fa(z, µ2F ) =
∫
dxdyf˜b(x)Γba(y, µ2F )δ(z − xy) ≡ [f˜b ⊗ Γba](z, µ2F ), (1.7.4)
where Γba(y, µ2F ) can be defined as a perturbative expansion in αs(µ2F ),










Γ2ba(y, µ2F ) +O(α3s(µ2F )).
(1.7.5)
There are several important points to note from Eq. (1.7.5). Firstly a new scale µF ,
known as the factorisation scale, has been introduced. In a similar fashion to renor-
malisation, we have exchanged the ignorance of the distinction between initial state
non-perturbative physics and the hard scattering process for a new artificial scale. Any
calculation truncated to a given order in αns will retain a residual scale dependence on
µF formally of the order αn+1s .
Secondly, the first term in the expansion of the splitting kernel, δbaδ(1 − y), can
be observed to be a statement of the naïve parton model. As expected, the improved
parton model can be understood as small corrections to the underlying naïve parton
model.
To determine the bare PDFs, as found in Eq. (1.7.1), the physical PDFs must be
convoluted with the inverse splitting kernel,
f˜a(z) =
∫
dxdyfb(x)Γ−1ba (y, µ2F )δ(z − xy), (1.7.6)
where the inverse splitting kernel is given by [67],



























fi(z1, µ2F )fj(z2, µ2F )dσˆij(z1P1, z2P2), (1.7.8)






Γ−1ki (x1, µ2F )Γ−1lj (x2, µ2F )dσ˜kl(x1z1P1, x2z2P2), (1.7.9)
where σ˜kl(x1z1P1, x2z2P2) is the definition of the parton cross section found in Eq. (1.7.1).
In a practical calculation, the contributions to the inverse splitting considered will
be truncated to the same order in αs as the hard scattering process. To this end, the
terms introduced from the inverse splitting kernel to the partonic cross section can be
expressed as divergent counter terms at a given order in αs,
dσˆLOij (z1P1, z2P2) = dσ˜LOij (z1P1, z2P2), (1.7.10)
dσˆNLOij (z1P1, z2P2) = dσ˜NLOij (z1P1, z2P2) + dσˆNLOij,MF(z1P1, z2P2), (1.7.11)
dσˆNNLOij (z1P1, z2P2) = dσ˜NNLOij (z1P1, z2P2) + dσˆNNLOij,MF (z1P1, z2P2), (1.7.12)
where dσˆNLOij,MF(z1P1, z2P2) and dσˆNNLOij,MF (z1P1, z2P2) denote the divergent counter terms
(or mass factorisation terms) at their respective orders in the perturbative series. By








Γ1lj(x2)dσˆLOil (x1z1P1, x2z2P2), (1.7.13)






















Γ1ki(x1)Γ1lj(x2)dσˆLOkl (x1z1P1, x2z2P2), (1.7.14)
noting that contributions proportional to dσˆNLOkj within dσˆNNLOij,MF consist of both real
and virtual corrections, meaning that they occupy multiple phase spaces and contain
NLO subtraction terms to regulate the internal IR singularity structure.





















where the one-loop splitting functions P (1)ij (x) are available in Refs. [30, 69].
Given the redefinition of the ‘bare’ PDFs into the physical PDFs, we have all of
the constituent ingredients to construct finite cross sections beyond leading order. The
only remaining issue is that in formulating the physical PDFs we introduced a depen-
dency on the factorisation scale µF . To determine how the PDF varies as a function
of µF , we exploit the fact that to all orders in αs(µ2F ) the hadronic cross section
cannot depend on µF . Using a similar approach to the derivation of the renormali-
sation group equations, one can derive the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Alterelli-Parisi

















fj(ξ, µ2F ), (1.7.16)























1.7.2 Regulating IR divergences in cross sections
As discussed in section 1.6, the KLN theorem proves to be a powerful tool in demon-
strating higher order perturbative corrections in QCD are indeed finite. As long as we
sum over all possible real and virtual corrections at a given order in αs, this should be
sufficient to generate IR finite results for sensible observables.
However, there is a fundamental problem in making this cancellation explicit. The
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where R and V denote the real and virtual contributions to the NLO corrections respec-
tively. dσˆMF,NLOij are the mass factorisation counter terms as discussed in section 1.7.1.
The virtual corrections are integrated over an n-parton phase space, where n is the
number of partons in the LO contribution. The real corrections however are integrated
over an (n+ 1)-parton phase space to accommodate the additional unresolved parton
in the final state. It is therefore not immediately obvious how the singularities in the
real corrections cancel those from the virtual.
Indeed, the singularity structure of the virtual corrections was shown in section 1.6.1
to be a Laurent expansion in  following dimensional regularisation. The singularity
structure of the real corrections is only made explicit following numerical integration
over the unresolved region of phase space.
For simple processes, it is possible to write the real phase space integral in d-
dimensions and to recover a series of explicit poles in  for the real corrections. As
dictated by the KLN theorem, this will precisely cancel the explicit poles from the
virtual contribution. The difficulty with this approach occurs for high dimensionality
phase space integrals, where the expansion becomes increasingly more difficult. An
alternative method would be favourable in approaching this task.
Subtraction
One approach to deal with IR singularities is subtraction. The premise behind sub-














where each of the square brackets is finite in all unresolved configurations and as → 0.
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implying that any additional functions or structures we introduce to regulate IR sin-
gularities in the real phase space must subsequently be removed from the virtual phase
space.
The construction of the subtraction term is such that it must mimic the real matrix
element’s singular behaviour as it approaches unresolved limits. The finite contribution
of the subtraction term is arbitrary, given that whatever finite terms are added to the
real phase space integral will be removed in the virtual integration. As a result of
this, there is an large degree of freedom in constructing subtraction terms. Ultimately
however the final result must be independent of the choice of subtraction scheme,
hence it is important when performing large computations that multiple independent
computations of the same process are performed using alternative subtraction schemes
to validate final results.

































The NNLO mass factorisation term dσˆNNLOij,MF described in section 1.7.1 has been divided
into two contributions, dσˆMF,RVij and dσˆ
MF,VV
ij , depending on the dimensionality of the
phase space they occupy.
Slicing
Slicing techniques, first developed in Refs. [72–74], involve a non-local cancellation of
divergences by introducing a resolution parameter to the integral. If the kinematics
of a phase space are above the resolution parameter then the calculation is performed
with one additional parton in the final state. If the kinematics of the phase space
imply that the configuration is below the resolution parameter then a second integral
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dσˆR,approxij Θ(Xmin −X) +
∫
dσn
[dσˆVij + dσˆMFij ],
(1.7.23)
where X is a parameter dependent on the kinematics and Xmin is the resolution param-
eter. The function dσˆR,approxij is an approximation of the real corrections in a divergent
configuration that can integrated analytically and combined with the virtual contribu-
tion to render the calculation finite. A powerful check of slicing methods is to make
sure that the final results are independent of the resolution parameter Xmin.
Indeed, the difficulty facing slicing methods is the fact that ultimately the function
dσˆR,approxij is only exact in the unresolved limit. This introduces a theoretical system-
atic error dependent on the Xmin parameter introduced. In principle, minimising Xmin
as far as possible will reduce the systematic error. However, reducing the Xmin as far
as possible introduces large numerical cancellations between the two integrals. In the
specific case of phase space slicing, this introduced large logarithmic cancellations of
the form log (smin/sˆ), where smin is the resolution parameter for phase space slicing.
The exercise of performing slicing within a numerical Monte Carlo integrator is re-
duced to balancing systematic uncertainties against numerical precision. As a result of
this at NLO slicing techniques have all but been abandoned, instead preferring local
subtraction techniques.
Nevertheless slicing techniques are popular at NNLO with qT [75] and N-jettiness [76]
techniques being used to perform NNLO calculations with up to one coloured particle
in the final state. Modern NNLO slicing techniques are based on using a physical
observable as opposed to invariants as the resolution parameter. Below the resolution
parameter they rely on an approximate resummed calculation to describe the unre-
solved configurations of the phase space. qT -subtraction relies on the factorisation
theorem of Collins, Soper and Sterman [75] whereas N-jettiness subtraction uses Soft
Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) [77]. The appeal of using these techniques in NNLO
calculations is that they are significantly simpler to implement than local subtraction.
Nevertheless, the balance between numerical precision and systematic dependencies on
the resolution parameter remain and are still a challenge for modern NNLO calculations
using slicing.
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1.8 Jet algorithms and IR safe observables
Jet algorithms, as introduced in section 1.7, provide a mapping from a partonic phase
space to one constructed of jets. Experimentally jets are defined to be a highly colli-
mated stream of hadrons whereby the sum of the 4-momenta of the constituent hadrons
describes the kinematics of the jet. The translation from final state coloured partons
discussed thus far to colourless hadrons seems to require an understanding of non-
perturbative hadronisation effects. However, for sufficiently hard jets we can exploit
the concept of parton-hadron duality [78, 79], whereby the kinematics of the jet can
be described by the underlying partonic hard scattering process.
For a leading order theoretical prediction, there is a one to one correspondence to
the number of final state partons and the number of jets in a given process. It follows
then that radiative corrections can result in multiple partons clustering to form jets.
From this perspective it is clear that higher order corrections give a better description
of hard final state jets. The goal in describing a given process should be to include as
many orders in αs as feasibly possible.
To continue further in a comparison between theoretical predictions and experiment,
a jet algorithm must be defined. The choice of jet algorithm is important given that
it could change the entire description of a final state event. To that end, it will prove
useful to define a set of observables that will both be easy to predict using theoretical
tools and measure experimentally.
In general, the partonic centre of mass frame is boosted with respect to the hadronic
centre of mass frame given that the colliding partons contain a fraction of the momen-
tum of the incoming hadrons. This constrains the set of observables to those which
are either invariant under Lorentz boosts or transform simply under boosts. The first
such useful observable is the transverse momentum of a parton,
pT =
√
p2x + p2y, (1.8.1)
which is simply the quadratic sum of the momentum components that are transverse
to the beam axis (traditionally taken to be along the z axis). Clearly this observable
is invariant under boosts along the z direction.
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Another convenient observable is rapidity, defined by,






Rapidity is a hyperbolic angle which transforms simply under boosts along the z axis.
Given a boost along the beam axis, E and pz transform such that E ′ = γ(E + βpz)
and p′z = γ(pz + βE). Therefore the rapidity transforms as,






therefore differences in rapidities between frames are invariant under Lorentz boosts.
It is also useful to define the pseudorapidity,





where in the high energy (massless) limit η → y.
Given a set of simple observables, we can begin to define a jet algorithm. The study
of jet algorithms has had a lengthy history with many different algorithms considered.
The ‘Snowmass accord’ [80] dictates that a set of desirable properties for a potential
jet algorithm are,
• it must be simple to implement both theoretically and experimentally,
• it must be defined to all orders in perturbation theory,
• it must yield finite cross sections at any order in perturbation theory,
• the resulting cross section must be insensitive to hadronisation effects.
It is the third point in this list that will prove to be the most constraining. This
statement restricts the set of possible jet algorithms to those which are IR safe. IR
safety is the condition that a final state of physical observables must be independent
of unresolved emissions in the final state. Two broad types of jet algorithm will be
briefly discussed in the following sections: cone algorithms [81, 82] and sequential
recombination algorithms [83–87], where examples of both IR safe and IR unsafe jet
algorithms will be demonstrated.
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Figure 1.9: A schematic of collinear splitting with seeded cone algorithms that use
seeds above a partonic kinematic threshold. A hard parton (red) can undergo collinear
splitting into two partons which are both below the kinematic threshold, splitting a
larger jet into two smaller jets.
1.8.1 Cone algorithms
Cone algorithms are fundamentally a ‘top-down’ approach to jet clustering. The ques-
tion asked by the algorithm is whether given a series of final state partons, jets can be
fitted to them in a way which is stable to small changes in the configuration?
The first implementations of the cone algorithm were called seeded cone algorithms.
The idea being that one would pick a set of momenta as starting direction, typically
the hardest parton momenta above a threshold or all of the parton momenta in the
final state, as an initial seed. The algorithm would then consider all the partons in a
cone of predefined size around the initial seed and sum the 4-momenta of the partons in
the cone. This summed momenta will then become the direction for a second iteration
of the algorithm. This would be repeated until successive iterations of the algorithm
do not change the direction of the cone, i.e. the result becomes stable. The stable
condition is such that,






where pa is the reference momentum direction of the cone, R is the jet radius and
D(pi, pj) is defined to be,
D(pi, pj) =
√
(yi − yj)2 + (φi − φj)2, (1.8.7)
where φi is the azimuthal angle of parton i. Considering the case where our initial
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Figure 1.10: A schematic of soft emissions with seeded cone algorithms that use all
parton momenta as seeds. A soft emission (red) between two hard partons merges the
two jets into one larger jet.
seed is chosen to be all partons above a certain momentum cutoff, the algorithm is
not IR safe when undergoing collinear splitting. If a hard parton undergoes collinear
splitting, the two daughter partons may fall below the criteria of being classified as
‘hard’. Any scenario where an unresolved emission propagates into a significant change
in the topology of the final state is divergent when considering higher order terms in a
perturbative expansion. In the case where all parton momenta are considered as seeds,
the algorithm is not IR safe. A soft emission between two jets causes the two jets to
merge into one larger jet, changing the final state topology. Fixes were suggested [88,
89], typically based on an iterative seeding procedure, however even following these
fixes it was possible to construct parton configurations that would result in IR unsafe
jets. Ultimately seeded cone algorithms were abandoned. The replacement for seeded
cone algorithms was to consider all possible starting configurations to find the stable
solutions to Eq. (1.8.5), an example being the Seedless Infrared-Safe Cone (SISCone)
algorithm [82]. By considering all possible starting positions and finding the solutions it
is not possible for soft or collinear emissions to significantly change the stable solutions
found.
There are several challenges that remain when considering a seedless cone jet al-
gorithm. Firstly considering all possible seeds to start with potentially leads to a
large calculation time for a final state with a large number of particles. The SISCone
algorithm uses the geometry of the final state to reduce the number of possible config-
urations that need to be considered, leading to a good scaling for large final states.
Another issue is to do with overlapping cone structures, typically when two hard
jets are found in close proximity. This is particularly challenging to deal with for cone
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algorithms because the cone shape has been predefined. The solution to this problem
is to consider ‘split-merge’ procedure [81]. The approach either splits the particles in
the overlapping region between the two jets according to which they are closest to
or merges the two jets. This choice is based on a threshold parameter related to an
observable. The split-merge procedure spoils the initial goal of the cone algorithm of
fitting perfect cones to particles and leads to distorted event shapes.
1.8.2 Sequential recombination algorithms
Sequential recombination algorithms are complementary to cone algorithms and take
a ‘bottom-up’ approach to jet clustering. Instead of attempting to fit cones to the
final state, sequential recombination algorithms cluster particles into larger energy
deposits. This in essence is an attempt to reverse the fragmentation of QCD emissions
to reconstruct the hard scattering process.
To reconstruct jets in hadron-hadron collisions, two distance measures need to be
defined,
• dij - the distance measure between two final state particles i and j,
• diB - the distance measure between the final state particle i and the beam.
Given a definition of the distance measures, the clustering of the algorithm is straight-
forward. For a given final state, compute all of the combinations of dij and diB. If the
minimum distance measure is dij, combine particles i and j into a composite particle
and restart the algorithm. If diB is the minimum distance measure, i is considered to
be a jet and removed from the set of particles. Repeat the procedure until there are
no more particles left and only jets remain.









diB = p2kTi , (1.8.9)
where pTi is the transverse momentum for the particle i, R is the jet radius and the
functionD(pi, pj) is as defined in Eq. (1.8.7). The value of k defines the algorithm being
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used; k = 1 corresponds to the kT algorithm [83, 84], k = 0 is the Cambridge/Aachen
algorithm [85, 86] and k = −1 is the anti-kT algorithm [87].
By construction, sequential recombination algorithms are IR safe. If two partons i
and j are collinear then D(pi, pj) → 0, they will therefore be recombined early in the
clustering for all values of k. A soft emission cannot significantly impact the combined
4-momentum of a proto-jet after recombination and so soft emissions do not change
the final state topology.
The challenges faced by the traditional sequential recombination algorithms are
that the jet shape is ill-defined. For the kT algorithm a distance measure between
a hard particle 1 and a soft particle i would be proportional to p2Ti , implying that
recombination of partons begins with soft emissions and hard emissions are combined
into them. This can result in unusual jet shapes with final states with many soft
emissions.
The Cambridge/Aachen algorithm has no dependence on the pT of the particles
in the final state and only discriminates based on angular separation. This naturally
forms angularly separated jets but can be heavily distorted by soft emissions.
Finally the anti-kT algorithm has inverse dependence on the pT of the particles in
its distance measure. This causes jets to cluster around hard and collinear particles in
the final state. This has an advantage over other algorithms in that jet shapes are not
influenced significantly by soft emissions. This is typical of collider events where there
is a hard scattering process combined with an underlying event.
Typically the anti-kT algorithm produces well defined roughly conical jets when all
of the hard partons are well separated angularly. In final states where the jet radii of
two hard partons overlap, clearly the two jets cannot both be perfectly conical. The
resulting shape is naturally defined by the relative hardness of the two jets, where the
harder jet is more conical than the softer jet. In an event with two jets of exactly the
same pT overlap, there will be a straight line separating the two jets. It is for these




As discussed in section 1.6, higher order terms of the perturbative expansion of the
partonic cross section have IR singularities that must be regulated to calculate the
physical finite result. There is a significant degree of freedom in methods to regulate
the divergences from loop integration and phase space integrals and this is an active
field of research at NNLO. The work presented in this thesis is based on the antenna
subtraction formalism [11–14], a highly flexible subtraction scheme which can be used
to regulate divergences in processes with initial and final state QCD radiation up to
NNLO in perturbative QCD. In this chapter the basic concepts behind the formalism
will be presented, demonstrating examples at NLO and the extensions required at
NNLO.
2.1 Unintegrated antenna functions
The antenna subtraction formalism is reliant on the concept of antenna functions. At
NLO, the tree level antenna functions are defined such that,
X03 (i, j, k) = sijk/IK
M03 (i, j, k)
M02 (I,K)
, (2.1.1)
where M03 (i, j, k) and M02 (I,K) are 3 parton and 2 parton colour ordered physical
tree level matrix elements respectively, sijk/IK is a symmetry factor of the final state
partons. I and K are composite partons of i, j and k.
The X03 (i, j, k) antenna functions are constructed such that they contain all of the
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tree level singularities that parton j can have between the two hard radiators i and
k in this colour ordering. This is, by definition, always true because all QCD matrix
elements factorise in the same way1. The power of the antenna subtraction formalism is
that a single function can describe multiple singularities and can smoothly interpolate
between them.
Antenna functions can also be defined for NNLO configurations. One-loop singular
unresolved antenna, X13 (i, j, k), are defined such that [11],
X13 (i, j, k) = sijk/IK
M13 (i, j, k)
M02 (I,K)




where the divergent contribution from the tree level singularities factorised onto a one-
loop matrix element are systematically removed. The library of X13 (i, j, k) antennae
contain the one-loop unresolved limits appropriate for the flavour and colour configu-
ration under consideration.
Similarly for the colour connected double unresolved emissions, an X04 (i, j, k, l) an-
tenna can be defined such that,
X04 (i, j, k, l) = sijkl,IL
M04 (i, j, k, l)
M02 (I, L)
. (2.1.3)
The X04 (i, j, k, l) antennae describe the colour connected double resolved tree level
configurations. Given a set of libraries ofX03 (i, j, k),X13 (i, j, k) andX04 (i, j, k, l) antenna
functions, it is possible to construct subtraction terms at NNLO for a process with an
arbitrary number of partons in the final state. To describe the full set of singularities
possible in a physical process, antennae are required for every possible combination
of hard emitters and unresolved partons. To construct such a library, the antenna
functions can be categorised on the basis of the possible hard emitters. In QCD there
are clearly three hard radiator combinations possible: gg, qg and qq¯. The physical
matrix elements chosen to form the antenna library must therefore satisfy the following
constraints,
• the selected underlying hard radiators must always remain hard. This can be
achieved by considering processes involving colourless particles which couple to
specific flavours of partons.
1Neglecting azimuthal terms under collinear splitting which is process dependent.
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• The resulting antenna functions must be simple enough that they can be inte-
grated analytically.
It is the second constraint that will prove challenging to satisfy, particularly at NNLO
where the analytic integration procedure is significantly more complicated. The three
sets of libraries that were chosen are,
• qq¯ hard radiators - γ∗ → qq¯ + partons [12]
• gg hard radiators - H → gg + partons [13], where the coupling to the gluons is
taken in the infinite top mass effective theory.
• qg hard radiators - χ˜→ g˜g+ partons [14], where χ˜ denotes a neutralino and g˜ is
a gluino.
The full set of X03 (i, j, k), X13 (i, j, k) and X04 (i, j, k, l) antenna functions are listed in
Tab. 2.1. Explicit formulae for the X03 (i, j, k) unintegrated antenna functions are given
in appendix A. Explicit formulae for all other antennae, including integrated antenna
functions, can be found in Ref. [11].
At first glance antenna functions with qg as a pair of hard radiators is unusual. The
fundamental issue is that qg does not form a complete colour string, therefore within
the Standard Model additional coloured partons must be introduced to complete the
colour string. This would complicate the analytical integration of the process and the
colour decomposition of the antenna.
A solution to the problem is to appeal to supersymmetry and consider subsequent
QCD radiative corrections to a neutralino decay process. The gluino is a fermion, hence
it has similar soft and collinear behaviour to a quark. The difference between the quark
and the gluino in terms of colour structure resides in the fact that the quark is in the
fundamental representation of SU(3) while the gluino is in the adjoint representation.
The treatment of their colour algebra is therefore different. Nevertheless, given that
the antenna are colour decomposed it is possible to treat the gluino as a quark without
issue at NLO. At NNLO complications can occur because the colour structure does not
precisely match the desired configuration. Indeed, spurious singularities can appear
between colour disconnected particles which must be subtracted from the relevant
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X04 (i, j, k, l) antenna. The treatment of this issue, amongst other problems related to
the neutralino antenna functions, will be discussed in section 2.5.
The X03 (i, j, k) and X13 (i, j, k) antenna functions are defined as a series of invariants
in the 3 parton phase space. Using antenna functions in a general process with an
arbitrary number of partons in the final state relies on the condition that the phase
space can be factorised such that,
dΦn+1(p3, . . . , pn+2; p1, p2) =
dΦn(p3, . . . , pI , pK , . . . , pn+1; p1, p2)dΦXijk(pi, pj, pk) (2.1.4)
where dΦXijk(pi, pj, pk) denotes the antenna phase space. The n-parton phase space
dΦn is free of singularities when j is unresolved. Similarly for an X04 (i, j, k, l) antenna
function the phase space factorises such that,
dΦn+2(p3, . . . , pn+4; p1, p2) =
dΦn(p3, . . . , pI , pL, . . . , pn+2; p1, p2)dΦXijkl(pi, pj, pk, pl)
(2.1.5)
The specific mapping functions used to factorise the phase space depends on whether
the hard radiators are in the initial or final state. The mapping functions are not
unique, however the possible mapping functions used is heavily constrained by the fact
that the mapped partons must remain on-shell and 4-momentum must be conserved.
Final-Final mapping functions
The final-final mapping is appropriate when the two hard radiator partons are both
in the final state. A suitable mapping function for (i, j, k) → (I,K) is presented in








pµK = (1− x)pµi + (1− r)pµj + (1− z)pµk , (2.1.7)
where,
x = 12(sij + sij)
[(1 + ρ)sijk − 2rsjk], (2.1.8)
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parton content tree level one-loop
qq¯ antenna
qgq¯ A03(q, g, q¯) A13(q, g, q¯), A˜13(q, g, q¯), Aˆ13(q, g, q¯)
qggq¯ A04(q, g, g, q¯), A˜04(q, g, g, q¯)
qq′q¯′q¯ B04(q, q′, q¯′, q¯)
qqq¯q¯ C04(q, q, q¯, q¯)
qg antenna
qgg D03(q, g, g) D13(q, g, g), Dˆ13(q, g, g)
qggg D04(q, g, g, g)
qq′q¯′ E03(q, q′, q¯′) E13(q, q′, q¯′), E˜13(q, q′, q¯′), Eˆ13(q, q′, q¯′)
qq′q¯′g E04(q, q′, q¯′, g), E˜04(q, q′, q¯′, g)
gg antenna
ggg F 03 (g, g, g) F 13 (g, g, g), Fˆ 13 (g, g, g)
gggg F 04 (g, g, g, g)
gqq¯ G03(g, q, q¯) G13(g, q, q¯), G˜13(g, q, q¯), Gˆ13(g, q, q¯)
gqq¯g G04(g, q, q¯, g), G˜04(g, q, q¯, g)
qq¯q′q¯′ H04 (q, q¯, q′, q¯′)
Table 2.1: A table of all of the tree level and one-loop antenna functions required for
NNLO calculations [11]. Antenna denoted by a tilde are subleading colour contributions
and antenna denoted with a hat are flavour dependent contributions.
z = 12(sjk + sik)
[(1− ρ)sijk − 2sij], (2.1.9)
ρ2 = 1 + 4r(1− r)sijsjk
sijksik
, (2.1.10)




Momentum conservation of the mapping functions is clear from the construction of
equations (2.1.6) and (2.1.7). By construction, the mapping function satisfies the









pK → pi + pj,
when j becomes soft,
when i becomes collinear with j,
when j becomes collinear with k.
The above final-final mapping can be extended to double unresolved emissions between
two hard radiators in the final state [91]. However, this mapping is not used in the
work presented in this thesis and is only relevant for higher parton multiplicities.
Initial-Final mapping functions
The initial-final mapping function is appropriate when one hard radiator is in the initial
state and the other is in the final state. For mapping functions involving an initial state
parton, an additional constraint must be satisfied in that the initial state parton must
remain on beam axis following the mapping. For the configuration (ˆi, j, k) → (Iˆ , K),










k − (1− x)pµiˆ , (2.1.13)
where,
x =
siˆj + siˆk + sjk
siˆj + siˆk
. (2.1.14)
Given that x is simply a multiplicative factor pµ
Iˆ
will remain on beam axis for all







pIˆ → piˆ − pj,
p2K = 0,
pK → pk,
pK → pj + pk,
pK → pk,
when j becomes soft,
when j becomes collinear with k,
when j becomes collinear with iˆ.
As in the final-final case, the initial-final mapping function can be extended for config-
urations involving a double unresolved parton emission. For configurations of the form
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l − (1− x)pµiˆ , (2.1.16)
where,
x =
siˆj + siˆk + siˆl + sjk + sjl + skl
siˆj + siˆk + siˆl
. (2.1.17)
This function satisfies all of the conditions required in all double unresolved limits [58].
It is interesting to review the behaviour of this mapping function in single unresolved








k soft−−−→ pµj + pµl − (1− x)pµiˆ , (2.1.19)
where,
x =
siˆj + siˆl + sjl
siˆj + siˆl
, (2.1.20)
which is precisely the single unresolved initial-final mapping function given above. In
single unresolved limits the phase space must factorise onto the relevant three parton
antenna phase space. This is important because the X04 (i, j, k, l) antenna functions
contain single unresolved limits which factorise onto reduced antenna functions. The
double unresolved phase space must factorise in a similar fashion to the double unre-
solved antenna to regulate the resulting single unresolved divergences.
Initial-Initial mapping functions
The initial-initial mapping functions are appropriate for configurations where both hard














2p` · (q + q˜)
(q + q˜)2 (q
µ + q˜µ) + 2p` · q
q2
q˜µ, (2.1.23)
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√√√√ siˆkˆ + siˆj
siˆk + sjkˆ
√√√√siˆkˆ + sjkˆ + siˆj
siˆkˆ
. (2.1.27)
To satisfy the condition that both initial state partons must remain on beam axis,
the entire reduced phase space configuration must be Lorentz boosted. The mapping












pKˆ → (1− zk)pkˆ,
when j becomes soft,
when j becomes collinear with iˆ,
when j becomes collinear with kˆ,
and in all unresolved limits p˜` → p`.
The extension of the single unresolved initial-initial mapping to a double unre-












p˜µm = pµm −
2pm · (q + q˜)
(q + q˜)2 (q
µ + q˜µ) + 2pm · q
q2
q˜µ, (2.1.30)













√√√√siˆlˆ + slˆj + slˆk
siˆlˆ
√√√√siˆlˆ + siˆj + siˆk + slˆj + slˆk + sjk
siˆlˆ + siˆj + siˆk
, (2.1.33)
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Desired limits Undesired limits
3g soft 4g soft
1q collinear with 3g 1q collinear with 4g
3g collinear with 4g
Table 2.2: A table of the desired and undesired limits of D03(1q, 3g, 4g). It is important
that in our antenna 1q and 4g act as the hard radiators and do not produce singularities
as they go unresolved.
y =
√
siˆlˆ + siˆj + siˆk
siˆlˆ
√√√√siˆlˆ + siˆj + siˆk + slˆj + slˆk + sjk
siˆlˆ + siˆj + siˆk
. (2.1.34)
2.1.1 Sub-antennae
Given the set of antennae defined in Tab. 2.1, we have all of the required components to
begin constructing subtraction terms. However, in some cases they are not in precisely
the form we desire. Consider the antenna,




















+ 5s134 + s34
)
+O(). (2.1.35)
This antenna contains the divergences described in Tab. 2.2, where they have been
divided into limits that should be preserved in the colour ordered antenna and those
which should be removed. The cyclic definition of the colour ordering of the neutralino
matrix element leads to a colour connection between 1q and 4g, meaning that there are
singular limits in this antenna where one of the hard radiators becomes unresolved.
There are two approaches to solving this problem. Firstly one could use additional
antennae to subtract the spurious singularities. For example introducing structures of
the form,
D03(1q, 3g, 4g) +D03(5q¯, 3g, 4g)− A03(1q, 4g, 5q¯), (2.1.36)
where the A03(1q, 4g, 5q¯) antenna function subtracts the unwanted collinear limits 1q||4g
and 5q¯||4g. The soft limits of such a structure would not be correct however and requires
the introduction of additional explicit Eikonal functions to cancel the problematic soft
limits.
Clearly this is unwieldy and for lengthy subtraction terms this would be difficult to
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manage. A better solution is to decompose the full antenna into two sub-antennae,
D03(1q, 3g, 4g) = d03(1q, 3g, 4g) + d03(1q, 4g, 3g), (2.1.37)
where there are no singular limits in d03(1q, ig, jg) associated with the j soft configura-
tion. This division can be performed by using partial fractioning on divergent terms
proportional to s14 in the denominator. Explicitly the final result is [11],


















In the above sub-antenna it is clear that the 4g soft limit and the 1q||4g collinear
limit have both been removed. There is some ambiguity on what happens to the 3g||4g
collinear limit however. Performing the substitutions,
p3 → zp(˜34), (2.1.39)
p4 → (1− z)p(˜34), (2.1.40)
where p(˜34) is the momentum of the composite parton from which partons 3 and 4 split,










where we have some of the terms in the spin-averaged gluon splitting function in
Eq. (1.6.37). The full spin-averaged splitting function is recovered when this antenna
is used in conjunction with another equivalent sub-antenna with 3g and 4g exchanged2.
This sub-antenna is useful for configurations where both gluons, 3g and 4g, are in
the final state. This cannot be used for processes where one of the gluons is in the
initial state and the quark is in the final state however. For example,
D03(3q, 4g, 1ˆg) = d03(3q, 1ˆg, 4g) + d03(3q, 4g, 1ˆg), (2.1.42)
where 1ˆg is the gluon in the initial state. The sub-antenna d03(3q, 1ˆg, 4g) contains a
flavour changing limit 3q||1ˆg, where the initial state gluon will become a quark in the
2This can also be an f03 (3g, 4g, 5g) sub-antenna which has been constructed to isolate the 4g soft
limit and separates the gluon splitting function in precisely the same way as the d03(1q, 4g, 3g) sub-
antenna.
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reduced matrix element. At the same time however this sub-antenna contains a part
of the spin-averaged gluon splitting function, as outlined above, which is not a flavour
changing limit. The symmetric decomposition of the limits in this antenna creates a
mismatch in flavour changing configurations.
The solution to this problem is to reformulate the D03(3q, 4g, 1ˆg) into two new sub-
antenna,
D03(3q, 4g, 1ˆg) = d03,g→q(3q, 1ˆg, 4g) + d03,g→g(3q, 4g, 1ˆg), (2.1.43)
where d03,g→q(3q, 1ˆg, 4g) contains only the 3q||1ˆg flavour changing collinear limit and
d03,g→g(3q, 4g, 1ˆg) contains all of the remaining flavour preserving limits, including the
full spin-averaged gluon collinear limit. The explicit formulae for these antenna func-
tions are given in appendix A.
Ideally the above concepts could be applied to NNLO antenna functions to con-
struct sub-antennae with precisely the correct limits for the appropriate initial state
configuration. In some configurations this is possible, for example the final-final F 04
antenna can be decomposed successfully into sub-antenna [92]. Unfortunately there
are cases where this is not always possible. A particularly problematic antenna is
D04(3q, 1ˆg, 4g, 5g) which contains many flavour changing and flavour preserving limits
with no elegant solution to construct the desired sub-antenna that can be integrated
analytically. To use this antenna in a physical process additional antenna structures
are required to cancel the problematic flavour changing limits. This will be discussed
in detail in section 2.5.
2.2 Integrated antenna functions
As discussed in section 2.1, an important constraint on the possible processes that could
be used to construct the antenna libraries is that they are analytically integrable. Great
care must be taken in deciding which physical processes will be used to calculate the
antenna. In this section the general structure of the integration will be discussed.
The precise technical details of performing the analytical integrals can be found in
Refs. [93–97].
Given that the phase space factorisation is dependent on the initial state configu-
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ration of the hard radiators in an antenna, there are different analytical integrals to be
performed in each case. For the final-final three parton antenna functions, the integral
is given by [11],




dΦXijkX`3(i, j, k), (2.2.1)
where,
C() = C¯()8pi2 , (2.2.2)
and C¯() is defined in Eq. (1.4.11) in the MS scheme. ` = 0, 1, corresponding to a
tree level or a one-loop antenna function respectively. The integral of the four parton
final-final antenna functions is also defined with a similar relation [11],




dΦXijklX04 (i, j, k, l). (2.2.3)
In the initial-final phase space mapping, the initial state hard radiator is rescaled
pµ
iˆ
→ xˆipµiˆ , where xˆ is dependent on whether it is a single or double parton phase space
mapping. Similarly the integral for the initial-final antenna must also be rescaled [95],








3(1ˆ, j, k), (2.2.4)
where Q2 = −(pj + pk − p1ˆ)2 and x1 is the momentum fraction carried by parton 1ˆ.
The integral is performed over a two parton phase space. The extension to the four
parton antenna integral is [95],








4 (1ˆ, j, k, l). (2.2.5)
In the initial-initial mapping, both of the initial state partons are rescaled. The
resulting integral is given by,




dpjx1x2δ(x1 − xˆ1)δ(x2 − xˆ2)X`3(1ˆ, j, 2ˆ), (2.2.6)
where the extension to this for the four parton antenna function integral is [94],




dpjdpkx1x2δ(x1 − xˆ1)δ(x2 − xˆ2)X04 (1ˆ, j, k, 2ˆ). (2.2.7)
For initial-initial and initial-final antenna functions, the final integrated result is de-
pendent on precisely which partons in the antenna are in the initial state. To construct
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the complete integrated antenna library, every possible initial state configuration must
be considered.
2.3 Antenna subtraction at NLO
The construction of NLO subtraction terms has been fully automated using Catani-
Seymour (CS) dipoles [98] and Frixione-Kunszt-Signer (FKS) subtraction [99], hence
the structure of NLO subtraction terms is no longer an active field of research. Never-
theless, it will prove to be informative to first review implementing antenna subtraction
at NLO and then extending this to NNLO in later sections.
2.3.1 Real subtraction
As discussed in section 1.7.2, the real and virtual corrections to a process must be
dealt with independently using subtraction since they are integrated over phase spaces














dΦn+1(p3, . . . , pn+3; p1, p2)
1
Sn+1
×M0n+3(1, . . . , n+ 3)J (n+1)n ({p}n+1), (2.3.2)
which denotes the integral of the real matrix element over the (n + 1)-parton phase
space. The factor NRNLO encompasses all of the overall QCD and non-QCD factors









The precise set of permutations considered depends on the particular colour level being
considered. The coefficient C(N, nf ) is an overall colour factor relative to the leading
colour contribution which is formed of powers of N and nf . For matrix elements that
distinguish between flavours of quarks on the basis of their electromagnetic charge, for
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example matrix elements with intermediate Z/γ∗ propagators, the colour factor has
to be decomposed into ‘up-type’ nup and ‘down-type’ ndown quark flavours. The full
matrix element is then recovered once all colour contributions have been summed over.
For a particular colour level contribution to the full matrix element, the subtraction
term is given by [68],





dΦn+1(p3, . . . , pn+3; p1, p2)
1
Sn+1
×X03 (. . . , j, . . .)M0n+2(. . . , j, . . .)J (n)n ({p˜n}), (2.3.4)
where the summation over j includes all final state partons.
The structure of the subtraction term is independent of labelling of the final state
momentum. If all of the gluons are in the final state (for example qq¯ → gluons) then
there is only one subtraction for the leading colour contribution. The full leading colour
contribution can be recovered by fully permuting the momentum final state gluons. In
less symmetric initial state configurations (for example qg → q+gluons) then a unique
subtraction term needs to be constructed for each position the initial state gluon can
be in the colour ordering. For NNLO subtraction terms typically colour orderings are
grouped into topologies based on the symmetries of the antenna used in the process.
2.3.2 Virtual subtraction
Given the constraints of the KLN theorem, it is clear that the antenna structures
introduced in the real phase space integral should be subtracted from the virtual con-
tribution. To that end, the virtual matrix element must be colour decomposed in a







where the mass factorisation term has been absorbed into the definition of dσˆT,NLOij , as
demonstrated in Eq. (1.7.20). The integral of the virtual subtraction term is given by,






dΦn(p3, . . . , pn+2; p1, p2)
1
Sn
×M1n+2(1, . . . , n+ 2)J (n)n ({p}n), (2.3.6)
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real correction
colour string
Integrated dipole J (1)2
reduced colour
string
(iq, jg, kq¯) J1,FF2,QQ(sIK)= +A03(sIK) (Iq, Kq¯)
(iq, jg, kg) J1,FF2,QG(sIK)= +12 D03(sIK) (Iq, Kg)
(iq, jq¯′ ; kq′) Jˆ
1,FF
2,QG(sIK)= +12 E03 (sIK) (Iq, Kg)
(ig, jg, kg) J1,FF2,GG(sIK)= +13 F03 (sIK) (Ig, Kg)
(ig, jq¯; kq) Jˆ
1,FF
2,GG(sIK)= +G03(sIK) (Ig, Kg)
Table 2.3: The definition of the final-final J (1)2 dipoles in terms of integrated antenna
and the corresponding singularity structure they subtract.
where as discussed in section 1.6.1, there are Catani operators consisting of explicit
poles in  between partons that are neighbouring in colour ordering. N VNLO is given
by [68],
N VNLO = NRNLOC(). (2.3.7)
In a similar approach to the real subtraction term, the subtraction term for a given
colour ordering is,












2 (sIK)M0n+2(. . . , I,K, . . .)J (n)n ({pn}), (2.3.8)
where the J (1)2 (sIK) functions are integrated dipole functions. The summation over
I and K runs along the colour ordered string. The J (1)2 (sIK) functions consist of
an integrated antenna function X 03 (sIK) and/or a mass factorisation splitting kernel
Γij,kl(x1, x2). The precise composition of a given J (1)2 (sIK) antenna function depends on
the flavour content, colour level and initial state configuration of the antenna. They are
given explicitly in Tabs. 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 for final-final, initial-final and initial-initial
integrated antenna functions respectively. For flavour preserving antenna functions,
each J (1)2 (sIK) is constructed to cancel the corresponding Catani operator at the same
scale. This, combined with the mass factorisation contribution, renders the virtual
subtraction term free of explicit  poles.
The flavour changing J (1)2 (sIK) integrated dipole functions are all finite because
the pole structure of the integrated antenna function cancels entirely against the cor-
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real correction
colour string




(1ˆq, ig, jq¯) J1,IF2,QQ(s1J) = +A03,q(s1J) − Γ(1)qq (x1)δ2 (1ˆq, Jq¯)
(1ˆq, ig, jg) J1,IF2,QG(s1J) = +12 D03,q(s1J) − Γ(1)qq (x1)δ2 (1ˆq, Jg)
(1ˆq, iq¯′ ; jq′) Jˆ
1,IF
2,QG(s1J) = +12 E03,q(s1J) (1ˆq, Jg)
(iq, jg, 1ˆg) J1,IF2,GQ(s1J) = +D03,g→g(s1J) − 12 Γ(1)gg (x1)δ2 (Jq, 1ˆg)
None Jˆ1,IF2,GQ(s1J) = − 12 Γ(1)gg,F (x1)δ2 (Iq, 1ˆg)
(1ˆg, ig, jg) J1,IF2,GG(s1J) = +12 F03,g(s1J) − 12 Γ(1)gg (x1)δ2 (1ˆg, Jg)
(1ˆg, iq¯; jq) Jˆ
1,IF
2,GG(s1J) = +12 G03,g(s1J) − 12 Γ(1)gg,F (x1)δ2 (1ˆg, Jg)
Flavour changing antenna
(iq, 1ˆg, jq¯) J1,IF2,QQ,g→q(s1J) = −12 A03,g→q(s1J)− Sg→q Γ(1)qg (x1)δ2 (1ˆq, Jq¯)
(iq, 1ˆg, jg) J1,IF2,QG,g→q(s1J) = −D03,g→q(s1J) − Sg→q Γ(1)qg (x1)δ2 (1ˆq, Jg)
(iq¯, 1ˆq¯′ ; jq′) J1,IF2,GQ,q′→g(s1J)= −E03,q′→g(s1J) − Sq→g Γ(1)gq (x1)δ2 (Jq¯, 1ˆg)
(ig, jq¯; 1ˆq) J1,IF2,GG,q′→g(s1J)= −G03,q′→g(s1i) − Sq→g Γ(1)gq (x1)δ2 (Jg, 1ˆg)
Table 2.4: The definition of the initial-final J (1)2 dipoles in terms of integrated antenna
and the corresponding singularity structure they subtract. For brevity δ2 = δ(1− x2).
responding mass factorisation term. The factors Sq→g and Sg→q are defined as,




and come from the relative factors of 1 −  from the initial-final flavour changing
spin-averaging factors. Given that the flavour changing J (1)2 functions are completely
finite, it is important that a consistent overall factor is used between the unintegrated
and integrated antenna functions. This is particularly important to check given that
the final state averaging factors are typically different between the real and virtual
contributions (Sn+1 and Sn respectively).
For some of the nf contributions the corresponding J (1)2 dipole function does not
have an antenna contribution, for example Jˆ1,IF2,GQ(s1J) from Tab. 2.4. These contribu-
tions occur when there is no corresponding real correction at that colour level with that
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real correction
colour string




(1ˆq, ig, 2ˆq¯) J1,II2,QQ(s12) = +A03,qq(s12) − Γ(1)qq (x1)δ2 (1ˆq, 2ˆq¯)
− Γ(1)qq (x2)δ1
(1ˆq, ig, 2ˆg) J1,II2,QG(s12) = +D03,qg(s12) − Γ(1)qq (x1)δ2 (1ˆq, 2ˆg)
− 12 Γ(1)gg (x2)δ1
None Jˆ1,II2,QG(s12) = − 12 Γ(1)gg,F (x2)δ1 (1ˆq, 2ˆg)
(1ˆg, ig, 2ˆg) J1,II2,GG(s12) = +F03,gg(s12) − 12 Γ(1)gg (x1)δ2 (1ˆg, 2ˆg)
− 12 Γ(1)gg (x2)δ1
None Jˆ1,II2,GG(s12) = − 12 Γ(1)gg,F (x1)δ2 (1ˆg, 2ˆg)
− 12 Γ(1)gg,F (x2)δ1
Flavour changing antenna
(1ˆq, 2ˆg, iq¯) J1,II2,QQ,qg→qq(s12)= −A03,qg→qq(s12)− Sg→q Γ(1)qg (x2)δ1 (1ˆq, 2ˆq¯)
(iq, 1ˆg, 2ˆg) J1,II2,QG,gg→qg(s12)= −D03,gg→qg(s12)− Sg→q Γ(1)qg (x1)δ2 (1ˆq, 2ˆg)
(1ˆq, 2ˆq¯′ ; iq′) J1,II2,QG,qq′→qg(s12)= −E03,qq′→qg(s12)− Sq→g Γ(1)gq (x2)δ1 (1ˆq, 2ˆg)
(1ˆg, 2ˆq¯; iq) J1,II2,GG,gq→gg(s12)= −G03,gq→gg(s12)− Sq→g Γ(1)gq (x2)δ1 (1ˆg, 2ˆg)
Table 2.5: The definition of the initial-initial J (1)2 dipoles in terms of integrated antenna
and the corresponding singularity structure they subtract. For brevity δi = δ(1 − xi)
for i = 1, 2.
specific initial state configuration. In this case the mass factorisation term will cancel
the explicit singularity term from the one-loop matrix element contribution propor-
tional to nf (typically coming from the renormalisation counter term of the one-loop
matrix element).
Another point to note is that there are no nf qq¯ dipole functions (e.g. Jˆ
1,II
2,QQ(s12)).
This is because the only nf contribution to the tree level splitting functions comes
from P (0)gg [30], hence only antennae with initial state gluons have an nf contribution.
At NNLO this is no longer true and the mass factorisation has a significantly more
complicated colour structure.
By considering all colour levels for a given process, the antenna formalism regulates
the implicit phase space divergences of the real integration, the explicit divergences
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coming from the virtual correction and the mass factorisation counter terms whilst
maintaining the consistency condition of Eq. (1.7.20).
2.4 Antenna subtraction at NNLO
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the antenna subtraction formalism can
be used to calculate corrections at NNLO in perturbative QCD for processes with final
state and initial state QCD radiation. In this section the general structure of the
subtraction terms will be considered. In general, the structure of subtraction terms
follows the same pattern for an arbitrary parton multiplicity. In some special cases the
NNLO antenna functions contain additional limits or colour connections that require
additional structures to regulate the spurious singularities. These structures will be
discussed in section 2.5.
2.4.1 Double real subtraction
As demonstrated in the section 1.7.2, the double real integral contribution to an NNLO













dΦn+2(p3, . . . , pn+4; p1, p2)
1
Sn+2
×M0n+4(1, . . . , n+ 4)J (n+2)n ({p}n+2), (2.4.2)
where now the jet algorithm must form at least n jets from an (n + 2)-parton final








The double real subtraction term, dσˆSij, must regulate all single unresolved and double
unresolved singularity structures in dσˆRRij . To illustrate how dσˆSij performs this task,
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each performing a different role in isolating the singularities of the process.
Single unresolved emissions dσˆS,aij
The first section of the double real subtraction term, dσˆS,aij , follows the same structure
as the real subtraction term at NLO, only with an additional parton in the final state.
This is to regulate the single unresolved limits of the double real matrix element.
Explicitly this is given by,





dΦn+2(p3, . . . , pn+4; p1, p2)
1
Sn+2
×X03 (. . . , j, . . .)M0n+3(. . . , j, . . .)J (n+1)n ({p˜}n+1), (2.4.5)
for a specific colour level. The jet algorithm is applied to the (n+ 1)-parton factorised
phase space.
Double unresolved colour connected emissions dσˆS,b1ij
The next section of the subtraction term regulates colour connected double unresolved
emissions. As introduced earlier, double unresolved emissions can be regulated using
X04 (i, j, k, l) antenna functions. Explicitly the structure introduced is of the form,





dΦn+2(p3, . . . , pn+4; p1, p2)
1
Sn+2
×X04 (. . . , j, k, . . .)M0n+2(. . . , j, k, . . .)J (n)n ({p˜}n). (2.4.6)
Double unresolved overlapping correction dσˆS,b2ij
Two issues have been introduced by including the single unresolved subtraction term
and the colour connected double unresolved emissions,
• in double unresolved colour connected limits, the mapped matrix elements
M0n+3(. . . , j, . . .) are divergent. The single unresolvedX03 (. . . , j, . . .) antenna func-
tion only regulates one of the two divergent limits in this case.
• The X04 (. . . , j, k, . . .) antenna functions contain spurious singularities in single
unresolved limits.
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A new series of terms must be implemented to regulate the spurious singularities in-
troduced by these two blocks of terms. This can be performed by introducing terms
with two X03 (. . . , j, . . .) antenna functions [68],





dΦn+2(p3, . . . , pn+4; p1, p2)
1
Sn+2
×X03 (i, j, k)X03 (I,K, l)M0n+2(. . . , I ′, L, . . .)J (n)n ({p˜}n), (2.4.7)
where the summation over j now runs along the colour connected partons within the
X04 (i, j, k, l) antenna instead of the full matrix element. The momentum set {p˜}n
denotes the momentum configuration following both mappings.
Almost colour connected unresolved emissions dσˆS,cij
In processes involving five or more partons, it is possible to generate almost colour con-
nected double unresolved emissions, where one hard radiator separates two unresolved
emissions in a colour ordering. In these limits, the terms introduced thus far exhibit
two problems,
• the terms in dσˆS,aij double count the correct singularity structure. Consider the
colour structure (i, j, k, l,m), where partons j and l go unresolved simultaneously.
In dσˆS,aij there will be a term introduced for when j is in a single unresolved limit
and a second line for when l is unresolved. Both of these terms correctly subtract
the almost colour connected singularity structure and thus the limit is double
counted.
• A specific classification of X04 antenna, denoted by X˜04 , exhibits an oversubtrac-
tion problem in almost colour connected limits. The terms in dσˆS,b2ij typically
introduce a spurious limit in this configuration for X˜04 antennae. An example
being the D04(1ˆq, jg, kg, lg) antenna, where using precisely the same argument as
above, the jg||kg, ˆ¯1q||lg double collinear limit is double counted by the terms in
dσˆS,b2ij . Indeed, this issue arises because one of the underlying colour structures
of the D04(1ˆq, jg, kg, lg) antenna is3 (1ˆq, jg, kg, lg, 1ˆq¯). When we remove all of the
3For the sake of this discussion the additional colour connection as a result of the quark having
the colour connections of a gluino will be ignored. This can be regulated using a different approach
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Mapping X04 X˜04
final-final A04,B04 ,C04 ,D04,a,E04,a,E˜04 ,F 04,a,G04,a,G04,b,G˜04,a,H04 A˜04,D04,c,E04,b,F 04,b,G04,c
initial-final A04,B04 ,C04 ,G04,G˜04,H04 A˜04,D04,E04 ,F 04
initial-initial A04,B04 ,C04 ,D04,adj,F 04,adj,G04,G˜04,H04 A˜04,D04,n.adj,E04 ,F 04,n.adj
Table 2.6: The classification of double unresolved antenna without almost colour con-
nected limits (X04 ) and those with almost colour connected limits (X˜04 ) [68].
single unresolved limits of this colour ordering using the terms of dσˆS,b2ij , the lim-
its that connect the two hard radiators will be double counted. A full list of the
X˜04 antenna are given in Tab. 2.6.
Extra terms must therefore be introduced to regulate the almost colour connected lim-
its. This can be achieved by following the prescription established in Ref. [68]. Firstly,
consider a matrix element with underlying parton colour ordering (. . . , a, i, j, k, l, b, . . .),
where within this process the antenna X˜04 (i, j, k, l) has been introduced. As usual, par-
tons i, l are hard emitters and j, k are the unresolved emissions. The underlying colour
ordering is therefore (. . . , a, i, l, b, . . .), where the unresolved emissions have been re-
moved. Then consider the scenario where parton k is emitted between i and l, leading
to a colour ordering of (. . . , a, i, k, l, b, . . .). There are two possible almost colour con-
nected orderings between parton j and parton k,
(. . . , a, j, i,k, l, b, . . .), (2.4.8)
(. . . , a, i,k, l, j, b, . . .), (2.4.9)
(where the unresolved partons are in bold for illustrative purposes). The X˜04 (i, j, k, l)
antenna introduces an unphysical almost colour connected ordering of,
(i, j,k, l, i), (2.4.10)




3 (i, j, l)X03 ((˜ij), k, (˜jl))M0n(. . . , a, (˜(ij)k), (˜k(jl)), b, . . .)
which will be discussed in section 2.5.
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− 12X
0
3 (a, j, i)X03 ((˜ij), k, l)M0n(. . . , (˜aj), (˜(ij)k), (˜kl), b, . . .)
− 12X
0
3 (b, j, l)X03 (i, k, (˜jl))M0n(. . . , a, (˜ik), (˜k(lj)), (˜jb), . . .) + (j ↔ k), (2.4.11)
where the first line regulates the double counting of the limits from dσˆS,b2ij and the final
two lines regulate the double counting from dσˆS,aij . To complete this block of antenna
partons j and k must be swapped. This structure is extended trivially to processes
involving initial state partons.
The introduction of these terms leads to yet another oversubtraction of the form
of wide angle soft terms [68, 100, 101]. In all of the lines of Eq. (2.4.11) there can be
divergences when either j or k are soft. In these single soft limits there are no antenna
structures that cancel these spurious limits, forcing us to introduce explicit Eikonal
functions to cancel these limits.
Consider the j soft limit for the terms in Eq. (2.4.11). All six terms are divergent
in this limit, where three of the divergent Eikonal factors have not undergone a phase
space mapping and three have. In soft limits all of the mapping functions factorise in
precisely the same way. This means that unlike the antenna in Eq. (2.4.11), a common
first mapping can be chosen for all of the eikonal factors [68],
Y ·X03 ((˜ij), k, (˜jl))M0n(. . . , a, (˜(ij)k), (˜k(jl)), b, . . .), (2.4.12)
where Y is a function that includes all of the necessary wide angle soft terms. It follows
a similar format to Eq. (2.4.11) and is of the form,
1
2(Sαjβ − SAJB), (2.4.13)
where J is parton j after the second mapping, α and β are the hard radiators after
the first mapping and A and B are the hard radiators following the second mapping.
Including the soft terms allows us to construct the complete almost colour connected
subtraction contribution,
dσˆS,cij = NRRNNLOC(N, nf )
∑
j,k






3 (i, j, l)X03 ((˜ij), k, (˜jl))M0n(. . . , a, (˜(ij)k), (˜k(jl)), b, . . .)J (n)n ({p˜}n)
− 12X
0
3 (a, j, i)X03 ((˜ij), k, l)M0n(. . . , (˜aj), (˜(ij)k), (˜kl), b, . . .)J (n)n ({p˜}n)
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− 12X
0
3 (b, j, l)X03 (i, k, (˜jl))M0n(. . . , a, (˜ik), (˜k(lj)), (˜jb), . . .)J (n)n ({p˜}n)
−12
[
(S(˜ij)j(˜jl) − S˜((ij)k)j˜(k(jl)))− (Saj(˜ij) − Sai˜(k(ij)))− (Sbj(˜jl) − Sbj˜(k(jl)))
]
×X03 ((˜ij), k, (˜jl))M0n(. . . , a, (˜(ij)k), (˜k(jl)), b, . . .)J (n)n ({p˜}n)
+ (j ↔ k)
, (2.4.14)
where in this case the first mapping for the soft terms was chosen to be the final-final
mapping function. The choice of mapping function is reliant on two factors,
• there must be sufficient partons in the final state such that the hard radiators
remain hard following both mappings. This implies that the final-final mapping
can only be used when there are a minimum of six partons in the process.
• The Eikonal function must have been integrated analytically for the choice of
phase space mapping. Only the initial-final [95] and final-final [67] configurations
have been integrated analytically, meaning that the initial-initial Eikonal function
can never be used. Nevertheless, the final-final and initial-final soft functions are
sufficient for all parton multiplicities.
Colour disconnected unresolved emissions dσˆS,dij
For processes with six or more partons, it is possible to generate completely colour
disconnected emissions, where there are at least two hard radiators in the colour or-
dering between the two unresolved emissions. Again the terms in dσˆS,aij double count
the limits in much the same way as the almost colour connected limits. This can be
solved simply by introducing terms of the form,





dΦn+2(p3, . . . , pn+4; p1, p2)
1
Sn+2
×X03 (i, j, k)X03 (l,m, n)M0n+2(. . . , I,K, . . . , L,M, . . .)J (n)n ({p˜}n), (2.4.15)
where given the colour disconnected nature of the limit the choice of primary antenna
is irrelevant.
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2.4.2 Real virtual subtraction







where dσˆRVij contains both explicit divergences coming from the loop integral in d-
dimensions and implicit phase space singularities coming from an unresolved emission
in the final state. It is defined as a simple extension of dσˆVij with one additional parton







dΦn+1(p3, . . . , pn+3; p1, p2)
1
Sn+1
×M1n+3(1, . . . , n+ 3)J (n+1)n ({p}n+1), (2.4.17)
where NRVNNLO = C()NRRNNLO. As with the double real subtraction term, it is convenient










and discuss each component in turn.
Explicit pole cancellation, dσˆT,aij
The first block of terms in the real virtual subtraction term, dσˆT,aij , is designed to
cancel the explicit poles arising from dσˆRVij . This is directly analogous to the entirety
of dσˆT,NLOij with one additional parton in the final state,













2 (sIK)M0n+3(. . . , I,K, . . .)J (n+1)n ({p}n+1). (2.4.19)
Tree × loop implicit singularities, dσˆT,b1ij
As discussed in section 1.6.4, a one-loop matrix element in a single unresolved con-
figuration factorises into a sum of two divergent contributions. To regulate the full
implicit singularity structure of the one-loop matrix element, the subtraction term will
also mimic this structure. dσˆT,b1ij contains a tree level antenna function factorising onto
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a reduced one-loop matrix element. Given that the reduced matrix element contains an
explicit  pole structure, J (1)2 integrated dipoles must be introduced in the reduced mo-
mentum set to regulate these explicit pole structures. Combining these contributions
implies that dσˆT,b1ij is given by [68],










X03 (i, j, k)






2 (sIK)M0n+2(. . . , I,K, . . .)
J (n)n ({p˜}n), (2.4.20)
where the sum over I,K runs along colour connected partons in the reduced momentum
set, implying that dσˆT,b1ij is free of explicit  poles4.
loop × tree implicit singularities, dσˆT,b2ij
The regulation of the implicit singularity structure of one-loop matrix element is com-
pleted by a one-loop antenna function factorising onto a tree level reduced matrix
element. In this case the one-loop antenna function contains explicit  poles that must
be regulated by J (1)2 integrated dipole functions. Explicitly this is given by [68],

















2 (sij)X03 (i, j, k)M0n+2(. . . , I,K, . . .)
−MXX03 (i, j, k)J (1)2 (sIK)M0n+2(. . . , I,K, . . .)
J (n)n ({p˜}n), (2.4.21)
where the sum over i, j indicates a sum over the colour connected partons in the
X13 (i, j, k) antenna function. The J
(1)
2 (sij) integrated dipoles are defined in the full
momentum set whereas J (1)2 (sIK) is defined in the mapped momentum set. MX is
a constant that is either 0, 1 or 2 depending on the X13 (i, j, k) under consideration.
4There is a special case where n = 0 and the reduced matrix element contains only gluons. In this
case an additional factor of 2 for the J (1)2 (sIK) is needed to fully subtract the explicit poles.
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The final line of Eq. (2.4.21) is required to regulate the explicit pole structure of the
subtracted ‘tree × loop’ structure from X13 (i, j, k). The reason why the coefficient is
dependent on the antenna in question is because in some colour configurations there is
no reduced loop matrix element, henceMX = 0 for those antenna. The case ofMX = 2
arises in antenna that factorise onto a pure gluon matrix element.
Given that the X13 (i, j, k) antenna functions were derived from one-loop matrix ele-
ments, it is necessary to also introduce a renormalisation counter term. The X13 (i, j, k)
antenna are renormalised at the scale sijk, given that it is the only physically appro-
priate choice, whereas the subtraction term is renormalised at another scale µ2R. To
ensure that all of the terms are renormalised to the same scale, a redefinition of the
X13 (i, j, k) antenna functions is required of the form [68],
X13 (i, j, k)→ X13 (i, j, k) +
β0







Following this redefinition, dσˆT,b2ij is free of explicit  poles.
Integrated almost colour connected subtraction term, dσˆT,cij
For processes that do not have an almost colour connected contribution in the dou-
ble real subtraction term, the above contributions are sufficient to regulate all of the
implicit and explicit singularity structures of the one-loop matrix element. For these
simple processes, the additional J (1)2 integrated dipoles that were introduced in dσˆT,b1ij
and dσˆT,b2ij are sufficient to regulate all of implicit poles of the reduced matrix elements
in dσˆT,aij . For processes with more partons however this is not sufficient and we need
to integrate the terms from dσˆS,cij to regulate the remaining implicit singularities from
dσˆT,aij . Explicitly this is given by [68],
dσˆT,cij = −NRVNNLOC(N, nf )
∑
j,k









+ (X 03 (sik)−X 03 (sIK))
− (X 03 (sai)−X 03 (saI))
− (X 03 (sbk)−X 03 (sbK))
−
(
+ (S(sik, sik, 1)− S(sIK , sIK , xIK,ik))
− (S(sai, sik, xai,ik)− S(saI , sik, xaI,ik))




×X03 (i, j, k)M0n+2(. . . , I,K, . . .)J (n)n ({p˜}n), (2.4.23)
where the integrated antennae that act on the reduced momentum set are introduced
to regulate the poles of the antenna coming from dσˆS,cij . These terms will be integrated
out in the double virtual subtraction term. The functions S(sai, sik, xai,ik) denote the
integrated soft functions, either in the initial-final or final-final configuration, depending
on the choice of mapping in the double real subtraction term. Similarly to dσˆT,b1ij and
dσˆT,b2ij , dσˆ
T,bc
ij is free of explicit poles and regulates the remaining implicit singularities
in the previous contributions to dσˆTij.
2.4.3 Double virtual subtraction




dσˆV Vij − dσˆUij
]
, (2.4.24)
where dσˆV Vij is integral of the two-loop matrix element,






dΦn(p3, . . . , pn+2; p1, p2)
1
Sn
×M2n+2(1, . . . , n+ 2)J (n)n ({p}n), (2.4.25)
where N V VNNLO = C()NRVNNLO = C()2NRRNNLO. As described in section 1.6.2, the explicit
 pole structure of the two-loop matrix element is described by a series of Catani
operators. The construction of the double virtual subtraction term will therefore follow
a similar structure as the Catani operators themselves. dσˆUij can be decomposed into









where each term regulates one or more lines of the two-loop Catani pole structure in
Eq. (1.6.22).
One loop factorised term, dσˆU,aij
dσˆU,aij is inherited from the ‘tree × loop’ structure in dσˆT,b1ij ,














M1n+2(. . . , i, j, . . .)−
β0

M0n+2(. . . , i, j, . . .)
]
J (n)n ({p}n), (2.4.27)
which regulates the 1/4 and 1/3 poles in the first line of Eq. (1.6.22). The lower order
pole structures of the first line of Eq. (1.6.22) are not described by dσˆU,aij however, given
that the finite term in the J (1)2 operators differs from the equivalent Catani operators.
To construct this contribution to the subtraction term, part of the redefinition of
the X13 (i, j, k) antenna has been absorbed into dσˆ
U,a
ij . The contribution proportional
to ‘-1’ in Eq. (2.4.22) has been extracted to generate the terms proportional to β0/ in
dσˆU,aij . The term proportional to the scale (sijk/µ2R)− will be absorbed into dσˆ
U,c
ij .
Overlapping J (1)2 ⊗ J (1)2 term, dσˆU,bij
The many terms that result in an overlapping singularity structure can be absorbed into
terms proportional to [J (1)2 ⊗ J (1)2 ](x1, x2), a convolution between two J (1)2 operators.
dσˆU,bij describes all of the contributions to the double virtual subtraction term that
contain mixed scales and is given by,




















 (x1, x2)M0n+2(. . . , i, j, . . . , k, l, . . .)J (n)n ({p}n),
which describes the 1/4 and 1/3 poles of the second line of Eq. (1.6.22). The combi-
nation of the lines dσˆU,aij and dσˆ
U,b
ij describes all of the 1/4, 1/3 and 1/2 poles [68].
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Tree level factorised term, dσˆU,cij
dσˆU,cij is a collection of all of the remaining terms from dσˆSij and dσˆTij, including the
remaining NNLO mass factorisation contributions. In precisely the same format as
dσˆT,NLOij , the singularity structures can be described as strings of integrated dipole
functions. In this case they are referred to as J (2)2 operators. dσˆU,cij is given by,












2 (sij)M0n+2(. . . , i, j, . . .)J (n)n ({pn}). (2.4.29)
The J (2)2 integrated dipole functions have many more components than their J
(1)
2 coun-
terparts. The most general J (2)2 operator is of the form [68],
J
(2)







X 03 (sij) + c5X 03 (sij)⊗X 03 (sij)
−m1Γ(2)ij;kl(x1)δ(1− x2)−m2Γ(2)ij;kl(x2)δ(1− x1), (2.4.30)
where the set of coefficients ci are dependent on the integrated dipole function in
question. The function Γ(2)ij;kl(x) describes all of the remaining mass factorisation con-
tributions which were not included in dσˆU,aij and dσˆ
U,b
ij . A detailed discussion of the
decomposition of NNLO mass factorisation terms into the antenna subtraction struc-
ture can be found in Ref. [68]. For initial-initial J (2)2 dipoles m1 = m2 = 1, for
initial-final m1 = 1, m2 = 0 and final-final dipoles m1 = m2 = 0.
Once all of the remaining terms have been collected into J (2)2 integrated dipoles, all
of the two-loop Catani poles cancel against the mass factorisation terms and integrated
antenna, rendering the entire calculation finite.
Keeping track of precisely what terms were introduced to the subtraction term
and precisely where they should be integrated out is much more challenging than at
NLO. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the cancellation of terms between the three phase space layers,
which has the same general structure regardless of initial state configuration and colour
contribution.




























































































Figure 2.1: A schematic of the contributing terms to the double real (red), real virtual
(blue) and double virtual (green) subtraction terms using the antenna formalism. The
arrows indicate where terms that are introduced are subsequently integrated out.
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2.5 D04 antenna
The implementation of the D04(iq, jg, kg, lg) antenna in a physical process poses difficul-
ties compared to other antenna because it contains many spurious limits. As discussed
previously, the antennae computed from neutralino decays do not precisely have the
correct colour decomposition to match the desired QCD radiation pattern. Some of the
issues that arise can be dealt with trivially, for example there are two colour orderings
within the D04(iq, jg, kg, lg) antenna [11],
(iq, jg, kg, lg), (2.5.1)
(iq, lg, kg, jg), (2.5.2)
implying that the D04(iq, jg, kg, lg) antenna exhibits a line reversal symmetry over the
gluon content in the antenna. It is possible to construct unintegrated sub-antenna
which have the two colour orderings separated,
D04(iq, jg, kg, lg) = d04(iq, jg, kg, lg) + d04(iq, lg, kg, jg), (2.5.3)
however the process of repeated partial fractioning to construct the sub-antenna is not
symmetric and therefore cannot be integrated analytically [11], implying that only the
full D04(iq, jg, kg, lg) can be used in calculations. When constructing a subtraction term
using this antenna, it is therefore required to construct one subtraction term for pairs
of colour orderings that are related by a line reversal symmetry over the gluons.
Another issue that arises because of the mismatch in the colour configuration of
this antenna is that in a iq||jg||lg triple collinear limit the antenna contains a spurious
divergent limit,
D04(iq, jg, kg, lg)
iq ||jg ||lg−−−−→ P˜ijl→Q + angular terms, (2.5.4)
where P˜ijl→Q is a subleading colour splitting function. This oversubtraction can be
corrected for by the introduction of new antenna that can regulate the limit. Consider
a process with two colour orderings (iq, jg, kg, lg,mq¯) + (iq, lg, kg, jg,mq¯). Schematically
the X04 antenna structure of the subsequent subtraction term would be of the form,
+D04(iq, jg, kg, lg)
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+D04(mq¯, jg, kg, lg)
− A˜04(iq, jg, lg,mq¯), (2.5.5)
where the A˜04(iq, jg, lg,mq¯) successfully regulates the P˜ijl→Q and P˜mjl→Q divergences
from the first and second line respectively. In practice the introduction of the
A˜04(iq, jg, lg,mq¯) antenna into a process results in additional spurious single unresolved
limits and almost colour connected limits that must again be regulated using the prac-
tices described in section 2.4.1.
2.5.1 Gluon initiated D04 antenna
In section 2.1.1, it was shown how to construct the desirable sub-antenna in a final-final
configuration, d03(iq, jg, kg), which contains all of the desirable limits through the use of
partial fractioning. Constructing an equivalent set of sub-antenna for the D04 antenna
in the final-final configuration has been done by exploiting the N = 1 supersymmetric
identities of the underlying process [62, 100]. The sub-antenna are formed from many
antenna which have each been integrated analytically, hence the requirement that the
antenna can be integrated is preserved.
Unfortunately in configurations where a gluon has been crossed into the initial
state, constructing sub-antenna in this way is not feasible. This configuration was
first relevant for the research presented in Refs. [1, 4] in the dominant qg channel
for this process. The overlapping nature of the desired and undesired limits of the
antenna makes a construction of sub-antenna difficult. A simpler approach to solving
this problem is by introducing new structures to the subtraction terms to regulate the
spurious limits.
There are two gluon initiated D04 antennae, D04(iq, jg, 2ˆg, kg) and D04(iq, 2ˆg, jg, kg).
Both of these antennae contain flavour changing and flavour preserving limits, making
the reduced matrix element onto which these antenna factorise ambiguous. In both
cases the choice is made to factorise onto a flavour preserving matrix element, given
that the only other antenna which contains the triple collinear gluon limit Pggg→G is
the F 04 antenna. Introducing an F 04 to regulate the flavour preserving limits would
require an additional gluon in the process which is not guaranteed.
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Consider first the term,
+D04(iq, jg, 2ˆg, kg)M01 (1ˆq, ˆ¯2g, (˜ijk)q¯)J
(1)
1 ({p1}), (2.5.6)
which is relevant for the qg leading colour contributions to the NNLO corrections to
Z+jet production. There are two spurious flavour changing limits in this term, P2ˆji←Q
and P2ˆki←Q, which flavour change the initial state gluon into a quark. This can be
regulated by subtracting an A04 containing this spurious limit factorised onto a qg
factorised reduced matrix element and adding back the appropriate limit,
− A04(1ˆ, 2ˆg, jg, iq)M01 (ˆ¯1q, ˆ¯2g, k˜q¯)J (1)1 ({p1})
+ A04(1ˆ, 2ˆg, jg, iq)M01 (ˆ¯1q, k˜g, ˆ¯2q¯)J
(1)
1 ({p1})
+ (j ↔ k), (2.5.7)
which regulates the spurious triple collinear limits and introduces the correct physical
limits. As usual, the single unresolved limits of the newly introduced A04 antennae must
also be regulated. These lines are all that are required to regulate the spurious limits
of the D04(iq, jg, 2ˆg, kg) antenna.
Now consider the configuration,
+D04(iq, 2ˆg, jg, kg)M01 (1ˆq, ˆ¯2g, (˜ijk)q¯)J
(1)
1 ({p1}), (2.5.8)
where there are similar spurious flavour changing triple collinear limits that can be
regulated using the prescription described above. There is, however, a new problematic
double collinear limit, iq||2ˆg, jg||kg, which is flavour changing. The block of terms arising
naturally from dσS,b2ij regulates this spurious limit,
− d03(i, k, j)D03,g((˜ik), 2ˆ, (˜kj))M01 (1ˆq, ˆ¯2g, ˜((ik)(kj))q¯)J (1)1 ({p1})
− f 03,g(2ˆ, j, k)D03,g(i, ˆ¯2, (˜jk))M01 (1ˆq, ˆ¯¯2g, (˜i(jk))q¯) J (1)1 ({p1}), (2.5.9)
however a problem arises in the single collinear iq||2ˆg limit of the secondary antennae
in these terms. In a conventional subtraction term, these limits would cancel against
the reduced matrix elements in the dσS,aij block of terms. The mismatch between the
flavour of the factorised partons prevents this cancellation from occurring. The only
viable solution is to introduce new antennae that subsequently regulate the single
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collinear flavour changing limit of these terms and adds back in the desired physical
limits without spoiling other limits in the process. The solution is to introduce the
following block of terms,




+ d03(i, j, k)A03,qg→qq(1ˆ, 2ˆ, (˜ij))M01 (ˆ¯1q, ˆ¯2g, (˜kj)q¯) J
(1)
1 ({p1})
−D03(1ˆ, j, 2ˆ)A03,qg→qq(ˆ¯1, ˆ¯2, i)M01 (ˆ¯¯1q, ˆ¯¯2g, kq¯) J (1)1 ({p1})
− A03(1ˆ, j, i)A03,qg→qq(ˆ¯1q, 2ˆg, (˜ij)q¯)M01 (
ˆ¯¯1q, ˆ¯2g, kq¯) J (1)1 ({p1})
+ 2d03(1ˆ, j, k)A03,qg→qq(ˆ¯1, 2ˆ, i)M01 (
ˆ¯¯1q, ˆ¯2g, (˜jk)q¯) J
(1)
1 ({p1})
+ 2A03,qg→qq(1ˆ, 2ˆ, i)A03(ˆ¯1, j, ˆ¯2)M01 (ˆ¯1q, ˆ¯2g, kq¯) J
(1)
1 ({p1})
− 2A03,qg→qq(1ˆ, 2ˆ, i) d03(ˆ¯2, j, k)M01 (ˆ¯1, ˆ¯¯2, (˜jk)q¯) J (1)1 ({p1})
− 2A03,qg→qq(1ˆ, 2ˆ, i) d03(ˆ¯1, j, k)M01 (ˆ¯¯1q, ˆ¯2g, (˜jk)q¯) J (1)1 ({p1}), (2.5.10)
which, following symmetrising over the final state gluons j and k, successfully regulates
all of the spurious collinear limits introduced. The soft limits must be further corrected
by blocks of Eikonal factors which are well understood. The physical limit can be added
in simply using,
+ f 03 (2ˆ, j, k)A03,qg→qq(1ˆ, ˆ¯2, i)M01 (ˆ¯1q, (˜jk)g,
ˆ¯¯2q¯) J (1)1 ({p1})
+ d03(1ˆ, j, k)A03,qg→qq(ˆ¯1, 2ˆ, i)M01 (
ˆ¯¯1q, (˜jk)g, ˆ¯2q¯) J
(1)
1 ({p1})
−D03(1ˆ, j, 2ˆ)A03,qg→qq(ˆ¯1, ˆ¯2, i)M01 (ˆ¯¯1q, kg, ˆ¯¯2q¯) J (1)1 ({p1})
+ soft terms. (2.5.11)
Clearly the introduction of these additional terms has a significant impact on the
construction of the real virtual and double virtual subtraction terms. Nevertheless,
it is possible to accommodate the newly introduced terms in such a way that all of
the introduced antennae are integrated out and all the singularities are successfully
regulated.
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2.6 Antenna subtraction with processes involving a
vector boson
Matrix elements involving a vector boson have distinctive properties compared to pure
QCD processes. These differences have subtle implications for the IR singularity struc-
ture of the matrix elements, requiring careful treatment using the antenna formalism.
One significant difference compared to pure QCD processes is that vector bosons
must couple to a qq¯ pair within a matrix element. IR limits that factorise onto a matrix
element that are purely constructed of gluons do not exist. This is a simplification of
the calculation compared to pure QCD processes.
Matrix elements involving vector bosons do not exhibit all of the same symmetry
properties of other matrix elements (e.g. dijet production, Higgs boson production,
etc). As an example, consider the process,
e+(p5) + e−(p6)→ q(p1) + g(p2) + g(p3) + q¯(p4), (2.6.1)
where for the sake of this discussion it is irrelevant which momenta are in-going or
out-going. The tree level amplitude is given by [102],
A04(1q, 2g, 3g, 4q¯; 5e+ , 6e−) = 2e2g2s(−Qq + veL,RvqL,RPz(s56))
× ∑
σ∈S2
(T aσ(2)T aσ(3))i1,i4M04(1q, σ(2)g, σ(3)g, 4q¯), (2.6.2)
where e and gs are the EW and QCD coupling factors respectively. Qq is the charge of
the quark flavour q in units of e. Pz(s56) is the ratio of the photon propagator to the
Z boson propagator [102],
Pz(s56) = s56
s56 −M2Z + iΓZMZ
, (2.6.3)
where MZ and ΓZ are the mass and width of the Z boson respectively. veL,R and v
q
L,R
are the coupling constants for the leptons and quarks respectively. The L and R denote
whether the fermions are in the left-handed or right-handed configuration. Explicitly
the coupling constants are [102],
veL =
−1 + 2 sin2 θw
sin 2θw
, (2.6.4)













where the T3 term is +1 for up-type quarks and −1 for down-type quarks.
The important point to note is that the photon couples indiscriminately to the
helicity configurations of the fermions, whereas the Z boson couples differently to the
fermions depending on their helicities. The Zµ gauge field contains a superposition of
the Bµ and W µ3 gauge fields, where W µ3 only couples to the left-handed doublets in the
EW Lagrangian.
Now consider an exchange in the momenta of the partons of the form
(p1, p2, p3, p4) → (p4, p3, p2, p1), known as a ‘line reversal’. The colour ordered partial
amplitudes,M04(1q, σ(2)g, σ(3)g, 4q¯), obey a line reversal symmetry [48]. For example,
M04(1+q , σ(2)+g , σ(3)−g , 4−q¯ ) =M04(4−q , σ(3)−g , σ(2)+g , 4+q¯ ), (2.6.8)
hence a pure QCD amplitude is similarly symmetric under line reversal. However, for
processes involving a vector boson, the overall coupling on the individual amplitudes
differs for the individual helicity configurations, hence the overall amplitude is not
symmetric under line reversal of the momentum.
The impact of this on the calculation is that processes involving a quark in the initial
state must be treated independently from those with an anti-quark in the initial state.
For example, the qg initiated channel is independent from the gq¯ calculation. The
subtraction terms for the gq¯ can be derived from the qg channel by simply performing
a line reversal exchange on the reduced matrix elements. For example, a line of the
form,
−D03(1ˆ, i, 2ˆ)M02 (ˆ¯1q, ˆ¯2g, jg, kq¯) J (1)1 ({p1}), (2.6.9)
in a qg initiated subtraction term would become,
−D03(1ˆ, i, 2ˆ)M02 (kq, jg, ˆ¯2g, ˆ¯1q¯) J (1)1 ({p1}), (2.6.10)
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in a gq¯ subtraction term.
Another implication for processes involving vector bosons is that the matrix el-
ements are dependent on the U(1) charge of the quarks, Qq. This means that the
up-type processes must be treated separately from the down-type processes. This
becomes of particular importance for contributions involving two quark pairs with dif-
ferent flavours, for example,
q(p1ˆ) +Q(p2ˆ)→ q(p3) +Q(p4) + e+(p5) + e−(p6), (2.6.11)
which is a real correction to the calculation of Z+jet at NLO. This matrix element
contains a sum of diagrams over which the Z boson can couple to the qq¯ pair or the QQ¯
pair of quarks. As a result of this, there are two initial state collinear singularities, p1ˆ||p3
and p2ˆ||p4, which factorise onto reduced matrix elements of the formM03 (2ˆQ, 1ˆg, 4Q¯) and
M03 (1ˆq, 2ˆg, 3q¯) respectively. Knowledge of the flavours must be maintained throughout
the calculation.
This becomes particularly challenging when considering a correction of the form,
q(p1ˆ) + g(p2ˆ)→ q(p3) +Q(p4) + Q¯(p5) + e+(p6) + e−(p7), (2.6.12)
which is a double real correction to the calculation of Z+jet at NNLO. This contains
many double unresolved singularities which can be classified into three categories based
on the flavour of the matrix elements they factorise onto. Either they can factorise
onto a matrix element with two quark flavours, for example,
M04 (1ˆq, 2ˆQ¯, 3Q, 4q¯), (2.6.13)
or they can factorise onto matrix elements with a single qq¯ or QQ¯ pair, for example,
M03 (1ˆq, 2ˆg, 3q¯), (2.6.14)
or,
M03 (2ˆQ, 1ˆg, 3Q¯). (2.6.15)
In the case of matrix elements involving a single qq¯ pair, there is a direct correspondence
between the flavour of the quark in the PDF and the flavour of the quarks in the reduced
matrix element. However, for limits that factorise into a single QQ¯ pair, the flavour
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in the reduced matrix element is decoupled from the flavour of the quark within the
PDF. This implies that the corresponding qq¯ and QQ¯ terms in the real virtual or
double virtual subtraction terms must be treated independently. Their overall factors
are different and it would not be appropriate to keep these terms together beyond the
double real subtraction terms.
The problems described above make an implementation of the antenna formalism
more challenging for processes involving vector bosons. Nevertheless they are not
insurmountable. If a subtraction term has been constructed taking into account the
issues discussed above, it can always be applied to processes that are more symmetric.
Antenna subtraction terms are therefore still independent of the colourless particles
within the process.
Chapter 3
Drell–Yan phenomenology at the
LHC
Drell–Yan production, named after the authors of Ref. [103], is the production of a
dilepton pair from a hadron-hadron collision,
p+ p→ γ∗/Z → `+ + `− +X,
where the LO production mechanism is depicted in Fig. 3.1. The intermediary propa-
gators are either an off-shell photon or a Z boson and X denotes the hadronic remnants
of the event.
The work of Ref. [103] was the first extension of the naïve parton model from deep
inelastic scattering (DIS) to a hadron-hadron collider environment. The leading order
accurate PDFs could be extracted from DIS measurements and used to make predic-
tions of hadron-hadron collisions [30]. Data from the Alternating Gradient Synchroton
(AGS) gave hints of the possibility of agreement between the naïve parton model and
data [104]. Over subsequent years, new experiments were built with higher scattering
energies and larger luminosities, revealing the need for more precise theoretical predic-
tions to match the quality of the data. In this chapter precision calculations coming
from QCD corrections will be discussed in the context of Drell–Yan production. In par-
ticular, the importance of precision predictions of Drell-Yan production in association
with hadronic jets,
p+ p→ γ∗/Z → `+ + `− + Jet(s) +X,
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Figure 3.1: The leading order contribution to the Drell–Yan cross section in the naïve
parton model. X denotes the hadronic remnants of the event.
will be motivated.
Henceforth Drell–Yan production in association with hadronic jets will simply be
referred to as ‘Z+jet(s)’. Nevertheless, the contribution coming from the photon prop-
agator is included implicitly. Furthermore, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we are
always inclusive in the number of final state jets (e.g. Z+jet production implies Z
boson production with at least one jet).
3.1 Motivation for precision predictions of Drell–
Yan observables
The motivation for precision Drell–Yan predictions is driven by the large volume of
data available at both the LHC and previous colliders. The Z resonance produces a
large event rate at the LHC and is the dominant contribution to the dilepton cross
section. As Tab. 3.1 demonstrates however, the primary decay modes of the Z boson
are hadronic and invisible final states. Despite this, leptonic signals are the easiest to
reconstruct and hence the best decay mode to perform precision phenomenology1. It
1Often when performing measurements the Z → τ+τ− decay is not considered part of the Drell–
Yan signature production mechanism. This is because τ lepton has an extremely short lifetime of
(290.3 ± 0.5 × 10−15) s [25] and its mass is sufficiently large that it decays into either hadronic or
leptonic final states. Great care must be taken to reconstruct τ particles and hence for the purposes of
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Decay Type Branching Ratio
Z → e+e− (3.363± 0.004)%
Z → µ+µ− (3.366± 0.007)%
Z → τ+τ− (3.370± 0.008)%
Z → invisible (20.0± 0.06)%
Z → hadrons (69.91± 0.06)%
Table 3.1: The branching ratios for the dominant decay modes of the Z boson [25].
is for this reason that Drell–Yan events are used to constrain quark PDFs over a wide
range of x and Q2 [105].
The gluon PDF can be constrained by including data involving hadronic final states,
requiring knowledge of theoretical corrections to processes involving well resolved final
state jets. Typically PDFs are described up to a specific order in a perturbative ex-
pansion of αs. To use a specific set of data in a PDF fit, the corresponding partonic
cross section must be known up to the desired order for the fitting. This is a strong
motivation for calculating the inclusive Z+jet cross section at NNLO. This calculation
can then be used to create NNLO accurate PDF sets to constrain the gluon PDF over
a wide range of x and Q2.
Drell–Yan processes also pose a significant background to Beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) searches. Typical searches for supersymmetry, for example, involve
searches for isolated opposite sign same flavour leptons in association with hard
jets [106, 107]. Drell–Yan processes and associated jets are therefore an important
background for this signal of BSM physics. Clearly the SM backgrounds must be de-
scribed as precisely as possible to resolve supersymmetric signals which are going to
be extremely small over a large SM background. This is of particular importance at
high scattering energies for particular observables where production rates for TeV scale
BSM physics might be detected over SM backgrounds.
In principle, a precision calculation of Drell–Yan production can also be used for
providing predictions for the invisible decay modes of the Z boson. This is of particular
importance for dark matter searches, where if a dark matter particle is produced at the
precision phenomenology the electron and muon decay modes are far more constraining measurements.
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LHC it will not be directly detectable. The SM backgrounds to this are processes that
produce neutrinos, which similarly pass through the detector and appear as missing
transverse momentum.
3.2 Theoretical corrections to Drell–Yan produc-
tion
Since the work of Ref. [103], a variety of precision corrections to the Drell–Yan pro-
cess have been considered. The NLO QCD corrections to the Drell–Yan cross section
were calculated a long time ago by several groups [108–114] and is considered to be
a benchmark calculation of SM phenomenology. The calculations of Refs. [108–114]
marked the first use of the improved parton model (described in section 1.7.1) within
a hadron-hadron collider environment.




was found to be very large; typically in the region of K ∼ 0.5 for LHC scattering
energies using representative experimental cuts. Despite the potential for the pertur-
bative cross section to be poorly converging, there is an intuitive argument for why the
NLO corrections are significant. As Fig. 3.2(a) shows, the NLO corrections introduce
a new qg initiated channel. As discussed in section 1.7, at small momentum fractions
the gluon PDF is much larger than all of the quark PDFs for typical LHC scattering
energies. If there is sufficient energy to readily produce Z bosons from a combina-
tion of partons including an initial state gluon then these channels will receive a large
weighting factor from the gluon PDF compared to purely quark initiated processes.
Fig. 3.2(b) demonstrates the possibility of a new gg initiated partonic channel
appearing first at NNLO. Here two factors prevent the gg channel from being large,
• to produce the Z boson from two initial state gluons requires that they both
must have a relatively large momentum fraction at typical scattering energies for
the LHC, which is where the gluon PDFs are small.
• It is suppressed by an additional power of αs.















Figure 3.2: Feynman diagrams depicting (a) a real correction to Drell–Yan production
from a qg initiated channel at O(αs) and (b) a double real correction to Drell–Yan
production from a gg initiated channel at O(α2s).
Subsequently the NNLO corrections to the Drell–Yan process were calculated [115,




was found to be significantly smaller than the NLO K factor, roughly K ∼ 0.01 at
LHC scattering energies. This suggests there is a good convergence of the perturbative
expansion and that the gg initiated channel is overall a small contribution to the
total cross section. It is a common feature of many processes that the NLO K factor
is large as new partonic channels are revealed and the NNLO corrections stabilise
the calculation. Nevertheless, the NNLO calculation was vital in reducing the scale
uncertainty with respect to the NLO calculation, allowing for precision phenomenology
to be performed.
Many other forms of corrections beyond fixed order QCD have also been presented
for Drell–Yan production. Indeed, the NLO EW corrections O(α) have been known
for some time [117]. More recently, the EW corrections have been matched to a parton
shower (PS) [118], allowing for theoretical predictions in phase space configurations
where the fixed order perturbative expansion is ill-defined. The NNLO fixed order
corrections have also been combined with a resummation of next-to-next-to-leading
logarithmic effects [119, 120] to describe the Z boson at small transverse momentum.
Very recently mixed QCD-EW corrections O(αsα) were also considered [121, 122].



















Figure 3.3: Representative Feynman diagrams for (a) two-loop Z boson plus three
parton amplitudes (b) one-loop Z boson plus four parton amplitudes and (c) tree level
Z boson plus five parton amplitudes.
3.3 Drell–Yan production in association with
hadronic jets
Drell–Yan production in association with hadronic jets has also been intensively stud-
ied. The NLO QCD corrections for Z+jet [123], Z+2 jets [124, 125], Z+3 jets [126]
and Z+4 jets [127] are known while the NLO EW corrections for Z+jet [128, 129] and
Z+2 jets [130] have also been derived.
The work in this thesis relates to a new calculation of the NNLO contributions to the
neutral current Drell–Yan process in which the dilepton pair is produced in association
with a hard, visible hadronic jet. Representative Feynman diagrams contributing to
this calculation are shown in Fig. 3.3. The results are obtained from a parton level
event generator NNLOJET outlined in chapter 4 in a fully differential form, including
the Z/γ∗ boson decay to two charged leptons. The final state of the hard scattering
process is completely reconstructable and the application of an invariant mass cut on
the lepton pair can ensure that the process is dominated by resonant Z bosons.
The NNLO corrections to Z+jet production in hadronic collisions receive contri-
butions from three types of parton-level processes: (a) the two-loop corrections to Z
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boson-plus-three-parton processes [131–134], (b) the one-loop corrections to Z boson-
plus-four-parton processes [102, 124, 125, 135–137] and (c) the tree level Z boson-plus-
five-parton processes [124, 125, 138–140]. The subtraction terms employed to regulate
the IR singularity structure were regulated using the antenna formalism outlined in
chapter 2.
Following the calculation presented in Ref. [1], a second calculation of Z+jet pro-
duction at NNLO precision has been presented and published [141]. In coordination
with the authors of [141], an in-depth comparison was performed. Using the same
setup (cuts, parton distributions, scale choice). This comparison uncovered an error in
the numerical code used in [141], which alters their published results. After correction
of this error, the code developed in [141] agrees with the calculation outlined in this
section.
3.4 Transverse momentum distribution of the Z
boson
As illustrated in Fig. 3.4, the transverse momentum of the Z boson, pZT , is generated
by the emission of QCD radiation so that the fixed order calculation at O(α2s), which is
NNLO for the inclusive cross section, corresponds to only an NLO accurate prediction
of the transverse momentum distribution.
The calculation presented in the previous section can be used to compute the trans-
verse momentum distribution at NNLO precision. To achieve this, the requirement of
observing a final state jet is relaxed. Instead a low transverse momentum cut on the
Z boson is imposed to ensure the IR finiteness of the NNLO calculation. This en-
forces the presence of final state partons to balance the transverse momentum of the
Z boson. The production of Z bosons (or, more generally, of lepton pairs with given
invariant mass) at large transverse momentum has been studied extensively at the LHC
by the ATLAS [142, 143], CMS [144, 145] and LHCb [146] experiments. ATLAS and
CMS both observed a tension between their measurements and existing NLO QCD
predictions, highlighting the potential importance of higher order corrections to this
process.






Figure 3.4: A schematic diagram demonstrating the Z boson recoiling against hard
radiation.
In order to reduce the systematic uncertainty on the measurement, the transverse
momentum distribution is commonly normalised to the pT inclusive Z boson production
cross section. To make a comparison to both the unnormalised and normalised data































dpZT ≡ σZLO + σZNLO + σZNNLO, (3.4.2)
are calculated.
Both experiments present their measurements in the form of fiducial cross sections
for a restricted kinematical range of the final state leptons (in invariant mass, transverse
momentum and rapidity). In view of a comparison between data and theory, this form
of presenting the experimental data is preferable over a cross section that is fully
inclusive in the lepton kinematics (requiring a theory based extrapolation into phase
space regions outside the detector coverage). Consequently, the theoretical calculation
must take proper account of these restrictions in the final state lepton kinematics.
The unnormalised pZT distribution represents an absolute cross section measurement
based on event counting rates. As with any absolute measurement, it has the disad-
vantage of being sensitive to the proper modelling of acceptance corrections, and of
relying on the absolute determination of the integrated luminosity of the data sample
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under consideration. At the LHC the luminosity uncertainty alone amounts to about
3%. In order to reduce the luminosity uncertainty, the data can be normalised to the
Drell–Yan cross section for the corresponding fiducial phase space. This is obtained
from the cross section for Z boson production with the same transverse momentum
and rapidity cuts on the individual leptons, but integrated over all possible transverse




To make predictions of interest for particle physics phenomenology, numerical integra-
tion techniques are mandatory. Cross section calculations and differential distributions
require an integral over a phase space, dσn, which have no known analytical solution
for non-trivial processes. For a typical collider final state the phase space can be of
extremely high dimensionality.
For numerical integrals over a large number of dimensions, Monte Carlo sampling
is the most efficient technique for evaluating the integral. The focus of this chapter will
be on the construction of the parton level event generator NNLOJET, which uses the
antenna subtraction method to calculate observables up to NNLO as a perturbative
expansion in αs. Sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 will discuss the methods used to validate
the predictions made in the subsequent chapters. This should not be considered as an
exhaustive list of the checks performed on the numerical calculation however. Further
details of the numerical checks can be found in appendix B. Sections 4.2, 4.6 and
4.7 will instead focus on the construction of the numerical code and the significant
optimisations required to make the code as efficient as possible.
4.1 Numerical testing of subtraction terms
As Fig. 2.1 illustrates, a subtraction term contains many components. Extensive testing
is therefore required before it can be integrated numerically. In the case of the real
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virtual and double virtual subtraction terms, the explicit cancellation of the  pole
structure can be checked analytically. The subtraction term can be imported into a
larger program written in FORM [147] and, using purely algebraic techniques, the
 pole structure can be checked against the known singularity structure in terms of
Catani operators.
In the case of implicit singularities from phase space integrals it is simpler to test
the limits numerically. Given that a functioning subtraction term must regulate all of
the divergences of the matrix element, every limit of the subtraction term has to be
probed to ensure that the divergences cancel. To do this the phase space generator
RAMBO [148] is used, which generates phase space points with a flat weighting. The
fact that events are generated in an unbiased way is an important requirement of the
testing procedure. All of the unresolved configurations relevant for a particular integral
must be tested, even if during Monte Carlo integration the likelihood of sampling such
a configuration is small.
RAMBO can generate phase spaces for massless and massive particles up to ex-
tremely high multiplicities. Whilst it was not specifically designed to generate un-
resolved phase space configurations, it is possible to force it to generate these phase
spaces through careful manipulation of the masses of intermediate decaying particles.
For example, consider the phase space generated by,
p1ˆ + p2ˆ → p3 + p45 → p3 + p4 + p5, (4.1.1)
where p45 is off-shell and has a mass of
√
s45 and all other momenta are on-shell. The
scattering energy of the process is denoted by
√
s.
In the limit √s45 → √s, the momenta of p3 is driven soft. This can be controlled
numerically by setting,
s45 = s · (1− xi), (4.1.2)
where xi is small dimensionless parameter. xi controls the distance the phase space
point is away from the absolute p3 soft limit.
Using a similar approach, in the limit √s45 → 0, the momenta p4 and p5 become
collinear. Again this can be controlled by an xi parameter,
s45 = s · xi. (4.1.3)
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This method of controlling the proximity to the unresolved limit can also be imple-
mented for initial-final collinear limits. This is performed by generating a final-final
collinear limit and rotating one of the final state partons into the initial state and boost-
ing the configuration such that both initial state partons are in their centre-of-mass
frame.
Using these ingredients, the generation of double unresolved configurations from an
extended phase space with an additional parton are also straightforward. In the case
of double collinear limits, the phase space can be generated from,
p1ˆ + p2ˆ → p34 + p56 → p3 + p4 + p5 + p6, (4.1.4)




s56 respectively. In a double collinear limit
√
s34 → 0 and √s56 → 0 simultaneously. All of the other double unresolved limits can
be generated using an iterated approach,
p1ˆ + p2ˆ → p3 + p456 → p3 + p4 + p56 → p3 + p4 + p5 + p6, (4.1.5)
where p456 has a mass of
√
s456 and p56 has a mass of
√
s56. The soft collinear limit
can be generated by taking √s456 → √s (making p3 soft) and √s56 → 0 such that p5
is collinear with p6. Similarly to the single collinear limit, for a triple collinear limit
√
s456 → 0.
Given this simple implementation for formulating single and double unresolved
phase space configurations, it is now straightforward to use these to test whether the





where ideally in all of the appropriate single unresolved limits R → 1. Similar ratios
can be defined for the real virtual and double real contributions.
In collinear limits where a gluon splits either into a pair of gluons or a quark anti-
quark pair, the ratio is spoiled by the presence of the azimuthal correlation terms
discussed in section 1.6. A simple solution, proposed in Refs. [100, 101], is to perform
a rotation of pi/2 about the shared collinear axis and evaluating the matrix element
and subtraction term again. The combination of these two phase space evaluations
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Figure 4.1: Example spike plots for the triple gluon collinear limit leading colour
contribution to the qq¯ → ggg for Z+jet at NNLO. xi is a small dimensionless parameter
that controls the proximity of the phase space to the triple collinear limit. (a) shows
the limit without an azimuthal rotation and (b) shows the limit with an azimuthal
rotation. The x axis differs between the two plots for clarity.
cancels the angular dependent terms, and hence the R → 1 condition required for a
functional subtraction term is restored.
This approach can also be extended to double unresolved limits. In a double
collinear limit four phase space evaluations, two phase space evaluations about each
collinear axis are sufficient to cancel the azimuthal correlations. In triple collinear lim-
its a pi/2 rotation around the shared triple collinear axis will cancel all of the azimuthal
terms. The use of these rotations to cancel azimuthal terms implies that the antenna
subtraction scheme is not a fully local subtraction method. Antenna subtraction falls
under the category of being ‘quasi-local’, since the leading singularities are cancelled
locally and there is an established prescription for constructing rotated phase spaces
that can cancel the angular terms.
Fig. 4.1(a) is a spike plot showing the ratio R in a triple collinear gluon limit for
the leading colour channel qq¯ → ggg for Z+jet at NNLO with the azimuthal rotation
turned off. Fig. 4.1(b) demonstrates the same limit with an added azimuthal rotation.
It is clear that once the azimuthal rotation is applied, the distribution of R values is
significantly closer to 1 for a given value of xi.
An important point to note is that for double real subtraction terms it is not
sufficient to test only the double unresolved configurations. Single unresolved config-
urations must be tested independently, even though they are subleading singularities
with respect to double unresolved limits. The internal cancellation within the subtrac-
tion term for single unresolved configurations is very different from double unresolved
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limits, meaning it is plausible that all of the double unresolved limits work correctly
but the single unresolved limits do not function correctly.
4.2 Virtual numerical integration
The implementation of processes involving at least one-loop requires some special treat-
ment compared to processes involving purely tree level matrix elements. One-loop
matrix elements are constructed as d-dimensional objects to allow the UV and IR sin-
gularities to be written as a series of poles in . This approach is well grounded as an
analytical expression defined in d-dimensions, however any numerical evaluations of the
matrix element must be performed in 4-dimensions. Clearly for the numerical integral
to be well defined, the finite remainder of the integrand must be well understood as
→ 0.
As shown in Eq. (1.6.1), a one-loop matrix element can be written as a series
of Catani operators acting on the tree level matrix element, plus a finite remainder
contribution. There is, however, an ambiguity in Eq. (1.6.1) as to the dimensionality of
the overall expression. The tree level matrix elements, like their one-loop counterparts,
can be defined in d-dimensions as a finite series in ,
|M(0)n (µ2R, {pi})〉 |dim=d =
∑
i=0
i |M(0)n,i(µ2R, {pi})〉 , (4.2.1)
where in the limit  = 0, the 4-dimensional result must be recovered,
|M(0)n (µ2R, {pi})〉 |dim=4 = |M(0)n,0(µ2R, {pi})〉 . (4.2.2)
If the expression in Eq. (1.6.1) is taken to be in d-dimensions, then the coefficients
of the  expansion of Eq. (4.2.1) generate both new pole structures and additional
finite remainder terms. These ultimately have no impact on the final physical result
however because the choice of the dimensionality of the tree level contribution must
match between the one-loop matrix element and the subtraction term. Any additional
structures from the higher order  contributions must ultimately cancel. This means
that there is a choice as to when to set the limit  = 0 when performing virtual
integration,
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• perform the cancellation between the matrix element and subtraction term ana-
lytically in d-dimensions and then set the limit  = 0 in the resulting expression
to be evaluated numerically,
• take all of the tree level matrix elements to be in 4-dimensions from the begin-
ning and implicitly assume that higher order d-dimensional terms from the tree
level matrix elements must cancel between the one-loop matrix element and the
subtraction term. This is effectively the HV scheme choice.
Both methods should arrive back at the same numerical result. Typically though it is
simpler to implement the second option and therefore this is the adopted approach in
the NNLOJET program for both virtual and real virtual integrals.
In the case of double virtual integration, a similar choice of the dimensional-
ity must be made. As Eq. (1.6.18) shows however, there is an added complication
that there is a pole structure that factorises onto a reduced one-loop contribution,
I(1)n (;µ2R, {pi}) |M(1)n (µ2R, {pi})〉. Here it becomes ambiguous to define a 4-dimensional
limit of the one-loop matrix element since it is a divergent quantity in the  → 0
limit. It is simpler in the case of the two-loop matrix elements to keep them entirely
in d-dimensions.
In principle, this would mean that the double virtual integration must be performed
using option one above. This would require an algebraic expression for the two-loop
matrix element which is understood well enough that it can be combined with the
subtraction term before a numerical implementation. This is not ideal since there is
a significant degree of complexity in constructing two-loop matrix elements for non-
trivial processes. To overcome this challenge, a simple approach is to define a Catani
subtracted two-loop matrix element in d-dimensions,
dσV V,CSij =
(




where dσCij denotes the Catani pole structure Eq. (1.6.22) integrated over an appropriate
phase space. dσV V,CSij is clearly a finite quantity in the limit  → 0 and is completely
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where dσCij|dim=4 is defined such that all of the tree level matrix elements are in 4-
dimensions, including the tree level contributions to the one-loop matrix elements































dσˆV V,CSij − dσˆU,CSij
]
. (4.2.6)
Using this formalism, the two-loop matrix element can be imported into the NNLOJET
code with relative ease. There are no prerequisites on the structure or the method used
to compute the two-loop matrix element, only that they are Catani subtracted. The
two-loop matrix element does not even necessarily need to be colour decomposed,
although this is a desirable feature to maintain.
Once the Catani subtracted definition of the subtraction term has been defined for
a given parton multiplicity and flavour configuration, simply changing the tree level
and one-loop matrix elements to a new process with the same parton configuration
becomes a trivial exercise. Using this approach, the two-loop integration is as flexibile
as possible both for the construction and testing of the subtraction terms and the
two-loop matrix elements.
4.2.1 Plus distributions
Virtual integration routines require the use of integrated antenna functions, as outlined
in section 2.3.2. The most generalised integrated antenna function is given as a function
of the form,



























where the set of functions A(x1, x2), . . . , I(x1, x2) are smooth polynomials in terms of








The maximum possible value for n is one for tree level three parton integrated antenna
functions. Higher order plus distributions only appear in the NNLO antenna functions.
There are two equivalent definitions of the plus distribution. The first definition is







which regulates the singularity of f(x) as x→ 1. The second definition is given by,




where a substitution of this relation into Eq. (4.2.9) reveals that they are equivalent
definitions.
From Eq. (4.2.7), there are four integration regions for the specific combinations of
δ-functions,
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There is a choice in terms of how to integrate these regions numerically. The first
method is to rescale the phase space for the four regions,






















fi(z1, µ2F ({pn}))fj(z2, µ2F ({pn}))












fi(z1, µ2F ({x2pn}))fj(z2, µ2F ({x2pn}))












fi(z1, µ2F ({x1pn}))fj(z2, µ2F ({x1pn}))













fi(z1, µ2F ({x1x2pn}))fj(z2, µ2F ({x1x2pn}))
× dΦn(p3, . . . , pn+2;x1z1p1, x2z2p2)X4(x1, x2)
×M0n+2({x1x2z1z2pn+2})J (n)n ({x1x2pn})
], (4.2.11)
where the functions X1(x1, x2), . . . ,X2(x1, x2) are functions that constitute the full



















X1(x1, x2) + X2(x1, x2)





















1− x2 Iij(1, 1), (4.2.13)








1− x1 Gi(1, x2)









1− x2 Iij(1, x2), (4.2.14)

















1− x2 Iij(x1, 1), (4.2.15)

















1− x2 Iij(x1, x2). (4.2.16)
This method of integrating the regions is not ideal. As Eq. (4.2.11) shows, for a
given set of random numbers from VEGAS, four phase space evaluations are required.
Furthermore, in the limits x1 → 1 or x2 → 1, there is a cancellation of singularities
between the phase space configurations. This leads to an unstable integrand which
requires many phase space points to be evaluated correctly.
A second option, first presented in Ref. [98] in the context of CS dipole subtraction,
is to instead rescale the PDF functions in the different regions. This can be achieved by
introducing a factor dξδ(ξ−xz) for both the z1 and z2 integration variables. Schemat-




















This is a useful transformation because only one phase space evaluation is required for
all four of the integration regions. The cost is that the PDFs must now be evaluated
four times, however the performance impact of this is relatively small1. The singularity
cancellation in the limits x1 → 1 or x2 → 1 is now local to a single phase space point
point, making numerical convergence of the integrand significantly faster. Clearly this
method of evaluating the integral is more desirable than rescaling the phase space.
The change in the limits over the integration of the x1 means that some care must be
taken with the plus distributions. Using the second definition of the plus distribution
1In fact, even if the virtual integration was performed by rescaling the phase space, multiple
evaluations of the PDFs might have been required. The momentum fractions would be fixed using
this approach, but the factorisation scale µF can be dependent on the phase space kinematics. In the
case of a dynamic scale choice based on final state observables, the PDFs would have to be evaluated
for each integration region.
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The second term of equation Eq. (4.2.20) can be calculated analytically for all of the






1− x = g(1)
logn+1(1− ξ)
n+ 1 . (4.2.21)
In addition to these extra factors that must be included, terms that are proportional
to delta functions must also be rescaled,
∫ 1
0
dxg(x)δ(1− x) ≡ g(1) =
∫ 1
z
dx g(1)1− z . (4.2.22)
Using these ingredients, Eq. (4.2.11) can be written as,














































































dΦn(p3, . . . , pn+2; ξ1p1, ξ2p2)M0n+2({ξ1ξ2pn+2})J (n)n ({pn}), (4.2.23)
where the terms X ′1(x1, x2), . . . ,X ′4(x1, x2) are,





















1− x2 Iij(1, 1), (4.2.24)
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1− x2 Iij(1, x2), (4.2.25)



















1− x2 Iij(x1, 1), (4.2.26)

















1− x2 Iij(x1, x2), (4.2.27)
and,
A′(1, 1) = 1(1− ξ1)(1− ξ2)
A(1, 1) + n∑
j
logj+1(1− ξ2)


















B(1, x2) + n∑
j
logj+1(1− ξ1)
j + 1 Gj(1, x2)
, (4.2.29)
C ′i(1, x2) =
1
(1− ξ1)
Ci(1, x2) + n∑
j
logj+1(1− ξ1)





D(x1, 1) + n∑
j
logj+1(1− ξ2)
j + 1 Hj(x1, 1)
, (4.2.31)
E ′i(x1, 1) =
1
(1− ξ2)
Ei(x1, 1) + n∑
k
logk+1(1− ξ2)
k + 1 Iik(x1, 1)
. (4.2.32)
In the NNLOJET program both of the rescaling methods (rescaling the PDFs and
rescaling the phase space) are implemented. Nevertheless, all of the results presented
in this thesis were computed by rescaling the PDFs.
4.3 Scale dependence and the running of αs(µ2R)
In section 1.4 it was shown that the entirety of the renormalisation scale dependence
for a given observable resides entirely in the scale dependence of αs(µ2R). The scale de-
pendence of αs(µ2R) can be inferred from the QCD β-function, evolving from a starting
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Making the αs dependence of the cross section explicit, the perturbative expansion up


















where the individual coefficients σ(i), directly analogous to the ri coefficients in
Eq. (1.4.28), have no dependence on µ0 or αs(µ20). n therefore denotes the power
of αs(µ20) in the leading order contribution to the cross section.




































Hence, for a given perturbative order in αs(µ2R), the scale dependent terms can be
predicted by using only the components from the previous perturbative orders. This
proves to be a powerful check on the validity of the calculation, given that the coefficient
σ(2) in particular contains a large number of scale dependent terms which should cancel.
The scale dependent terms proportional to σ(1) occupy different phase spaces be-
cause of the real and virtual contributions to the NLO corrections. The scale dependent
real contributions reside in the real virtual phase space, whereas the scale dependent
virtual contributions lie in the double virtual phase space. There must be a cancellation
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between the NLO subtraction terms which resides within the full NNLO subtraction
terms. This cancellation is non-trivial and forms a powerful check on the consistency
of the real virtual and double virtual subtraction terms. It also proves to be a powerful
test on the overall colour coefficients. Errors in overall signs or factors would impact
adversely on the scale dependence of the final result.
The terms proportional to LR in Eq. (4.3.4) occupy either the n-parton or (n+ 1)-
parton phase space, as described above. The double real contribution to σ(µR, αs(µ2R))
is simply a constant term within σ(2). Hence it will be useful to define the quantity,
σ′(2) = σ(2) − σ(RR), (4.3.5)
where σ(RR) is the contribution from the double real integral with the corresponding




































which describes the scale dependence of the real virtual and double virtual contributions
to the NNLO calculation. This is a more useful quantity than Eq. (4.3.4) because the
double real contribution is the dominant source of statistical uncertainty in the NNLO
calculation. Including the contribution from the double real calculation would risk
hiding a problem in the scale dependent contribution to the overall calculation.
Fig. 4.2 shows the calculation of Z+jet at NNLO accuracy from the NNLOJET
code performed at a fixed scale µF = MZ and three different renormalisation scales,
µR = [1/2, 1, 2] ·MZ . This is compared to Eq. (4.3.4) evolving from the fixed scale
µ0 = MZ . Excellent agreement is observed between the NNLOJET code and the QCD
evolution equation.
In principle, the full scale dependence of the calculation can be inferred by also
























Figure 4.2: The σ′(µR, αs(µ2R)) cross section at NNLO accuracy for Z+jet. The green
band denotes the prediction from Eq. (4.3.6) running from µ0 = MZ , where the area
of the band is the statistical uncertainty. The red data points are taken directly from
the NNLOJET code ran with µF = MZ and µR = [1/2, 1, 2] ·MZ , with the statistical
uncertainty shown.
including contributions from the Altarelli-Parisi evolution equation from a factorisation
scale µ1 to a new factorisation scale µF . These terms can be predicted analytically,
however in practice extracting the terms from a numerical calculation is extremely
challenging up to NNLO. There are many flavour changing contributions to the full
evolution equation, making it a lengthy exercise to validate these terms.
4.4 Double real numerical integration
The double real contribution to the NNLO calculation is the most challenging to con-
struct and evaluate numerically. It contains the highest dimensionality phase space in
the problem and also requires a sufficient number of evaluations to resolve the entire
double unresolved phase space. In terms of statistical uncertainties it is usually far
larger than either the real virtual or double virtual integrals, hence it should be the
focus of any attempt to numerically optimise the calculation.
Tab. 4.1 demonstrates an approximate breakdown of the CPU time required for a
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Integral Approximate CPU time [hours]
Double real region a 75,000





Leading order < 1
Total 161,601
Table 4.1: Approximate CPU hours each of the contributions to the full NNLO calcu-
lation of Z+jet. The double real phase space is divided into two regions, a and b, to
optimise the sampling of distinct double unresolved configurations.
full NNLO calculation of Z+jet production. The double real phase space is divided into
two regions, a and b, to optimise the sampling of distinct double unresolved configura-
tions. Further details on the division of the phase space can be found in section 4.4.1.
The double real phase space calculation is a two stage process,
• O(107) events are used to warmup the VEGAS grid such that the sampling of
the integrand is optimised as far as possible.
• The VEGAS grid is frozen and is used to evaluate O(108) events in a production
run which are used to evaluate the total cross section and distributions.
Given the slow evaluation time of the integrand, it is not feasible to run the code on a
single core for either the warmup or the production runs.
A warmup run consists of many iterations, typically 10, where between each it-
eration the weights from the previous iterations are used to adapt the sampling, as
according to the VEGAS algorithm [149]. This means that to perform a multithreaded
warmup run the threads must at least communicate after each iteration. Two tech-
nologies are readily available to evaluate a multithreaded integral,
• openMPI2, where messages are passed between a main thread and the subsequent
daughter threads. The memory for each daughter thread is cloned in each case
2http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpi/
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and requires a special compiler with specific code modifications to run. It is
limited by the number of cores available in a cluster.
• OpenMP3, where the memory is shared amongst the threads and can be run
using the conventional GNU compiler. OpenMP is limited by the number of
cores available in a single node.
A hybrid code, using both openMPI and openMP, is also possible. For the purposes of
evaluatingO(107) phase space points to generate the VEGAS grid openMP is sufficient.
Using 16 cores, the evaluation time of a warmup run is approximately 20 hours for each
phase space region.
For a production run, using a frozen VEGAS grid, no communication is required
between the threads. So that we are not limited by the use of a single cluster and can
instead use the full resources available via the UK grid contribution [150], we avoid
using openMP and openMPI for production runs. Instead the number of events are
divided into N independent runs, each evaluating M events. For a typical production
run, the number of runs N is approximately O(103) and M is O(105) events. Each
run takes approximately 10 − 20 hours depending on the performance of the cores in
question4. The method of combining so many runs together is the topic of discussion
for chapter 5.
4.4.1 Double real phase space regions
As discussed in the previous section, the double real phase space is divided into two
regions, a and b, to evaluate different double unresolved configurations as efficiently as
possible.
3http://openmp.org
4The evaluation of the integrand is significantly slower during production than compared to warmup
runs. This is because producing histograms introduces a huge overhead into the code.
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Region a
Region a focuses primarily on generating triple collinear limits. The generation is of
the form,
p1ˆ + p2ˆ → p345 + p``
→ p3 + p45 + p`+ + p`−
→ p3 + p4 + p5 + p`+ + p`− .
This phase space can then be isolated into wedges by placing kinematic cuts on the
invariants of the phase space. This is useful because we can isolate the divergent limits
within a specific wedge and can subsequently generate the appropriate rotated phase
spaces to cancel the azimuthal terms.
The primary wedge of region a is designed to isolate the triple collinear limits 3||4||5
and 1ˆ||4||5; and also the 3 soft, 4||5 collinear limits. This is done by applying constaints
on the smallest invariant and second smallest invariant, s1 and s2 respectively,
({s1, s2} ∈ {s45, s1ˆ4, s1ˆ5}),
or,
(s1 = s45, s2 = min (s34, s35) and s1ˆ4 + s1ˆ5 < s2ˆ4 + s2ˆ5).
The full phase space can then be recovered by permuting parton 3 through the final
state5 and exchanging the initial state partons 1ˆ and 2ˆ. Therefore, in total, there are
6 wedges to evaluate for a given event.
Since we are isolating the 3||4||5 and 1ˆ||4||5 triple collinear limits, the appropriate
rotations to perform are rotations around the shared triple collinear 3||4||5 and 1ˆ||4||5
axes, as was suggested with the spike testing discussed in section 4.1. Unfortunately,
rotations such that those are challenging to implement within a general phase space
generator. Most rotations will change the phase space weight because the invariants
are changed within the event. These changes can be difficult to manage, particularly
with processes involving a boost from rotating an initial state parton. What can be
5The wedge cuts are symmetric on partons 4 and 5 and therefore a full permutation of the final
state is not necessary.





Figure 4.3: The rotation by pi/2 applied in the phase space generator around the
direction of the initial state parton p′1 in the rest frame of p45.
done however is a rotation around a shared axis within the rest frame of a decaying
particle. Consider the decaying frame of the p45 particle, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The
initial state particle p1ˆ can be boosted into this frame to p′1ˆ and is defined to lie on
the z axis in this frame. A rotation of pi/2 is then performed around the z axis. In
so doing, the invariants s1ˆ4, s1ˆ5 and s45 are left unchanged and therefore the weight of
the phase space remains the same.
Given that these rotations are not the perfect choice, it is important to check that
they do successfully cancel the azimuthal terms. Fig. 4.4(b) shows a spike plot for a
triple collinear initial-final-final 1ˆg||3g||4g limit using the rotation depicted in Fig. 4.3.
This can be compared to Fig. 4.4(c), which is the same limit with the same unrotated
events using the rotation described in section 4.1. The performance of the subtraction
term is better in Fig. 4.4(c) compared to Fig. 4.4(b). Nevertheless, in comparison to not
applying any rotations (shown in Fig 4.4(a)) there are huge gains in the convergence
of the subtraction term.
To cancel azimuthal terms related to the 1ˆ||4||5 limit in region a, 4 phase spaces
must be evaluated per wedge,
• the unrotated phase space,
• p345 rotated about p1ˆ,
• p45 rotated about p1ˆ,
• p345 rotated about p1ˆ and p45 rotated about p1ˆ,
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Figure 4.4: Spike plots for a triple collinear initial-final-final 1ˆg||3g||4g limit for the
qg → qggZ leading colour contribution to Z+jet production with (a) no rotations
applied, (b) a rotation about the p1ˆ axis and (c) a rotation about the shared p1ˆ +p3 +p4
collinear axis, boosted back on beam. The phase space points generated before the
rotation is applied are identical in the three spike plots.
therefore in total there are 24 phase space evaluations to be made per event. Note
that no rotations are applied to cancel the azimuthal correlations in the 3||4||5 limit.
In principle, one could apply further rotations to regulate 3||4||5 limit, however the
numerical cost to evaluate many more phase space points is significant. Indeed, it is
more efficient to not cancel the azimuthal correlation terms through rotations for the
3||4||5 limit and instead let them cancel non-locally.
Region b
Region b focuses on generating double collinear limits. The generation of the phase
space points is precisely the same as region a, however the wedge cuts are different.
The selection for the primary wedge criteria are,
(s1 = s1ˆ3 and s2 = min (s2ˆ3, s2ˆ4, s2ˆ5))
or,
({s1, s2} ∈ {s45, s1ˆ3}),
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which selects the double collinear limits 1ˆ||3 and 4||5, 1ˆ||3 and 2ˆ||4, 1ˆ||3 and 2ˆ||5.
Similarly to region a, the full phase space is recovered from a permutation of parton 3
through the final state and the exchange of the initial state partons 1ˆ and 2ˆ.
Within this wedge of region b, the rotations that are applied are a rotation of the
p345 system about the p1ˆ axis and a rotation of the p45 system about the p2ˆ axis.
Similarly to region a, this implies that there are 4 phase spaces to be evaluated per
wedge,
• the unrotated phase space,
• p345 rotated about p1ˆ,
• p45 rotated about p2ˆ,
• p345 rotated about p1ˆ and p45 rotated about p2ˆ,
and hence there are in total 24 phase space points to be evaluated per event.
4.4.2 Double real phase space sampling
The division of the double real phase space into two regions is also important so that
very distinct configurations of the phase space can be sampled in their entirety. The
iterated decay procedure might be identical in region a and region b, but it would be
impossible to sample phase space configurations that favourably satisfy both sets of
wedge cuts simultaneously. From this perspective the two regions represent a simplified
multichannel integration procedure [151], where we can perform a change of variables
in each case to sample high weight contributions to the primary wedges as much as
possible.
Each new decay in the phase space generates three new variables to sample, (s, θ, φ),
which are defined in the rest frame of a decaying particle of mass
√
s. The angle θ
can be redefined in terms of other invariants in the phase space. These invariants can
then be sampled logarithmically so that the dominant contributions to the integral are
sampled more frequently.
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p345 decay sampling
Consider first the phase space generated from the decay,
p345 → p3 + p45,
where p45 is off-shell with mass
√
s45. As discussed previously, the initial state parton




1ˆ(1, 0, 0, 1), (4.4.1)
where E ′1ˆ is the energy of parton 1 in the rest frame of p345. It follows that,
p′3 = E ′3(1, sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ), (4.4.2)








From these definitions, it is clear that,
2p′1ˆ · p′3 ≡ −s1ˆ3 = 2E ′1ˆE ′3(1− cos θ), (4.4.6)
2p′1ˆ · p′45 ≡ −(s1ˆ4 + s1ˆ5) = 2E ′1ˆ(E ′45 + E ′3 cos θ). (4.4.7)
Combining Eqs. (4.4.6) and (4.4.7) gives,






which defines s1ˆ3|max as the kinematic maximum of s1ˆ3. In terms of invariants this is,




(s345 − s45)(s1ˆ345 − s345)
s345
. (4.4.10)
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In region b, Eq. (4.4.8) is used to sample s1ˆ3 logarithmically, including an appropriate
Jacobian factor to make the change of variables from dθ to ds1ˆ3,
d cos θ = 2 ds1ˆ3
s1ˆ3|max
. (4.4.11)
Clearly to sample s1ˆ3 logarithmically requires some kinematical cutoffs to be applied.
s1ˆ3 is bounded from above by s1ˆ3|max, however from below s1ˆ3 can go arbitrarily small.
We must therefore introduce a non-zero minimum to s1ˆ3,
s1ˆ3|min = y0 · sˆ, (4.4.12)
where y0 is a small dimensionless parameter. This is a technical cutoff on the phase
space such that phase space configurations with s1ˆ3 < y0 · sˆ are no longer generated.
This can be motivated by the fact that as s1ˆ3 → 0, the weight of the event becomes
negligible since there is a large cancellation between the matrix element and subtraction
term. More details on the technical cut dependence can be found in section 4.5.




is sampled logarithmically instead of s1ˆ3 directly. The denominator of r can be rewritten
in terms of other invariants,








(s1ˆ345 − s345), (4.4.14)
where the free parameter of Eq. (4.4.14) is s1ˆ4 + s1ˆ5. This means that if we sample r
logarithmically, we sample configurations where either s1ˆ3 is small (appropriate for the
3 soft, 4||5 collinear limit) or where s1ˆ4 + s1ˆ5 is small (appropriate for the 1ˆ||4||5 triple
collinear limit).
The problem with the definition of Eq. (4.4.14) is the kinematic boundary where
s1ˆ3 = s1ˆ3|max. Here the ratio r is ill-defined. Furthermore, s1ˆ3|max − s1ˆ3 has a non-
trivial dependency on y0 as invariants approach the technical cutoff. This means that
it is hard to introduce a bound on s1ˆ3|max − s1ˆ3 that does not artificially restrict the
sampling of the phase space. A pragmatic solution to the problem is to modify r such
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that,
r = s1ˆ3
s1ˆ3|max − s1ˆ3 + y0sˆ
, (4.4.15)
which means that s1ˆ3 can be exactly equal to the kinematic boundary of s1ˆ3|max. This
definition will sample favourably where s1ˆ4 + s1ˆ5 is close to y0sˆ.
Using these definitions, the Jacobian factor for changing ds1ˆ3 to dr is,
ds1ˆ3 =




The subsequent decay of,
p45 → p4 + p5,
is a simpler scenario than the p345 decay considered previously since p4 and p5 are both
on-shell. For region a, p1ˆ is defined to be on the z axis and therefore the angle θ is
simply given by,





where s1ˆ4|max is s1ˆ4 + s1ˆ5 and is an input variable from the p345 decay. Hence for region




making the appropriate change of variables to change from d cos θ to dr,







This will sample configurations where either s1ˆ4 or s1ˆ5 are small. The maximum and







The change of variables for region b is very similar. Unlike in region a, p2ˆ is now
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defined to be on the z axis. Hence it follows that,









where the Jacobian factors and boundaries on r are precisely the same as for region a
with parton 1ˆ exchanged for parton 2ˆ.
4.5 Technical cut dependence of real integrals
Analytically the subtraction term is constructed to regulate phase space singularities
in the absolute unresolved limit. Numerically it is not feasible to probe absolute un-
resolved limits because numbers are only known to within n digits to the processor at
runtime. In a numerical evaluation of the form,
A− A+ δ, (4.5.1)
where A > δ · 10n, there will be a loss of precision in the final evaluation of this expres-
sion. These sort of calculations should be avoided as much as possible in numerical
calculations.
The NNLOJET code is written using double precision variables in FORTRAN,
meaning that n ∼ 16. It is possible to use quadruple precision variables to increase
this to n ∼ 34, however this would have a negative impact on the performance of the
code. A much more desirable solution to the problem is to prevent the code from
evaluating extremely close to singular regions of the phase space where the numerical
cancellation between the matrix element and subtraction term are largest. The weight
of the event in the absolute unresolved limit must be zero, therefore we can apply a
technical cutoff of the integrand a small but finite distance away from the singular
region. This will automatically set the integrand to zero when the technical cutoff
constraint is satisfied.
The method by which the technical cutoff is applied is a choice. In the NNLOJET
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code, the choice of technical cut constraint is given by,
smin < y0 · sˆ, (4.5.2)
where smin is the smallest invariant in the full phase space, y0 is a small dimensionless
parameter and sˆ is the partonic centre-of-mass energy. If this condition is satisfied
then the entire event is vetoed.
Using this technical cut definition, y0 is a free parameter. In terms of numerical
stability, y0 should be set as high as possible to avoid probing low weight regions of
the phase space with a large cancellation between the matrix element and subtraction
term. The problem is that if y0 is set too high then non-negligible contributions to
the cross section will be cut away. A balance must be struck between a statistical
uncertainty of probing unresolved configurations and a systematic uncertainty with a
technical cut dependence.
Unfortunately, a ‘good’ choice for y0 cannot be inferred a priori, it can only be
determined by performing multiple evaluations of the integral in question with different
values for y0. If the answer is independent of the choice of y0 (within statistical errors)
then the subtraction term is performing well and the technical cut has been set to a
reasonable value.
In principle, it is always possible to resolve a technical cut dependence using an
infinite number of evaluations of the integral. Nevertheless, if it has no impact on the
physical conclusions to be drawn from the calculation then it is irrelevant. For example,
if there is a systematic shift of 0.1% in the calculation due to the technical cut and this
is compared to data with 1% uncertainties then the shift due to the technical cut can
be safely ignored. Clearly this is highly dependent on the calculation in question and
what its intended application is. A great deal of forethought must go into the choice
of technical cut.
4.5.1 Reduced phase space technical cut
As discussed in section 2.4.1, there are many terms within the double real subtraction
term which consist of an iterated X03 ⊗ X03 antenna structure. The final state phase
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space mappings for these terms are of the form,
{pn+2} → {pn+1} → {pn}, (4.5.3)
where the observables for this term are evaluated from the n-parton phase space.
From this iterated mapping structure, it is always possible to generate a single un-
resolved configuration from a well resolved (n+2)-parton phase space. As an example,
consider the initial-final mapping function (1ˆ, 3, 4) → (1ˆ, (˜34)) applied to the (n + 2)-




3 + pµ4 − (1− x)pµ1ˆ , (4.5.4)
where x is defined in Eq. (2.1.14). The invariant between this composite parton and
the second initial state parton 2ˆ is therefore,
s2ˆ(˜34) = s2ˆ3 + s2ˆ4 − (1− x)sˆ. (4.5.5)
This invariant is small when s2ˆ3 + s2ˆ4 → (1 − x)sˆ. For this condition to be satisfied,
none of the invariants in the (n + 2)-partons phase space need to be small. Similar
conclusions can be drawn from the initial-initial and final-final mapping functions.
These configurations pose a serious problem for the convergence of the double real
integrand. The double real matrix element will be smooth and well behaved in this
region, whereas the subtraction term will be generating artificially unresolved phase
space points which, due to the non-locality of the internal cancellation of the antenna
functions, can generate a large unphysical weight.
Since these spurious divergent configurations must cancel within the subtraction
term, an appropriate solution is to apply a technical cut to the reduced (n+ 1)-parton
phase space in a similar fashion to the previous section. Some care must be made in the
choice of this technical cut however. If, for example, we choose a reduced technical cut
that matches the technical cut of the full phase space (smin < y0 · sˆ) then we introduce
numerical instabilities on the double unresolved phase space boundary. The natural
cancellation between the terms on the double unresolved boundary would be spoiled
as terms are switched on and off as phase spaces are mapped above and below the
technical cut. This means a tighter cut is required on the (n + 1)-parton phase space
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compared to the full phase space. As a first attempt at a technical cut, a reasonable




where s′min occupies the (n+ 1)-parton phase space. Having both the full and reduced
technical cuts related to the same y0 is useful because varying y0 will check the de-
pendency of the integral on both cuts. When an (n + 1)-parton phase space fails the
reduced technical cut, only that contribution to the subtraction term is vetoed. The
full matrix element and all of the other terms within the subtraction term are evaluated
as per usual.
An extension of this is to consider a dynamically varying cut on the (n+ 1)-parton
phase space. The motivation for introducing a reduced technical cut is to remove
mapped phase space configurations that are more divergent than the full (n+2)-parton
phase space. This is a relative statement between the full and reduced phase space,
hence a more appropriate technical cut is a measure of the unresolved configuration




δ0 · smin, y0100 sˆ
)
, (4.5.7)
where smin is the smallest invariant in the (n+ 2)-parton phase space and δ0 is a small
parameter. This accommodates the need to remove phase spaces that are relatively
unresolved in comparison to the (n+ 2)-parton phase space.
It should be stressed that when the reduced technical cut is triggered, the full matrix
element is still evaluated. The reduced technical cut should not negatively impact the
convergence of the integral. Nevertheless, numerical checks must be made to find an
appropriate value for δ0 which does not introduce a systematic dependence on this cut.
Fig. 4.5 demonstrates the total cross section calculation for Z+jet double real con-
tributions for different values of y0, where the reduced technical cut has been fixed
such that δ0 = 0 (i.e. just the reduced technical cut of Eq. (4.5.6) is applied). In both
region a and b the calculation is stable as a function of y0, suggesting that the subtrac-
tion term is performing well and that technical cuts around these values are a sensible
choice. For the results presented in chapters 5 and 6, y0 is fixed to be 10−6.
Fig. 4.6 shows the contribution to the cross section for different values of δ0. The


















































Figure 4.5: Contributions to the cross section for different values of the full technical
cut, y0, for (a) double real region a and (b) double real region b, where the error bars
on the datapoints are statistical. Approximately the same number of events were used
for each datapoint (O(108)). The green line represents an equivalent calculation with





















































Figure 4.6: Contributions to the cross section for different values of δ0 for (a) double
real region a and (b) double real region b, where the error bars on the datapoints are
statistical. Approximately the same number of events were used for each datapoint
(O(108)) and the full technical cut was set to y0 = 10−6. The green line represents
an equivalent calculation with significantly more events (O(109)) for y0 = 10−6 and
δ0 = 0, where the green band denotes its corresponding statistical uncertainty.
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full technical cut has been fixed as y0 = 10−6 for all of the datapoints. For both region
a and b, Fig. 4.6 shows an excellent agreement between the results for various choices of
δ0 and the high statistics result with δ0 = 0. Note that the datapoints in Fig. 4.6 are of
a comparable size to the run using approximately an order of magnitude more events.
This shows that the dominant source of statistical uncertainty from the double real
integration were from terms where the (n+1)-parton phase space was more unresolved
than the full phase space.
Unfortunately the results in chapters 5 and 6 were derived before the δ0 improve-
ment to the reduced technical cut was implemented. Nevertheless this is a promising
significant upgrade for future runs of the Z+jet calculation which shows no remaining
dependence on δ0.
4.6 NNLO automation techniques
Even for the simplest processes, implementation of the antenna formalism poses a sig-
nificant bookkeeping challenge. Each initial state combination and colour contribution
must be independently tested and subsequently combined to construct the cross section
up to NNLO accuracy. A great deal of forethought is required to make the numerical
implementation as simple as possible.
In principle, it is highly desirable to automate the construction of numerical routines
as far as is feasibly possible. As discussed previously, both the CS and FKS subtraction
methods have been fully automated for NLO subtraction [98, 99]. At NNLO, the over-
lapping singularity structure makes a fully automated approach far more challenging
and is not really feasible in the short term. Nevertheless, there are extremely useful
auto-generation tools that can be used to assist in the management and construction
of the subtraction terms. This section will focus on two distinct auto-generation tools
used to make a full NNLO implementation simpler,
• auto-generation of FORTRAN, LATEX and FORM versions of a subtraction term
from a common scripting language,
• auto-generation of driver routines to manage the basic structure of the integration
code.
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4.6.1 Auto-generation of subtraction terms
For a non-trivial process such as Z+jet production, it is common for NNLO subtraction
terms to have O(100) terms for a single colour contribution and initial state configu-
ration. In FORTRAN code, each contribution to the subtraction term is of the form,
∗ { i 4 = j3 , i 5 = j4 , i 6 = j5 , i 7 = j6 , [ i 1 ] = j1 , [ i 2 ] = j2 }
ca l l pmap7to6II ( i1 , i2 , i3 , i4 , i5 , i6 , i7 , j1 , j2 , j3 , j4 , j5 , j6 , i p a s s )
∗ { j3 = k3 , j 5 = k4 , j 6 = k5 , [ j 1 ] = k1 , [ j 2 ] = k2}
ca l l pmap6to5II ( j1 , j2 , j4 , j3 , j5 , j6 , k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 , k5 , i p a s s )
ca l l ecuts_vj (5 , i p a s s )
i f ( i p a s s . eq . 1 ) then
j p a s s (18)=1
ca l l getqcdnorm ( ix , partons ( 1 8 , : ) , facnorm ( 1 8 , : ) )
wt (18)=+1d0∗Ful lqgD30II ( i1 , i3 , i2 , 7 ) ∗Ful lqgA30II ( j1 , j2 , j4 , 6 )
∗B1g0Z(k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 , k5 )
ca l l bino (1 , partons ( 1 8 , : ) ,− r e l f a c ∗wt (18) ∗ facnorm ( 1 8 , : ) , 5 )
endif
and therefore there is a high probability of introducing typographical errors. Given the
large number of possible initial state configurations and colour levels, it quickly becomes
impossible to write all of the FORTRAN code required for a numerical implementation
by hand.
A better solution is to write the subtraction term using a short scripting language,
which in turn gets parsed into FORTRAN code. This can be achieved using a set of
scripts written in Maple6, which convert a line of the form,
+qgD30II (1 , i , 2 ) ∗qgA30II ( [ 1 ] , [ 2 ] ,Q) ∗B1g0Z ( [ [ 1 ] ] , [ [ 2 ] ] , j , Z) ∗JET11( j ) ∗
a18
into the FORTRAN code shown above. Each subtraction term is written to a separate
‘.map’ file which can be outputted as FORTRAN code. This allows a subtraction term
to be debugged and implemented quickly. Furthermore, any change in the syntax of
the FORTRAN code (e.g. to add a new feature) requires only a single modification of
6https://www.maplesoft.com/
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the controlling Maple script and all of the subtraction terms in the NNLOJET code
are updated.
Another useful feature that arises from this approach is that the same scripts can
be used to output LATEX code. This is extremely useful because it guarantees that the
subtraction term that is documented is precisely the same as is being used within the
NNLOJET code. The above term is generated as,
+D03,qg(1, i, 2)A03,qg→qq(1, 2, Q)B
Z,0
1 (1, 2, j, Z) J
(1)
1 ({p}1)
For processes involving  pole structures from loop integration, it is also useful to
output FORM code so that the cancellation of the  poles between the matrix element
and the subtraction term can be checked analytically. The Maple scripts described
above will also output FORM code for these processes which can be used to check the
explicit pole cancellation.
A fully automated approach to antenna subtraction would be if the inputted ‘.map’
files were generated automatically. If the antenna functions had precisely the desired
limits then this would be a very simple exercise. Unfortunately the complicated nature
of the spurious singularity structure of certain antenna functions (e.g. the D04 antenna
discussed in section 2.5) makes this extremely challenging.
4.6.2 Auto-generation of driver routines
The NNLOJET code is constructed such that the numerical evaluations of the sub-
traction term and the matrix element are factorised in terms of PDF contributions
and colour levels. Each combination of colour level and initial state configuration is
considered to be a separate channel which we sum over to generate the full NNLO
result. The reason for this choice is partially out of necessity with the construction of
the subtraction terms, but it is also useful to keep the code as flexible as possible. A
user can request specific contributions, for example to make a leading colour approxi-
mation or a specific initial state configuration, and can calculate only these terms. It
will be shown later in section 4.7.2 how this flexibility can be exploited to gain a huge
performance increase.
The cost however in having this degree of flexibility is that there are a vast number
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of channels that need to be introduced into the code. This is a largely repetitive
structure which can be auto-generated with ease. Indeed, all that needs to be inputted
is the name of a given matrix element, its parton content and its relative colour factor
C(N, nf ) and a series of Maple scripts will generate all of the appropriate initial state
channels. For example, a list of the form,
[ sB3g0Z , [ qb , g , g , g , q , lp , lm ] , 1 ] ,
will generate all of the channels for this particular colour contribution, taking into
account averaging factors over identical final state partons. The first element of this
list is the name of the matrix element which follows the naming convention which
will be outlined in section 4.6.3. The second element is the particle content (in this
example q, g, g, g, q¯, `+, `−) and the final term is the relative colour factor C(N, nf ).
This particular example is a leading colour contribution, hence C(N, nf ) = 1.
In the outputted FORTRAN code, each call to the matrix element for a specific
channel is of the form,
c−−− d db to g g g lp lm
i f ( ip (163) .and . c o l o u r s e l ( 1 ) ) then




ca l l getqcdnorm ( ix , partons , f a c t o r )
kinwt = f a c t o r ∗( sB3g0Z (1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 2 , 6 , 7 )
. +sB3g0Z (1 , 3 , 5 , 4 , 2 , 6 , 7 )
. +sB3g0Z (1 , 4 , 3 , 5 , 2 , 6 , 7 )
. +sB3g0Z (1 , 4 , 5 , 3 , 2 , 6 , 7 )
. +sB3g0Z (1 , 5 , 3 , 4 , 2 , 6 , 7 )
. +sB3g0Z (1 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 , 6 , 7 ) )
wt = partons ∗kinwt
ca l l bino (1 , partons , kinwt , 5 )
ca l l s torewgt (1 ,wt )
wtsum = wtsum + wt
endif
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which consists of a sum over all of the colour orderings within a specific channel. This
particular channel is the leading colour contribution dd¯ → ggg to Z+jet at NNLO.
The corresponding subtraction term would be,
i f ( ip (163) .and . c o l o u r s e l (1 ) ) then




wt = qqbsB3g0ZS (1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 2 , 6 , 7 )
wtsum = wtsum + wt
endif
where the routine,
qqbsB3g0ZS (1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 2 , 6 , 7 )
in this channel is a blank wrapper routine for the full subtraction term. Routines
generated using the scripts described in section 4.6.1 can then be easily imported into
this blank routine. This is the only part of the NNLOJET code that requires user
intervention when adding new processes.
In addition to these two routines, there is a third auto-generated subroutine called
‘getqcdnorm’ that processes the overall factor of the particular channel. In this example
there are three identical gluons in the final state, hence the code generates an additional
factor of 1/3!,
case (163)
f a c t o r=1d0/6d0∗ facRR ! d db −> g g g l p lm sB3g0Z
The workflow of construction terms for the NNLOJET program is summarised
in Fig. 4.7. When a channel needs to be calculated, a corresponding ‘.map’ file is
constructed to regulate the singularities of the given channel. The ‘.map’ file is used
to generate FORTRAN routines which can be tested immediately by generating spike
plots and/or checking the  pole cancellation. This forms a feedback loop, where
whether the subtraction term is working or not is inferred by the quality of the spike
plots produced and whether the explicit  poles cancel.
Once the spike plots look good enough in all of the singular regions of the phase

















Figure 4.7: A flowchart of the processing required to obtain numerical results using
NNLOJET. The red components represent a time consuming process in terms of the
implementation. The orange components indicate the numerically time consuming
contributions. The dashed arrows represent a feedback loop where the construction of
the ‘.map’ file is determined from the quality of the spike plots and/or the cancellation
of  poles.
space and/or there are no explicit  poles remaining, the subtraction term can then
be added to the auto-generated integration routines. This can then be numerically
integrated, usually in conjunction with many other channels, to generate a total cross
section and differential distributions for a set of physical cuts.
4.6.3 Channel breakdown of Z+jet at NNLO
All of the NNLO corrections to Z+jet were computed using the formalism outlined
in the previous section. Clearly given the vast number of colour configurations and
initial states it would not be appropriate to review all of the contributions in detail.
Nevertheless we shall discuss the notation used and the various contributions that are
required in the full NNLO computation.
The matrix element contributions to Z+jet can classified into 3 categories
• B-type - matrix elements that contain a single qq¯ pair,
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• C-type - matrix elements that contain 2 qq¯ pairs that do not necessarily have to
be the same flavour,
• D-type - matrix elements that contain 2 qq¯ pairs of identical flavour quarks.
In principle there are also pure gluon matrix elements contributing to Z+jet production
which first appear at NLO [152]. The Z boson couples to a closed fermion loop in these
contributions. However these are a negligible contribution to the full cross section and
therefore can be safely ignored.
Within each category of matrix element, we can further classify the matrix element
by the number of loops in the contribution and the number of gluons. For example,
a leading colour B-type matrix element with M gluons and L loops would be denoted
by,
BMgLZ.
Clearly there are many colour contributions with the same parton content. To further
distinguish the colour contributions, we introduce additional labels t, which denote
contributions which are subleading in N , and h, which denote contributions which are
proportional to nf . A contribution from C-type matrix element subleading in N with
M gluons and L loops would be expressed as
CtMgLZ .
For sufficiently complicated colour structures it is possible to have sub-subleading
colour contributions in both N , nf or a mixture of the two. This is denoted by multiple
instances of t, h, or a combination of these.
Using this notation, the full Z+jet calculation in the NNLOJET framework is
generated from the following Maple input file,
LO:=[
[ B1g0Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm ] , 1 ]
] :
R1:=[
[ B2g0Z , [ qb , g , g , q , lp , lm ] , 1 ] ,
[ Bt2g0Z , [ qb , gt , gt , q , lp , lm] ,−1/nc ∗∗2 ] ,
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[ C0g0Z , [ qb ,Q,Qb, q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ] ,
[ D0g0Z , [ qb , q , qb , q , lp , lm] ,−1/nc ∗∗2 ]
] :
V1:=[
[ B1g1Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm ] , 1 ] ,
[ Bt1g1Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm] ,−1/nc ∗∗2 ] ,
[ Bh1g1Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm ] , nf /nc ]
] :
RR:=[
[ sB3g0Z , [ qb , g , g , g , q , lp , lm ] , 1 ] ,
[ sBt3g0Z , [ qb , g , g , g , q , lp , lm] ,−1/nc ∗∗2 ] ,
[ sBtt3g0Z , [ qb , gt , gt , gt , q , lp , lm ] , ( nc∗∗2+1)/nc ∗∗4 ] ,
[ sC1g0Z , [ qb , g ,Q,Qb, q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ] ,
[ sCt1g0Z , [ qb , g ,Q,Qb, q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ∗∗3 ] ,
[ D1g0Zc , [ qb , g , q , qb , q , lp , lm] ,−1/nc ∗∗2 ] ,
[ Dt1g0Z , [ qb , g , q , qb , q , lp , lm] ,+1/ nc ∗∗4 ]
] :
RV:=[
[ sB2g1Z , [ qb , g , g , q , lp , lm ] , 1 ] ,
[ sBt2g1Z , [ qb , g , g , q , lp , lm] ,−1/nc ∗∗2 ] ,
[ sBtt2g1Zc , [ qb , gt , gt , q , lp , lm] ,−1/nc ∗∗2 ] ,
[ sBttt2g1Z , [ qb , gt , gt , q , lp , lm] ,+1/ nc ∗∗4 ] ,
[ sBh2g1Z , [ qb , g , g , q , lp , lm ] , nf /nc ] ,
[ sBth2g1Z , [ qb , gt , gt , q , lp , lm] ,− nf /nc ∗∗3 ] ,
[ sC0g1Z , [ qb ,Q,Qb, q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ] ,
[ Ct0g1Z , [ qb ,Q,Qb, q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ∗∗3 ] ,
[ Ch0g1Z , [ qb ,Q,Qb, q , lp , lm ] , nf /nc ∗∗2 ] ,
[ D0g1Z , [ qb , q , qb , q , lp , lm] ,+1/ nc ∗∗2 ] ,
[ Dt0g1Z , [ qb , q , qb , q , lp , lm] ,+1/ nc ∗∗4 ]
] :
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VV:=[
[ B1g2Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm ] , 1 ] ,
[ Bt1g2Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm] ,−1/nc ∗∗2 ] ,
[ Btt1g2Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ∗∗4 ] ,
[ Bh1g2Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm ] , nf /nc ] ,
[ Bht1g2Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm ] , nf /nc ∗∗3 ] ,
[ Bhh1g2Z , [ qb , g , q , lp , lm ] , nf ∗∗2/nc ∗∗2 ] ,
[ fake_C0g2Z , [ qb ,Q,Qb, q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ] ,
[ fake_Ct0g2Z , [ qb ,Q,Qb, q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ∗∗3 ] ,
[ fake_D0g2Z , [ qb , q , qb , q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ∗∗1 ] ,
[ fake_Dt0g2Z , [ qb , q , qb , q , lp , lm ] , 1 / nc ∗∗3 ]
] :
where LO, R1, V 1, RR, RV , V V are lists of terms included in their respective calcu-
lations. There are some additional points to note from this list. Firstly, some of the
matrix elements begin with an ‘s’. This is to denote that in some initial state con-
figurations the final state is symmetrised. For example, sB3g0Z would imply that in
the configuration where two of the gluons are in the initial state, the individual colour
contributions are given by,




B03(3q, 1ˆg, 2ˆg, 4g, 5q¯) +B03(5q, 4g, 2ˆg, 1ˆg, 3q¯)
)
. (4.6.1)
This is so that for gg initiated processes we recover a full line reversal symmetry.
This is convenient for the construction of subtraction terms, despite the small cost
of numerically having to evaluate the matrix element twice. If one of the initial state
partons is not a gluon however, these matrix element return their unsymmetrised value.
For example,
sB03(1ˆq, 2ˆg, 3g, 4g, 5q¯) = B03(1ˆq, 2ˆg, 3g, 4g, 5q¯). (4.6.2)
Some C-type matrix elements also are denoted by ‘s’. This is similar to the B-
type case, however instead we exchange the momentum of a final state QQ¯ pair. For
example,




C01(1ˆq, 2ˆg, 3Q¯, 4Q, 5q¯) + C01(1ˆq, 2ˆg, 4Q¯, 3Q, 5q¯)
)
. (4.6.3)
This is again a convenient choice for constructing subtraction terms. If there is not
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an identical QQ¯ pair in the final state then no exchange of momenta is applied. For
example,
sC01(1ˆq, 3g, 2ˆQ¯, 4Q, 5q¯) = C01(1ˆq, 3g, 2ˆQ¯, 4Q, 5q¯). (4.6.4)
In some cases a subtraction term must be integrated which does not have any
corresponding matrix element. For example, the gg initiated real corrections to Z+jet
have no corresponding virtual matrix element. In these cases the antenna functions
introduced cancel against mass factorisation, as outline in chapter 2. In most cases the
driver routines generate a corresponding subtraction term as a separate channel where
no corresponding matrix element is called. For example, the gg → qq¯ leading colour
real subtraction term is integrated out in the channel,
i f ( ip (85) . and . c o l o u r s e l ( 1 ) ) then




wt = ggB1g1ZTNLO( ix , xr i1 , xr i2 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 0 d0 , 0 d0 )
wtsum = wtsum + wt
end i f
where the overall factors and PDFs match the corresponding real corrections. In some
cases however this is not always possible to do uniquely. This is as a result of the
problem outlined in section 2.6, where in some two quark pair processes the flavour
of the partons decouple from the flavour of the PDFs. Hence there are some ‘fake’
routines to deal with this specific cases that are unique to calculations involving vector
bosons.
4.7 Numerical optimisation
As demonstrated in Tab. 4.1, a single calculation Z+jet up to NNLO has a significant
CPU overhead. It is important that the calculation is optimised to be as efficient as
possible. This section will discuss some of the optimisations implemented within the
code, primarily focusing on double real contributions.
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4.7.1 Storage element
For real and double real phase spaces, there are multiple possible combinations of
factorised phase spaces that must be evaluated. For large final state multiplicities the
number of possible reduced phase spaces that must be evaluated can be large. To
demonstrate the scaling of this problem, consider a process pp→ n partons at leading
order. For the real contribution, this implies there are n + 1 partons in the final
state. The number of single unresolved mapped phase spaces will be denoted by the
function S(n), where we must separately consider contributions from the initial-initial,
initial-final and final-final mapping functions.
For the possible initial-initial mappings, there are n+ 1 possible phase spaces that
can be evaluated. For initial-final mappings, there are n(n+ 1) possible combinations.
This is because there are n+1 possible choices for the unresolved parton, followed by n
choices for the final state hard radiator. There are two possibilities for the initial state
hard radiator, increasing the combinations by a factor of 2, however the initial-final
mapping function is symmetric under the exchange of the final state partons, hence
this reduces the number of possibilities by a factor of 2 again. Using a similar counting
argument for the final-final mappings, there are,
(n− 1)n(n+ 1)
2 , (4.7.1)
possible mappings. The factor of 1/2 is included because final-final mapping is sym-
metric under a line reversal of the entire mapping.
Adding together all of the number of possible combinations gives the function,
S(n) = (n+ 1)
[
1 + n(n+ 1)2
]
. (4.7.2)
For the double real phase space one has to include the number of possible combi-
nations of phase spaces arriving from colour connected double unresolved mappings.
This will be denoted by D(n), where there are contributions from double unresolved
initial-initial, initial-final and final-final mappings.
For the initial-initial double unresolved mapping function there are,
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
2 , (4.7.3)
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possible phase spaces. Again the factor of 1/2 is included because the double unresolved
initial-initial mapping function is symmetric under the exchange of the unresolved
partons. In the case of double unresolved initial-final mappings, there are,
2n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
3! , (4.7.4)
possible phase spaces. This is because the double unresolved initial-final mapping
function is symmetric under the permutation of the final state partons, hence there
are 3! identical combinations of phase spaces compared to the naïve counting. The
additional factor of 2 must be included because there are two possible initial state hard
radiators.
For the double unresolved final-final case, there are,
(n− 1)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
2 , (4.7.5)
possible phase spaces. The additional factor of 2 is required because the double unre-
solved final-final mapping is symmetric under a line reversal of the entire mapping.
Adding together all of these possible combinations gives,
D(n) = (n+ 1)(n+ 2)2
[3 + 2n
3 + n(n− 1)
]
. (4.7.6)
For a real phase space contribution to a given process, the number of possible
combinations of reduced phase spaces R(n) is simply the number of possible single
unresolved phase spaces,
R(n) = S(n). (4.7.7)
As discussed in section 2.4.1, there are 3 possible types of factorised phase spaces for
a double real contribution,
• single unresolved mappings onto an (n+ 1)-parton phase space,
• double unresolved mappings onto an n-parton phase space,
• two iterated single unresolved mapping functions which map onto an n-parton
phase space.
This implies that the number of possible combinations of reduced phase spaces for the







Table 4.2: The number of combinations of reduced phase spaces for real corrections
(R(n)) and double real corrections (RR(n)) to the process pp→ n partons, where there
are n partons in the leading order contribution.
double real contribution, RR(n), is given by,
RR(n) = S(n+ 1)[S(n) + 1] +D(n). (4.7.8)
The number of possible combinations of reduced phase spaces up to n = 4 are given
in Tab. 4.2. From Tab. 4.2 we can see that for Z+jet production, where n = 1, there
are 65 distinct reduced phase spaces that must be evaluated for each double real event.
For a full NNLO calculation it is likely that all of these phase spaces will be computed.
Since the code is factorised on the basis of initial state and colour contribution, many
of these phase spaces will be required multiple times. This is a huge bottleneck on the
double real calculation and it is more appropriate to store as much of the information
as possible.
The phase space storage element consists of a large array, where each element of the
array is subsequently a pointer to all of the kinematic information for a given factorised
phase space. This includes partonic information, such as invariants and spinors, and
also final state observables.
The first time the code comes across a particular mapping, it will generate all of the
kinematic information and then store them in the array. A flag will be set to indicate
that the information has been stored for that particular mapping. For each subsequent
time that the code needs to use this particular mapping it will recall the information
from the array, saving a huge amount of resources that scales extremely well for a large
number of processes. Once the evaluation of the full phase space is complete, the array
is flushed by simply setting all of the flags to false. The next event in the series will
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then overwrite the pointers in the array.
For calculations involving a dynamic mass factorisation scale choice, the sets of
PDFs can also be stored in a similar fashion to above. Dynamic scale choices need to
be reevaluated from the final state observables for each contribution to the subtraction
term, hence each term would require a new evaluation of the PDFs for that particular
scale. These can be stored to reduce the number of evaluations of the PDFs.
4.7.2 Colour sampling
As discussed in section 4.6.2, the NNLOJET channels are divided both into initial state
and colour configurations. There are a large number of subleading colour channels
at NNLO which are a numerically small contribution to the calculation. To avoid
costly evaluations of subleading colour channels as much as possible, a multichannel
calculation was implemented that samples the larger colour channels favourably over














Θ(xC,i+1 − xC)Θ(xC − xC,i) dσC
xC,i+1 − xC,i , (4.7.9)
where dσC denotes a specific colour channel and Θ denotes the Heaviside function.
xC denotes a new random number introduced into the calculation for the Monte Carlo
integrator to sample. The numbers xC,i and xC,i+1 denote the boundaries over which the
random number xC are sampled. To sample a particular channel more often, xC,i+1−xC,i
should be made larger.
Unlike with the other random numbers, it is not advantageous to use the VEGAS
algorithm to perform importance sampling on xC. The VEGAS algorithm adapts large
changes in the derivative of the integrand [149]. The xC random number is effectively
made discrete through the use of the Heaviside functions. The VEGAS algorithm
would favourably sample around the boundaries between colour channels, which is not
what is desired.
To perform the multichannel integration over colour channels, the colour channels
dσC must be defined. Each colour level for a specific initial state configuration is ordered
according to the highest powers of N and nf in their overall colour factor C(N, nf ).
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Initial states
Channel id qg + q¯g qq¯ gg qQ+ qQ¯+ q¯Q¯





















Table 4.3: A table of colour factors which are sampled for each initial state configuration
separated by colour channel for the Z+jet double real integration. The importance of
the sampling is in reverse numerical order (i.e. channel 1 is sampled most frequently
and channel 5 is sampled the least often). In channels 3, 4 and 5 there are no longer
any colour contributions for the gg and the qQ+ qQ¯+ q¯Q¯ initial states, hence only the
qg and gg channels are sampled for these channels. Contributions proportional to nf
are divided into nup and ndown processes for Z+jet production.
This is dictated by the parameter p,
p = pow(N) + 12pow(nf ), (4.7.10)
where ‘pow’ denotes the highest power of their respective factors in C(N, nf ). The factor
of 1/2 is a choice to indicate that typically nf contributions are smaller contributions
to the final result in comparison to equivalent powers of N .
Once the ordering of the colour levels has been established for every initial state
configuration, the colour channels are taken to be a sum over all of the initial states
for each position in the ordering of p. This means that in each colour channel, different
initial state contributions can have a different overall colour factor. For example, in the
first colour channel for the double real Z+jet production at NNLO the qq¯ initial state
has an overall colour factor of 1, whereas the leading qQ contribution has an overall
colour factor of 1/N . Essentially the hierarchy of importance sampling is dictated by a
particular colour contribution relative to the rest of the colour contributions with that
particular initial state configuration. The colour channels selected for the double real
Z+jet integration are listed in Tab. 4.3.
In principle we could have constructed a multichannel integration on the basis of
there being a one-to-one correspondence between the initial state and colour channels
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and those used in the multichannel integration. This could potentially bias the results
obtained however. A particular initial state configuration may only be a small contribu-
tion to the overall cross section, for example, but differentially it could make up a large
contribution to the result for a particular observable. For example, the qQ initial state
is an extremely small contribution to the calculation at small transverse momentum,
where the vast majority of the weight of the cross section resides. However at large
transverse momentum, where the cross section is small, it is the dominant initial state
contribution. This would potentially result in an undersampling of the distribution at
large transverse momentum.
For the Z+jet calculation, the boundaries are fixed such that each subleading colour
contribution is sampled three times less often than the previous colour channel. Clearly
this is somewhat ad-hoc and work is on-going to improve this such that we adapt the
boundaries depending on the calculation in question. Nevertheless, even with this naïve
boundary choice the numerical performance gain compared to no colour sampling is
approximately a factor of four.
4.7.3 Reweighting
As discussed in the previous section, for observables with a sharply falling weight (e.g.
transverse momentum distributions) the tail of the distribution can be undersampled.
One solution to this problem is to pass back to VEGAS a different weight, namely,
pnT · σ, (4.7.11)





is approximately uniform as a function of pT . This means that the VEGAS algorithm
will attempt to sample the integrand across a wide range of pT .
The reweighting procedure should be used with extreme caution. Whilst it can
improve one particular distribution, it can have a severe negative impact on other dis-
tributions that do not have the same sharply falling weight. For example, rapidity
distributions have a very different shape compared to transverse momentum distribu-
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tions. Reweighting to improve a transverse momentum distribution would lead to an
undersampling of the central region of the rapidity distribution, leading to a much
slower convergence. Typically reweighting should be reserved for integrals dedicated
to one particular observable.
4.7.4 Multiscale integration
As outlined in section 4.3, the scale dependence of the calculation is predictable and
can be inferred from another scale choice. Numerically the shape and distribution
of the weight of the integrand is largely the same between different (reasonable) scale
choices. This means that it is perfectly reasonable to use VEGAS to sample a particular
scale choice and use the same set of random numbers to sample other scale choices
simultaneously.
In practice this is implemented by promoting scale dependent terms in the calcula-
tion (e.g. PDFs, αs(µ2R), etc) to have an additional dimension. Each element of the new
dimension corresponds to a different choice of scales for µF and µR. These can then
be combined with the scaleless terms (e.g. tree level matrix elements, unintegrated
antennae, etc) to generate the full result for an arbitrary number of scales simultane-
ously. This effectively leads to a huge performance boost given that the numerically
expensive contributions to the calculation are from the scaleless terms. Indeed, using
the NNLOJET code to calculate 7 scale choices simultaneously takes approximately
the same amount of CPU time to an identical calculation involving just 1 scale. Each
scale does not need to be proportional to a common observable either, one could run
fixed scale choices with dynamical scale choices simultaneously.
This formalism could be extended to support multiple different PDF sets too, where
different PDF sets would correspond to different ‘scales’. With many PDF sets run-
ning simultaneously there could be a negative impact on the performance of the code
however. If this proves to be the case, it would be advantageous to use applgrid [153],
fastNLO [154] or n-tuples [155]. These codes can be used to change the PDF sets a
posteriori. All of these tools were designed for NLO calculations however and would
require further efforts to use them for a non-trivial NNLO computation.
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4.7.5 Observable matching
A common source of statistical fluctuations in differential distributions is where the
weight of the matrix element and the subtraction term in an unresolved configuration
lie across a bin edge. The discussion of chapter 5 will focus on a treatment of these
fluctuations following integration. We can however reduce the size of the fluctuations
by matching the observables of the subtraction term to those derived from the full phase
space below a certain threshold. This means that in very unresolved configurations the
matrix element and subtraction term are guaranteed to lie within the same bin.
To compute the threshold required, there must be a definition for how unresolved
a particular phase space configuration is. This can be inferred by analysing the invari-
ants of the partons involved in a particular mapping function. Consider a mapping











where 0 is a small dimensionless parameter. If this condition is satisfied then the
observables for the subtraction term are taken from the full phase space instead of
being calculated from its factorised phase space. This condition will correctly isolate
both of the single collinear limits sij → 0, sjk → 0 and also the j soft limit.
This procedure can be extended for double unresolved mapping functions. Consider
the double unresolved mapping (i, j, k, l)→ (I, L) where both j and k are unresolved.














sij + sik + skl
sil
sik + sij + sjl
sil
,
skl + sij + sjl
sil
,
sjl + sik + skl
sil
 < 0, (4.7.14)
which correctly captures all of the possible triple collinear, double collinear and soft
collinear limits in a colour connected double unresolved mapping. The double soft limit
will automatically be accommodated by one of the above constraints.
It should be noted Eq. (4.7.14) cannot correctly match configurations in single
unresolved limits. In general this would be extremely challenging to implement because
it would require matching to the many possible (n + 1)-parton mapped phase spaces.
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Nevertheless, the double unresolved limits are generally a far greater contribution to
the statistical fluctuations than single unresolved limits.
As with the full and reduced technical cuts, it is important that the parameter 0
is not set too high. If it is set inappropriately, the distributions will be artificially
smeared and will not represent the physical result. A typical choice for 0 is 3 · y0,
meaning that only limits that are extremely close to the technical limit are matched in
this way.
Chapter 5
Analysing data from NNLO
calculations
Following the running of the NNLOJET code, the output of many differential distribu-
tions and total cross sections need to be combined to extract the physical result. There
is a large degree of flexibility in how to do the combination which, in general, has to
balance the need to regulate bin-to-bin fluctuations and at the same time remain in a
regime which is still statistically valid. This chapter will discuss one approach for com-
bining large quantities of data from NNLO calculations such that the physical results
can be extracted in a meaningful fashion.
5.1 Statistical Outliers
When using the antenna subtraction method with a phase space with real emissions,
the observables of the full matrix element and individual contributions to a subtraction
term are evaluated in different phase spaces. The observables of the matrix element are
evaluated using the full partonic phase space, whereas the observables of the subtraction
term are evaluated using the factorised phase space appropriate to the mapping in
question. In the absolute unresolved limits, the observables of the matrix element and
subtraction term must match. However, if the phase space is a small, finite distance
away from the singularity then there can be a small difference between the sets of
observables. This can produce two forms of outliers,
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• the matrix element (subtraction term) is evaluated within the region defined by
the fiducial cuts, while the subtraction term (matrix element) is evaluated outside
the region. This generates an artificially large weight close to the kinematical cut
boundary which is not representative of the true integrand.
• In differential results, the matrix element and subtraction term lie either side of
a bin boundary, leading to bin-to-bin fluctuations.
At NLO, the solution to this problem is straightforward. The technical cut should be
tuned to be as high as possible, preventing the integration routines from sampling too
close to the phase space singularities. Clearly this needs to be balanced by the fact
that there must be no residual technical cut dependence on the calculation. Beyond
this it is simply a case of performing a sufficient number of evaluations of the integrand
that the outliers are averaged away and as such become an irrelevant contribution to
the final result.
At NNLO the solution is not as simple. The double real subtraction term consists
of many contributions, with an internal cancellation happening in every divergent con-
figuration of the phase space. As discussed in section 4.7, for pp→ 3 partons there are
65 possible combinations of factorised phase spaces that can be evaluated for a single
double real event. For a calculation involving all initial states and colour combinations,
it is likely that all of these phase spaces will be generated. The rate of outlying events
is therefore significantly higher than for NLO calculations. It is not feasible to simply
run for a large enough number of events to make outliers an irrelevant contribution to
the calculation, a more sophisticated solution is required.
5.2 Weighted averaging
A common approach to deal with outliers is to use a weighted average, both in the
total cross section and in the differential distributions. Consider a double real integrand
evaluated O(109) times divided into N runs, each containing M events. For a single
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with corresponding unweighted statistical uncertainty δσi(M). The weighted average











A run containing outliers is typically accompanied with a larger error and, thus, enters
the weighted average with a smaller weight ωi. In particular, given a fixed number of
integrand evaluations (N ×M fixed):
• For large M , small N , the σi(M) have a Gaussian distribution but the impact of
outliers is not taken care adequately, leading to a large uncertainty δσ(N,M).
• For small M , large N , the σi(M) do not have a Gaussian distribution and are
dominated by outliers but the statistical weighting reduces the effect of outliers
leading to a small uncertainty δσ(N,M). In this case, a wrong value for σ(N,M)
is determined but with a small δσ(N,M).
To optimise the efficiency of the numerical integration, a compromise between N and
M must be found while guaranteeing the correctness of the final answer. For calculating
the double real contributions to the Z+jet calculation at NNLO N is fixed to be O(104)
and M is fixed to be O(105). The cross section σ(N/k, k ·M) can then be defined as
a function of k, as shown in Fig. 5.1.
As expected, as k increases, the statistical error grows. On the other hand, as k
decreases, there is a sizeable shift in the central value which amounts to a difference of
almost 1% at k = 1 with respect to the value of the cross section in the stable region.
As a consistency check, Fig. 5.2 shows the total cross section computed from the
integral of the Z boson rapidity distribution as a function of k. As in Fig. 5.1, there is
a sizeable k dependence. In particular, for k < 100 the statistical errors are small, but
the central value is off by a large amount. For k > 100, the central value is stable, but
the statistical errors increase.
The impact of performing a weighted average can be assessed on the Z boson
rapidity distribution itself. Fig. 5.3 shows that as k increases, the bin-by-bin statistical
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Figure 5.1: The total cross section σ(N/k, k · M) at NNLO as a function of k, the
number of runs combined to form a pseudorun with k ·M events. The cross section is
then the weighted average of the pseudoruns. The errors on the individual data points
are statistical.
errors also increase (as expected). For k < 5, the central values for different values of k
disagree by a sizeable amount, resulting in an incorrect value for the total cross section
evaluated from the integral of this distribution, as shown in Fig. 5.2.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from transverse momentum distribution of the
Z boson shown in Fig. 5.4. Above the pjetT cut, the pZT distribution is stable as a
function of k, even at low values. This demonstrates that there are fewer outliers in
this distribution compared to the rapidity distribution of the Z boson, as expected,
and the statistical errors are more reliable at small k.
Below the pjetT cut there is a sizeable shift in the central value for small k. This
can be understood because this region probes configurations where the extra partonic
radiation present at NLO and NNLO can compensate the transverse momentum of
the leading jet, generating a Z boson transverse momentum below the pjetT cut—the
well known Sudakov shoulder phenomenon [156]. This unusual configuration is very
sensitive to the jet definition and is prone to generating outliers because of the close
proximity to the physical cuts within these phase space configurations.
The conclusion to be drawn from these results suggests that a safe value for k
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Figure 5.2: The integral of the yZ distribution, σ(N/k, k ·M) at NNLO as a function
of k. The errors on the individual data points are statistical. The green band denotes


































Figure 5.3: The ratio of the NNLO against the NLO prediction for individual bins of
the rapidity distribution of the Z boson for different values of k. The grey bands are
the unweighted result. The errors on the individual data points are statistical.





































Figure 5.4: The ratio of the NNLO against the NLO prediction for individual bins of
the pT distribution of the Z boson for different values of k. The grey bands are the
unweighted result. The errors on the individual data points are statistical.
is O(100), corresponding to O(107) events per pseudorun. For these k values the
total cross section (computed directly and from integrating the distributions) and the
distributions themselves are insensitive to the precise choice of k. The final results
will not be shifted by outliers and the the statistical uncertainties are under control.
Therefore k = 100 is used for all the differential distributions presented in chapter 6.
Chapter 6
Phenomenological results
This chapter will review new NNLO results of phenomenological interest for Z boson
production in association with hard hadronic events. The discussion in section 6.1 will
focus on establishing the size of the NNLO corrections to the Z+jet production using
the antenna subtraction formalism using representative cuts on the final state jets and
leptons.
In section 6.2 the NNLO corrections to the single and double-differential transverse
momentum distributions for fully inclusive Z/γ∗ production is presented, including
the leptonic decay. We also compute the same distributions normalised to the cross
sections for inclusive Z/γ∗ production, i.e. integrated over the transverse momentum
of the lepton pair. The NNLO prediction is compared to the 8 TeV data set from the
ATLAS [143] and CMS [145] collaborations, which both observed a tension between
data and NLO theory predictions, using the experimental cuts and binning.
6.1 NNLO corrections to Z+jet production at the
LHC
For the numerical computations in this section, we use the NNPDF2.3 parton distri-
bution functions [64] with the corresponding value of αs(MZ) = 0.118 at NNLO, and
MZ = 91.1876 GeV. The same PDF set and value for αs(MZ) is used for the LO, NLO
and NNLO predictions. The factorisation and renormalisation scales are chosen to be
µ ≡ µF = µR = MZ , with a theoretical uncertainty estimated by varying the scale
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cross section [pb]
channel LO NLO NNLO
qg 53.6+4.5−4.3 80.2+3.5−3.2 84.0+2.0−3.9
qq¯ 27.1+1.5−1.5 33.1+0.2−0.6 32.0+1.5−2.0
q¯g 22.9+1.7−1.7 33.1+0.0−0.4 34.9+2.2−3.3
gg N/A −4.0+3.3−1.9 −7.2+5.1−3.8
qq N/A 1.8+2.7−1.8 2.0+3.2−2.6
q¯q¯ N/A 0.1+0.4−0.3 0.1+0.4−0.4
total 103.6+7.7−7.5 144.4+9.0−7.2 145.8+0.0−1.2
Table 6.1: Channel breakdown of the total cross section for LO, NLO and NNLO for
the scale choice µ = µF = µR = MZ . The theoretical uncertainty on each channel is
estimated from the envelope of the [1/2, 1, 2] ·MZ scale choices.
choice by a factor in the range [1/2, 2].
The leptons are required have pseudorapidity, |η`| < 5 and the dilepton invariant
mass must be close to the Z boson mass, 80 GeV < m`` < 100 GeV. Jets are re-
constructed using the anti-kT algorithm [87] with R = 0.5 and are required to have
pjetT > 30 GeV and |yjet| < 3.
Tab. 6.1 shows the total cross section found using these cuts at LO, NLO and NNLO,
including a channel breakdown based on the initial state. Altogether the inclusive
NNLO corrections amount to a 1% increase on the NLO cross section. For each channel
there are relatively small shifts in their contribution to the total cross section going from
NLO to NNLO. However, the most significant shift is in the gg initiated channel which
receives a correction of nearly 80% compared to the NLO prediction. This significant
shift is not surprising as this channel first appears at NLO. The gg contribution lies
mainly around yZ ∼ 0 and will be highly relevant for fitting the gluon PDFs using the
Z+jet LHC data.
Fig. 6.1 shows the inclusive leading jet transverse energy distribution in 10 GeV
bins. Due to the inclusiveness of the observable, events with two or three jets with
pjetT > 30 GeV and |yjet| < 3 are also included. The relative corrections are further
exposed in the lower panel of Fig. 6.1, where the NLO and NNLO K factors are
presented differentially. The band shows the effect of varying µ = µR = µF in the




























Figure 6.1: The transverse momentum distribution of the leading jet in inclusive Z+jet
production in pp collisions with
√
s = 8 TeV at LO (blue), NLO (green), NNLO
(red). The lower panel shows the perturbative K factors for NLO/LO (turquoise) and
NNLO/NLO (mauve).
range [1/2, 2] ·MZ in the numerator while keeping µ = MZ in the denominator. For
this set of cuts and input parameters the NLO corrections increase the cross section
by between 30% to 70%. At low transverse momentum the NNLO corrections are a
positive correction of approximately 1%. The variation with the unphysical scales in
the NNLO prediction is significantly reduced in comparison to the NLO prediction.
The rapidity distribution of the leading jet is displayed in Fig. 6.2. Note that the
distribution is restricted by the requirement that |yjet| < 3. The NLO corrections
are typically 35%–40% and relatively flat. The NNLO corrections increase the cross
section by approximately 1% over the whole range of yjet with a significantly reduced
scale dependence.
The Z boson pT distribution in inclusive Z+jet production is shown in Fig. 6.3,
where the Sudakov shoulder phenomenon [156] is observed at pZT ≈ 30 GeV. The NNLO
corrections tend to stabilise the NLO result close to the Sudakov shoulder, and in fact
simply represent a NLO correction to the pZT distribution for Z+jet events in this
region. At larger transverse momenta, the NNLO corrections increase the prediction
by approximately 1%.






























Figure 6.2: The rapidity distribution of the leading jet in inclusive Z+jet production
in pp collisions with
√
s = 8 TeV at LO (blue), NLO (green), NNLO (red). The lower




























Figure 6.3: The transverse momentum distribution of the Z boson in inclusive Z+jet
production in pp collisions with
√
s = 8 TeV at LO (blue), NLO (green), NNLO
(red). The lower panel shows the perturbative K factors for NLO/LO (turquoise) and
NNLO/NLO (mauve). For the NLO and NNLO predictions, the two bins extending
pZT ∈ [20, 40] GeV have been merged into one.



























Figure 6.4: The rapidity distribution of the Z boson in inclusive Z+jet production in pp
collisions with
√
s = 8 TeV at LO (blue), NLO (green), NNLO (red). The lower panel
shows the perturbative K factors for NLO/LO (turquoise) and NNLO/NLO (mauve).
Fig. 6.4 shows the rapidity distribution of the Z boson. The NLO and NNLO cor-
rections are largest in the forward/backward regions where the phase space is enlarged
by the possibility that the hadronic radiation partially balances leading to a smaller
Z pT . In these regions, one of the parton momentum fractions is reaching a maximal
value. In the central region, the NNLO corrections are very small with a reduced scale
dependence.
Fig. 6.5 shows that the NNLO corrections to the transverse momentum distribution
for the leptons are uniform and small across the entire range in pT . Fig. 6.6 shows that
the NNLO corrections to the pseudorapidity distribution for the leptons have a clear
shape relative to the NLO prediction. In the central regions the NNLO and NLO
predictions agree very well, however at large pseudorapidities the NNLO corrections
are sizeable with up to 10% corrections over the NLO prediction.
In the differential distributions the corrections are not always uniform, implying
that a rescaling of lower order predictions is insufficient for precision applications. The
need for using the fully differential higher order predictions can be understood for
example in the extraction of parton distributions functions from Z+jet production. At






























Figure 6.5: The transverse momentum distribution for the negatively charged lepton
for Z+jet production in pp collisions with
√
s = 8 TeV at LO (blue), NLO (green),





























Figure 6.6: The pseudorapidity distribution for the negatively charged lepton for Z+jet
production in pp collisions with
√
s = 8 TeV at LO (blue), NLO (green), NNLO
(red).The lower panel shows the perturbative K factors for NLO/LO (turquoise) and
NNLO/NLO (mauve).
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leading order, the momentum fractions of the incoming partons is completely fixed by
the transverse momenta and rapidities of the final state particles. At higher orders,












(pZT )2 +m2`` exp(−yZ) + pjetT exp(−yjet)
)
, (6.1.2)
where the equality is restored only for the leading order kinematics (pZT = p
jet
T ). The
relevant x ranges probed by Z+jet production is thus determined by the transverse
momentum and rapidity distribution of the Z boson and the jet. For our cuts, the
smallest momentum fractions probed are x ∼ 8 · 10−3, and smaller values of x can be
attained by enlarging the rapidity interval or by lowering the transverse momentum
cut.
6.2 Transverse momentum distribution of the Z
boson
For the numerical results in this section, the NNPDF3.0 PDF set [157] is used with
the value of αs(MZ) = 0.118 at NNLO, and MZ = 91.1876 GeV. As in the previous
section, the same PDF choice is used for the NLO and NNLO prediction, using the
same choice of αs(MZ) throughout. The factorisation and renormalisation scales are
chosen dynamically on an event-by-event basis as,
µ ≡ µR = µF =
√
m2`` + (pZT )2, (6.2.1)
where m`` and pZT are the invariant mass and the transverse momentum of the final
state lepton pair respectively. The theoretical uncertainty is estimated by varying the
scale choice by a factor in the range [1/2, 2]. A cut on the transverse momentum of the
Z boson, pZT > 20 GeV, is also included. In the low transverse momentum region, large
logarithmic corrections of the form logn(pT/MZ) appear at each order in the perturba-
tive expansion in αs, spoiling its convergence. A reliable theoretical prediction in this
region can only be obtained by resummation [119, 120, 158, 159] of these logarithms
to all orders in perturbation theory. In the computation of the inclusive lepton pair
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ATLAS CMS
leading lepton |η`1| < 2.4 |η`1 | < 2.1
p`1T > 20 GeV p`1T > 25 GeV
subleading lepton |η`2| < 2.4 |η`2 | < 2.4
p`2T > 20 GeV p`2T,2 > 10 GeV
Table 6.2: Kinematical cuts used to define the fiducial phase space for the leading
and subleading leptons, ordered in transverse momentum, for the measurements of
ATLAS [143] and CMS [145].
production cross section used to normalise the transverse momentum distributions, the
same scale (6.2.1) is used but varied independently over the same range of scale vari-
ation. The inclusive cross section in this case is, however, dominated by the regime
where µ2 ≈ m2``.
The experimental measurements of Z boson production at finite transverse momen-
tum are presented in the form of fiducial cross sections over a restricted phase space
for the final state leptons, which is fully contained in the detector’s coverage. The
NNLO corrections to the transverse momentum distribution can be compared to data
by considering the same cuts to the lepton kinematics as presented in the ATLAS [143]
and CMS [145] analyses using data from Run 1 of the LHC with
√
s = 8 TeV, which
are summarised in Tab. 6.2. In this section we will focus on the ATLAS measurement
in the fiducial region defined by a broad dilepton invariant mass window around the Z
resonance, 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV, and compare both the absolute and normalised
pZT distribution to the experimental data.
Fig. 6.7 shows a comparison of data from the ATLAS analysis within this fiducial
region. At low transverse momentum, the NNLO correction increases the cross sec-
tion by about 6% (compared to NLO) and significantly reduces the scale uncertainty.
However, there is still significant tension between the ATLAS data and the NNLO
prediction.
The data presented in Fig. 6.7 does not include the error on the integrated luminos-
ity, which amounts to an overall normalisation uncertainty of 2.8% on all data points.
To cancel the luminosity uncertainty from the measured data, it is more appropriate
to normalise the data by the measured values for the inclusive lepton pair cross section


































Figure 6.7: The unnormalised Z boson transverse momentum distribution for the cuts
given in Tab. 6.2 and 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV. ATLAS data is taken from Ref. [143].
The luminosity error is not shown. The green bands denote the NLO prediction with
scale uncertainty and the blue bands show the NNLO prediction with scale uncertainty.
in this fiducial bin. The cross section for this mass window was measured to be [143],
σexp(66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV) = 537.10± 0.45% (sys.)± 2.80% (lumi.) pb.
For the NNLO prediction of the cross section in this fiducial region, we obtain,
σNNLO(66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV) = 507.9+2.4−0.7 pb.
We see that there is some tension between the measured cross section compared to the
theoretical result. The normalised distribution is presented in Fig. 6.8, where excellent
agreement is observed between the normalised NNLO prediction and the experimental
data across a wide range of transverse momentum. The scale bands on the normalised
theory predictions are obtained by independently varying the scale in the numerator
and denominator, where we use the NNLO prediction for the inclusive Drell–Yan cross
section in the normalisation throughout.
The EW corrections to this distribution are known to be small at moderate trans-
verse momenta but become more sizeable in the high-pZT tail where they can reach




































Figure 6.8: The normalised Z boson transverse momentum distribution for the cuts
given in Tab. 6.2 and 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV. ATLAS data is taken from Ref. [143].
The green bands denote the NLO prediction with scale uncertainty and the blue bands
show the NNLO prediction with scale uncertainty.
∼ −15% for pZT & 600 GeV [128]. It can be therefore expected that the inclusion of
EW corrections will further improve the prediction of the shape in the tail. However,
this region of the distribution is still dominated by the statistical uncertainties of the
experimental data and a fully consistent inclusion of EW corrections is beyond the
scope of this work.
6.2.1 Double-differential distributions
We now compare our theoretical predictions for dilepton production at large transverse
momentum for different ranges of (a) the dilepton mass and (b) the dilepton rapidity.
These double-differential distributions have also been studied by ATLAS [143] and
CMS [145] with Run 1 data using the lepton rapidity and transverse momentum cuts
summarised in Tab. 6.2.
We first consider the ATLAS measurement, which covers a broader kinematical
range. In Fig. 6.9 we present the unnormalised double-differential distribution with
respect to the transverse momentum of the Z boson and the invariant mass of the
lepton pair, m``, normalised to the NLO prediction and compare it to the ATLAS
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30 GeV < m`` < 46 GeV 116 GeV < m`` < 150 GeV
20 GeV < m`` < 30 GeV 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV























































NLO NNLO ATLAS Data
Figure 6.9: The unnormalised double-differential transverse momentum distribution for
the Z boson in windows of invariant mass of the leptons, m``, with a rapidity cut on
the Z boson of |yZ | < 2.4. The ATLAS data is taken from Ref. [143]. The luminosity
error is not shown. The green bands denote the NLO prediction with scale uncertainty
and the blue bands show the NNLO prediction with scale uncertainty.
data from Ref. [143]. We observe that there is good agreement between the NNLO
prediction and the data in the low m`` mass windows. For values of m`` close to the Z
boson mass, where the statistical accuracy of the data is highest, the NNLO prediction
is below the data by about 5-8%.
To obtain normalised distributions, these data sets are divided by the inclusive
dilepton cross sections for each fiducial bin, defined by the lepton cuts given in Tab. 6.2
and the appropriate dilepton invariant mass cut. We computed these fiducial cross
sections to NNLO accuracy (O(α2s)) and compare them to the measured values quoted
by ATLAS [143] in Fig. 6.10. We clearly observe that the central value of the NNLO
prediction falls below the experimental data in all mass bins.
In the three lowest mass bins, the experimental analysis performed by ATLAS [143]
includes an additional kinematical cut of pZT > 45 GeV, in addition to the fiducial region
defined in Tab. 6.2. This means that the normalisation choice defined in Eq. (3.4.2)
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Figure 6.10: The inclusive dilepton cross section for the same m`` bins as in Fig. 6.9
and with a rapidity cut on the Z boson of |yZ | < 2.4. The experimental data is taken
from the ATLAS analysis in Ref. [143]. The ticks on the vertical error bands denote the
systematic uncertainty from the measurement, the vertical bars without the ticks are
the luminosity uncertainty only. The blue bands show the NNLO prediction with scale
uncertainty. The theoretical cross section predictions for the invariant mass windows
12 < m`` < 20 GeV, 20 < m`` < 30 GeV, and 30 < m`` < 46 GeV are calculated
using the Z+jet calculation since the additional kinematical cut pZT > 45 GeV prevents
contributions from the LO Drell–Yan configuration in these invariant mass windows.
is only NLO accurate in this fiducial region. Indeed, the normalisation choice can be



















For the remainder of this section, this choice of normalisation will be used for the three
lower mass bins to give the most accurate result possible. In the three bins with larger
m``, the scale uncertainty on the NNLO prediction is below 0.7%, which results in
tension between data and theory at the level of two standard deviations. Combining
together the unnormalised differential distribution with the inclusive cross sections, we
obtain the normalised distributions shown in Fig. 6.11. For all of the m`` windows
the tension between the data and NNLO theory is largely relieved. At the highest
values of pZT , the tendency of the data to fall below the theory prediction may be an































































46 GeV < m`` < 66 GeV
NLO NNLO ATLAS Data
Figure 6.11: The normalised double-differential transverse momentum distribution for
the Z boson in windows of invariant mass of the leptons, m``, with a rapidity cut on
the Z boson of |yZ | < 2.4. The ATLAS data is taken from Ref. [143]. The green bands
denote the NLO prediction with scale uncertainty and the blue bands show the NNLO
prediction with scale uncertainty. The normalisation cross section for the invariant
mass windows 12 < m`` < 20 GeV, 20 < m`` < 30 GeV, and 30 < m`` < 46 GeV are
calculated using the Z+jet calculation since the kinematical cut pZT > 45 GeV prevents
contributions from the LO Drell–Yan configuration in these invariant mass windows.
indication of the onset of EW corrections [128], which are negative in this region. Any
remaining tension for medium values of pZT could potentially be accounted for revisiting
the parton distribution functions (especially the gluon distribution) in the kinematical
region relevant to this measurement.
The same tension between NNLO theory and ATLAS data for the unnormalised
distribution is visible in Fig. 6.12, which shows the unnormalised double-differential
distribution with respect to the transverse momentum of the Z boson for 66 GeV <
m`` < 116 GeV in different ranges of the rapidity of the Z boson, normalised to the NLO
prediction. The NNLO corrections are uniform in rapidity and transverse momentum
at the level of about 5–8%, and they decrease the residual theoretical uncertainty to 2–
4%. The data, which correspond to the invariant mass bin containing the Z resonance,





























































1.2 < |yZ | < 1.6
NLO NNLO ATLAS Data
Figure 6.12: The unnormalised double-differential transverse momentum distribution
for the Z boson in windows of rapidity of the Z boson, yZ , with an invariant mass
cut on the final state leptons of 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV. The ATLAS data is taken
from Ref. [143]. The luminosity error is not shown. The green bands denote the NLO
prediction with scale uncertainty and the blue bands show the NNLO prediction.
are consistently above the NNLO prediction.
In order to eliminate the overall luminosity uncertainty, one again normalises the
data to the inclusive fiducial dilepton cross section in the respective bins in yZ . Fig. 6.13
shows the ratio of ATLAS data and the NNLO cross section compared to the NLO
prediction1. As for the rapidity-integrated cross section in this mass bin, Fig. 6.10,
we observe the NNLO prediction to be accurate to 0.9%, and to underestimate the
ATLAS data by about two standard deviations.
The normalised double-differential distribution is shown in Fig. 6.14. There is
excellent agreement between the normalised NNLO prediction and the ATLAS data
for all rapidity bins, again offering the possibility of further constraining the PDFs in
1Note that the ATLAS data is extracted from Ref. [143] by summing the bins of the pZT distributions
in the various yZ bins. We have checked that this procedure applied to the different m`` bins shown
in Fig. 6.10 correctly reproduces the data.
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Figure 6.13: The inclusive dilepton cross section for the same |yZ | bins as in Fig. 6.12
and an invariant mass cut on final state leptons of 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV. The
ATLAS data is extracted from Ref. [143] by summing up the transverse momentum
distributions in the respective bins. The vertical error bars are given by the luminosity
uncertainty. The blue bands show the NNLO prediction with scale uncertainty.
this kinematic region.
The CMS measurement of the Z boson transverse momentum distribution at
8 TeV [145] concentrates on the dilepton invariant mass range 81 GeV < m`` < 101 GeV
around the Z resonance. The fiducial region of this measurement, defined in Tab. 6.2,
applies asymmetric cuts on the leading and subleading lepton, disregarding the lep-
ton charge. To ensure the correct implementation of these cuts in NNLOJET, and
to maintain local cancellations between matrix elements and subtraction terms in the
antenna subtraction method, the lepton identification as leading and subleading had
to be passed alongside the lepton charge through all subtraction terms and into the
event analysis routines. The double-differential measurement is performed in pZT and
yZ . Comparing the absolute double-differential distributions of Fig. 6.15 to our NNLO
predictions, we observe the same features as for the ATLAS measurement, with positive
NNLO corrections at the level of 5–8% and an NNLO scale uncertainty of 2–4%. Com-
pared to NLO, inclusion of NNLO corrections brings the theoretical prediction closer to
the experimental data, which are however still about 5-8% larger than expected from































































1.2 < |yZ | < 1.6
NLO NNLO ATLAS Data
Figure 6.14: The normalised double-differential transverse momentum distribution for
the Z boson in windows of rapidity of the Z boson, yZ , with an invariant mass cut
on final state leptons of 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV. The ATLAS data is taken from
Ref. [143]. The green bands denote the NLO prediction with scale uncertainty and the
blue bands show the NNLO prediction.
theory.
In the CMS study [145], the normalised cross section is obtained by dividing the
distributions by the fiducial cross section integrated over all bins in yZ (in contrast
to ATLAS, which normalised to the fiducial cross sections only integrated over the
respective bin in yZ). At NNLO, we obtain for the fiducial cross section with CMS
cuts:
σNNLO(81 GeV < m`` < 101 GeV) = 450.6+2.7−1.6 pb.
The normalised distributions of CMS are compared to theory in Fig. 6.16, where ex-
cellent agreement is observed upon inclusion of the NNLO corrections.
Compared to NNLO theory, both ATLAS and CMS fiducial cross section measure-
ments of the Z boson transverse momentum display a similar pattern of disagreement
for the absolute distributions while having excellent agreement for the normalised dis-





















































1.2 < |yZ | < 1.6
NLO NNLO CMS Data
Figure 6.15: The unnormalised double-differential transverse momentum distribution
for the Z boson in windows of rapidity of the Z boson, yZ , with an invariant mass
cut on final state leptons of 81 GeV < m`` < 101 GeV. The CMS data is taken from
Ref. [145]. The experimental error bars include the luminosity uncertainty. The green
bands denote the NLO prediction with scale uncertainty and the blue bands show the
NNLO prediction.
tributions. The inclusion of the newly derived NNLO corrections to the transverse
momentum distribution are crucial for a meaningful comparison between data and
theory: (a) they reduce the theory uncertainty to a level that firmly establishes the
discrepancy on the absolute cross sections, and (b) they modify the central value and
the shape of the theory prediction to better agree with the data on the normalised
distributions.























































1.2 < |yZ | < 1.6
NLO NNLO CMS Data
Figure 6.16: The normalised double-differential transverse momentum distribution for
the Z boson in windows of rapidity of the Z boson, yZ , with an invariant mass cut on
final state leptons of 81 GeV < m`` < 101 GeV. The CMS data is taken from Ref. [145].
The green bands denote the NLO prediction with scale uncertainty and the blue bands
show the NNLO prediction.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
The research within this thesis has focused on using the antenna subtraction method to
calculate the NNLO corrections to a non-trivial LHC process: Z bosons in association
with a hadronic jet. This is the first example of the antenna subtraction used to
perform a calculation including all initial states at all colour contributions for a LHC
process with jets in the final state.
To perform this calculation, it was clear that it was highly desirable to construct
a flexible, extensible code that can be used to calculate arbitrarily complicated final
states relevant for LHC processes. Like any complicated Monte Carlo code, significant
numerical optimisations are required to perform calculations within a reasonable time
scale with the computing resources available. The optimisations discussed in chapter 4
are now readily available for all current and future projects using the antenna subtrac-
tion method. Any future optimisations implemented can be immediately applied to
the Z+jet calculation through the use of the auto-generated subroutines.
Much of the previous work within the NNLOJET collaboration has focused on
the construction of the subtraction terms. With the completion of the Z+jet [1] and
H+jet [160] calculations, all of the subtraction terms relevant for one jet final states
are now complete, meaning that any process with a single hadronic jet in the final state
can be calculated, provided that all of the matrix elements relevant for the NNLO cor-
rections are available. Indeed, is it clear now that the primary limitation in performing
NNLO calculations is the lack of two-loop matrix elements available. Whereas one-loop
matrix elements have largely been automated to extremely high parton multiplicities,
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two-loop matrix elements still pose a significant computational challenge. It is this
limitation that severely undermines any motivation for a fully automated approach to
NNLO subtraction with large parton multiplicities.
It is clear then that the future of the NNLOJET development should focus on
implementing processes involving either a colourless final state or a one-jet final state,
given that these subtraction terms are now fully under control. In the short term, a
calculation ofW±+jet is straightforward using the framework established in this thesis.
TheW matrix elements are a simplification of the equivalent Z boson matrix elements,
which can be implemented with relative ease. This will be important to validate the
conclusions of Ref. [76].
Beyond this, the next natural step is to include processes with a more complicated
colourless final state, for example Higgs boson production in association with a Z
boson. Here the matrix elements are all known or can be calculated from the pure
Z boson matrix elements. The challenge that arises with this sort of process is the
increased dimensionality of the phase space which will prove to be even more of a
challenge numerically.
The phenomenological results of the Z+jet is one of several calculations in a new
era of precision LHC physics. Scale uncertainties are of the order of one percent with
a process that is experimentally very clean. This is a powerful test of the Standard
Model on the boundary between EW and QCD physics.
One of the main motivations for calculating the NNLO corrections to Z+jet was
to use the calculation to constrain the gluon PDF. To perform a PDF fit requires
the calculation to be repeated for a huge number of potential PDF sets to tune the
calculation to data. Given the severe numerical cost of performing the calculation, it
is clear that this is not feasible by a brute force approach.
Useful tools for PDF fitters are applgrid [153] and fastNLO [154], which create
lookup tables for partonic cross section coefficients for each observable of interest. The
value of this is that the PDF set can be changed a posteriori, meaning that the nu-
merically expensive calculation does not need to be repeated for each PDF set. Work
is on-going to construct an interface for both applgrid and fastNLO to the NNLOJET
framework which, once completed, will be the first NNLO accurate calculation inter-
faced with their respective codes. This is not a trivial task, the statistical challenges
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encountered in chapter 5 are particularly prevalent because of the double unresolved
configuration of the double real phase space. Precisely how to combine multiple grids
to smooth out outliers without artificially biasing the results will need to be resolved
in due course. The performance impact during the filling of the grids will also need to
be assessed.
Using a similar line of argument, it would also be advantageous to use the n-
tuples framework [155] for the Z+jet NNLO calculation. n-tuples have the added
advantage compared to applgrid and fastNLO that final state cuts can also be changed
a posteriori. The cost of this flexibility is that the n-tuple files are significantly larger
than the grid files from applgrid and fastNLO. The first attempts to extend the n-tuples
framework to NNLO have been presented for the calculation e+e− → 3 jets [161, 162].
In principle, this framework could be used for NNLO calculations within a hadron
collider environment, however the impact on calculation time and storage size would
need to be assessed.
The calculation of the NNLO corrections to the Z boson transverse momentum
distribution firmly establishes that the discrepancy between theory and data lies in the
total cross section. Figs. 6.10 and 6.13 demonstrate that there is tension between the
8 TeV ATLAS data and the NNLO prediction using the NNPDF3.0 PDF set. Similar
conclusions can be drawn from the CMS results.
Once the distributions have been normalised by their total cross section, the agree-
ment between the NNLO prediction and the experimental data is excellent across a
wide range of transverse momentum, both in the single differential distribution and the
double-differential results with respect to m`` and |yZ |. This is a huge success for Stan-
dard Model phenomenology, where both the experimental and theoretical uncertainties
are small and are in agreement.
The calculation presented warrants a thorough investigation of all of the contribut-
ing parameters to assess the impact of the tension in the total cross section between
the theoretical prediction and the experimental data. The calculation should be re-
peated using many different PDF sets and include PDF uncertainties, lending itself
to an interface with applgrid and fastNLO. The impact of the variation of the strong
coupling constant should also be assessed in a similar fashion.
Another extension would be to include the NLO EW corrections from Refs. [128,
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129]. It was argued that in the context of the experimental uncertainties that these
corrections should be small. With 13 TeV data from Run 2 of the LHC on the horizon,
this may no longer be the case. Indeed, a 13 TeV prediction for the transverse momen-
tum distribution, including all calculated theoretical corrections, will be an extremely
valuable extension to the work presented.
The transverse momentum distribution was presented with a large cut, pZT >
20 GeV, to maintain the validity of the perturbative expension of αs. To create a
complete description of the transverse momentum distribution, the calculation should
be matched to the state-of-the-art resummation calculations for this observable [119,
120]. Indeed, it could be of great interest to drive the transverse momentum cut as low
as possible to match logarithmic coefficients to a resummed calculation. Lowering the
pZT cut will have a severe impact on the numerical stability of the code however.
The research presented within this thesis opens up new opportunities for the field
of precision phenomenology. Whereas once NNLO corrections were limited to a few
of the partonic channels for a handful of processes, there are now many full NNLO
calculations readily available. The analytical challenges of NNLO subtraction for low
parton multiplicities have been resolved, leaving only the question of whether a numer-
ical implementation is feasible. The NNLOJET programme will provide a large array
of processes within a consistent framework, exploiting the many numerical efficiency
upgrades across all of the processes within the package. This will be extremely valu-
able for the wider theoretical and experimental communities to perform a wide range
of analyses and comparisons to data in the years to come.
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Appendix A
X03 Antenna functions
In this appendix we list the explicit X03 unintegrated antenna functions given in terms
of invariants. We use the naming convention defined in Tab. 2.1. Explicit formulae for
all other antennae, including integrated antenna functions, can be found in Ref. [11].
A.1 γ∗ → qq¯ antenna functions
At NLO only one antenna function is derived from the process γ∗ → qq¯, namely [11],
















From this antenna function the sub-antenna a03 can be defined,










A03(1q, 3g, 2q¯) = a03(1q, 3g, 2q¯) + a03(2q, 3g, 1q¯). (A.1.3)
The a03 sub-antenna function contains the 1q||3g collinear limit and partially the 3 soft
limit. The full 3 soft limit is only recovered when two a03 antenna functions are used
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in conjunction with each other. As a result of this the a03 antenna function is typically
only useful when the gluon is in the initial state.
A.2 χ˜→ g˜g antenna functions




which are denoted by D03(1q, 3g, 4g) and E03(1q, 3q′ , 4q¯′) respectively. The explicit for-
mula for D03(1q, 3g, 4g) is given in Eq. (2.1.35) and the symmetric decomposition of the
antenna into d03(1q, 3g, 4g) sub-antennae is given in Eq. (2.1.38).
In configurations where a gluon is in the initial state, the flavour preserving
d03,g→g(3q, 4g, 1ˆg) sub-antenna is given by,




























+ 6s1ˆ4 + 9(s1ˆ3 + s34)
)
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The flavour changing sub-antenna, d03,g→q(3q, 1ˆg, 4g), is given by,


















which only contains the 1ˆg||3q collinear limit.
The E03(1q, 3q′ , 4q¯′) antenna function is given by [11],






+ s13 + s14
)
, (A.2.3)
and contains only the 3q′||4q¯′ collinear limit.
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A.3 H → gg antenna functions
There are two tree level three parton antenna functions derived from the Higgs decay
process,
• H → ggg,
• H → gqq¯,
which are denoted by F 03 (1g, 2g, 3g) and G03(1g, 2q, 3q¯) respectively. The F 03 (1g, 2g, 3g)
antenna function is given by,























which contains all possible soft and collinear limits between the gluons. This can be
decomposed into the sub-antenna f 03 (1g, 3g, 2g) [11],
















F 03 (1g, 2g, 3g) = f 03 (1g, 3g, 2g) + f 03 (3g, 2g, 1g) + f 03 (2g, 1g, 3g). (A.3.3)
The sub-antenna f 03 (1g, 3g, 2g) contains the limits,
• 3g soft,
• partial 1g||3g collinear limit,
• partial 2g||3g collinear limit.
The G03(1g, 3q, 4q¯) antenna function is given by [11],








which similarly to the E03(1q, 3q′ , 4q¯′) antenna function only contains the 3q||4q¯ collinear
limit.
Appendix B
Validation plots and distributions
B.1 NLO validation
Two separate NLO calculations are required when considering the inclusive Z+jet
NNLO computation,
• Z+jet at NLO,
• Z+2 jets at NLO,
both of which can be validated against independent calculations. These NLO calcula-
tions can be found within the code MCFM [163], where we can compare both the total
cross section and differential distributions for a wide range of observables.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the validation plots and distributions generated
in sections B.1.1 and B.2 were generated using the setup described in section 6.1 with
a scale choice of µF = µR = MZ . In section B.1.2 we require at least two resolved jets.
We use the same setup as above, however we also include an additional requirement of
a second jet with transverse momentum of at least 30 GeV (pjet2T > 30 GeV).
B.1.1 Z+jet at NLO
Testing the calculation of Z+jet production at NLO against publicly available tools is
an important step in performing the Z+jet calculation at NNLO. It tests the imple-
mentation of the tree level 4 parton matrix elements, and also the 3 parton one-loop
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Figure B.1: The transverse momentum distribution of the leading jet in inclusive Z+jet
production at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET code
and the red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same
kinematical cuts, scale and PDF choices. The uncertainties shown are statistical.
matrix elements. The volume of the 3 parton and 4 parton phase spaces are also thor-
oughly validated. Furthermore, a lot of the code structure of the virtual integration at
NLO is similar to that required for the double virtual and real virtual contributions at
NNLO. Clearly any potential problems that could arise in an NLO calculation would
impact the calculation of the NNLO corrections.
The NLO calculation for Z+jet production using the NNLOJET code gives the
total cross section,
σZJNLO = (144.361± 0.013) pb,
where the uncertainty is a statistical uncertainty from the numerical integration. Per-
forming the same calculation using MCFM gives,
σZJNLO = (144.372± 0.023) pb.
We can conclude that there is agreement up to 0.01% between the NNLOJET imple-
mentation and the MCFM implementation of the NLO calculation for the total cross
section.


































Figure B.2: The rapidity distribution of the leading jet in inclusive Z+jet production
at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET code and the
red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same kinematical
cuts, scale and PDF choices. The uncertainties shown are statistical.
Clearly it is also important to validate a range of observables, particularly those
observables presented in section 6.1. Fig. B.1 shows the transverse momentum of the
leading jet in inclusive Z+jet production at NLO, calculated using both NNLOJET
(green) and MCFM (red). Per-mille level agreement can be observed between the
implementations across a wide range of transverse momentum.
Similarly Fig. B.2 shows the rapidity distribution of the leading jet, calculated using
both NNLOJET and MCFM. Again we see per-mille agreement between the two codes.
Fig. B.3 shows the transverse momentum distribution of the Z boson in Z+jet
production. Both codes observe the same Sudakov phenomenon [156], as discussed in
section 6.1. In the bin close to the jet cut (30 GeV) there is marginal tension between
the two codes. This is a numerically unstable region of the phase space where either or
both calculations are underestimating the statistical uncertainties associated with this
bin. Nevertheless, given the limited predictive power of the fixed order calculation in
this region it has limited impact on the physical conclusions drawn from using MCFM
or NNLOJET to perform the NLO calculation. Other than this particular bin, per-mille





























Figure B.3: The transverse momentum distribution of the Z boson in inclusive Z+jet
production at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET code
and the red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same
kinematical cuts, scale and PDF choices. The uncertainties shown are statistical.
level agreement is observed across the entire range of transverse momentum.
Fig. B.4 shows the rapidity distribution of the Z boson in Z+jet production. Again,
excellent agreement is observed between the two implementations. Even in the very
forward regions where the cross section is small, both NNLOJET and MCFM agree to
per-cent level accuracy.
Fig. B.5 shows the transverse momentum distribution for the negatively charged
lepton for inclusive Z+jet production. Again per-mille level agreement is found be-
tween MCFM and NNLOJET across the entire range of transverse momentum. Similar
conclusions can be drawn from the rapidity distributon of the negatively charged lepton
shown in Fig. B.6.
B.1.2 Z+2 jets at NLO
As in section B.1.1, a calculation of Z+2 jets at NLO can be performed using NNLO-
JET and compared to a publicly available implementation of the calculation found in
MCFM. This tests the implementation of the tree level 5 parton matrix elements and
also the 4 parton one-loop matrix elements. The volume of the 4 parton and 5 parton































Figure B.4: The rapidity distribution of the Z boson in inclusive Z+jet production at
NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET code and the red
data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same kinematical cuts,

































Figure B.5: The transverse momentum distribution of the negatively charged lepton in
inclusive Z+jet production at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the
NNLOJET code and the red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM
with the same kinematical cuts, scale and PDF choices. The uncertainties shown are
statistical.
































Figure B.6: The rapidity distribution of the negatively charged lepton in inclusive
Z+jet production at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET
code and the red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same
kinematical cuts, scale and PDF choices. The uncertainties shown are statistical.
phase spaces are also validated using this calculation.
This calculation also partially tests the double real and real virtual subtraction
terms for Z+jet at NNLO. The real subtraction term for Z+2 jet at NLO is the first
block of terms in the double real Z+jet NNLO subtraction term, dσˆS,aij , described
in section 2.4.1. Similarly the virtual subtraction term for Z+2 at NLO is the first
block of terms in the real virtual Z+jet NNLO subtraction term, dσˆT,aij , described in
section 2.4.2.
The NLO calculation for Z+2 jet production using the NNLOJET code gives the
total cross section,
σZJJNLO = (33.903± 0.042) pb,
where the uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty from the numerical integration.
Performing the same calculation using MCFM gives,
σZJJNLO = (33.910± 0.034) pb.
We can conclude that there is agreement between the two calculations up to per-mille





























Figure B.7: The transverse momentum distribution of the leading jet in inclusive Z+2
jet production at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET
code and the red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same
kinematical cuts, scale and PDF choices. The uncertainties shown are statistical.
accuracy for the total cross section. Fig. B.7 shows the leading jet transverse momen-
tum distribution for Z+2 jet production at NLO calculated using both NNLOJET
(green) and MCFM (red). Here we observe a discrepancy between the two calculations
in the 30 GeV bin. This can be understood because in this bin the leading and sub-
leading jet are both close to the jet cut threshold. This leads to a numerically unstable
region of phase space where it is possible that either or both calculations are underes-
timating the statistical uncertainties associated with this bin. This problematic region
of phase space is not an issue for the full Z+jet at NNLO calculation.
Other than the bin close to the jet cut, Fig. B.7 shows per-cent agreement between
the NNLOJET and MCFM implementations for the Z+2 jet production at NLO.
Fig. B.8 shows the rapidity distribution of the leading jet in inclusive Z+2 jet pro-
duction at NLO. Per-cent level agreement is observed between the two implementations
of the calculation.
Fig. B.9 shows the transverse momentum distribution of the Z boson in inclusive
Z+2 jet production at NLO. Note that there is no Sudakov shoulder phenomenon
because the leading order contribution has two hard jets for the Z to recoil against at



































Figure B.8: The rapidity distribution of the leading jet in inclusive Z+2 jet production
at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET code and the
red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same kinematical




























Figure B.9: The transverse momentum distribution of the Z boson in inclusive Z+2
jet production at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET
code and the red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same
kinematical cuts, scale and PDF choices. The uncertainties shown are statistical.


































Figure B.10: The rapidity distribution of the Z boson in inclusive Z+2 jet production
at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET code and the
red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same kinematical
cuts, scale and PDF choices. The uncertainties shown are statistical.
low transverse momentum. Agreement is observed between the NNLOJET and MCFM
implementations of the calculation within 4% on each bin.
Fig. B.10 shows the rapidity distribution of the Z boson in inclusive Z+2 jet produc-
tion at NLO. Again excellent agreement is observed between the two implementations,
where each bin is within agreement within 2%.
Fig. B.11 shows the transverse momentum distribution of the negatively charged
lepton in inclusive Z+2 jet production at NLO. Here agreement is observed between
the two calculations up to 4% on each bin.
Finally, Fig. B.12 shows the rapidity distribution of the negatively charged lepton
in inclusive Z+2 jet production at NLO. Here per-cent level agreement is observed
between the two calculations.
B.2 Technical cut plots
As discussed in section 4.5, an important validation of any subtraction term involving
unresolved real emissions is the dependence of the integral on the technical cut pa-































Figure B.11: The transverse momentum distribution of the negatively charged lepton
in inclusive Z+2 jet production at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using
the NNLOJET code and the red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM



































Figure B.12: The rapidity distribution of the negatively charged lepton in inclusive Z+2
jet production at NLO. The green band denotes the calculation using the NNLOJET
code and the red data points are an equivalent calculation using MCFM with the same
kinematical cuts, scale and PDF choices. The uncertainties shown are statistical.










































Figure B.13: Contributions to the cross section for Z+jet production for different values
of the technical cut, y0, for (a) real corrections at NLO and (b) real virtual corrections
at NNLO. The error bars on the datapoints are statistical.
rameter. These distributions were shown for the double real phase space integrals in
Fig. 4.5.
Fig. B.13 demonstrates similar plots for the single unresolved emissions coming from
the both the real corrections at NLO (Fig. B.13(a)) and the real virtual corrections at
NNLO (Fig. B.13(b)). It is clear that there is no residual technical cut dependence
and the subtraction terms in both cases are performing well. For all of the other
distributions presented in this thesis, y0 was chosen to be y0 = 10−6 for both the real
and real virtual corrections to the cross section. The comparison of Fig. 4.5 to Fig. B.13
demonstrates that code is significantly more stable when considering single unresolved
emissions compared to double unresolved emissions.
Whilst it is informative to check the technical cut dependence of the total cross
section, it is not a complete validation of the real phase space integration procedure.
For observables where the weight is a sharply falling function, for example in transverse
momentum distributions, the technical cut dependence on the total cross section is only
representative of the first few bins for the observable. Indeed, it is important that we
can demonstrate that there is no residual technical cut dependence in bins which form
a negligible contribution to the total cross section.
Fig. B.14 shows the transverse momentum distribution of the leading jet, double
real region a contribution normalised to the high statistics double real region a result
used in section 6.1 for various choices of y0. Whilst the statistical uncertainties are
large, it is clear that there is largely good agreement between the high statistics result
and the runs using a range of technical cuts. There is no net trend in the results and the
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Figure B.14: The transverse momentum distribution for the leading jet, double real
region a contribution normalised to the high statistics double real region a result used
in section 6.1. The errors on each datapoint are statistical. The technical cut values are
(a) y0 = 1 · 10−5, (b) y0 = 3 · 10−6, (c) y0 = 1 · 10−6, (d), y0 = 3 · 10−7, (e) y0 = 1 · 10−7.
The green band denotes the statistical uncertainty on the high statistics calculation.
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Figure B.15: The transverse momentum distribution for the leading jet, double real
region b contribution normalised to the high statistics double real region b result used
in section 6.1. The errors on each datapoint are statistical. The technical cut values are
(a) y0 = 1 · 10−5, (b) y0 = 3 · 10−6, (c) y0 = 1 · 10−6, (d), y0 = 3 · 10−7, (e) y0 = 1 · 10−7.
The green band denotes the statistical uncertainty from the high statistics calculation.
fluctuations are entirely statistical. Similar conclusions can be drawn from Fig. B.15,
which shows equivalent distributions for the double real region b calculation.
A similar exercise can be performed for checking the dependence of the calculation
on the dynamic reduced technical cut, controlled by the parameter δ0. Fig. B.16 shows
the transverse momentum distribution double real region a contribution normalised to
the high statistics calculation for various choices of δ0. It is clear that not only is there
excellent agreement for all the values of δ0 considered, but also the statistical errors
in each bin have been reduced significantly in comparison to there being no dynamic
cut applied. Indeed, the size of the error bars is comparable to the high statistics
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Figure B.16: The transverse momentum distribution for the leading jet, double real
region a contribution normalised to the high statistics double real region a result used
in section 6.1. The errors on each datapoint are statistical. The reduced technical cut
values are (a) δ0 = 10−3, (b) δ0 = 10−4, (c) δ0 = 10−5. The green band denotes the
statistical uncertainty from the high statistics calculation.
calculation for all of the choices of δ0. This shows that the dynamic cut offers a huge
performance upgrade in terms of the speed of the convergence of the calculation for
differential distributions. Again, similar conclusions can be drawn from Fig. B.17,
which shows the same distributions for the double real region b integral.
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Figure B.17: The transverse momentum distribution for the leading jet, double real
region b contribution normalised to the high statistics double real region b result used
in section 6.1. The errors on each datapoint are statistical. The reduced technical cut
values are (a) δ0 = 10−3, (b) δ0 = 10−4, (c) δ0 = 10−5. The green band denotes the
statistical uncertainty from the high statistics calculation.
